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A spirit of progress and positive change continued to define SMU in 2014–15, as the University celebrated the fourth year of its historic centennial celebration era. Thanks, in part, to inspiring support for The Second Century Campaign, SMU took significant strides forward in the areas of student quality, faculty and academic excellence and the campus experience. The University’s progress was propelled by the extraordinary accomplishments of both students and faculty, who shone brightly in the national spotlight that is increasingly trained on SMU. New facilities supported academic quality and student success. And SMU’s new living-and-learning model of campus life transformed the undergraduate experience.
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It is an honor to serve as the chair of the SMU Board of Trustees during this special time for the University, the centennial year of SMU’s opening.

In this Annual Report, you will read about some of the exciting steps SMU has taken in the past year to ensure that the University is prepared to provide the best educational experience for students today and in the future. You also will read about SMU’s increasing impact as a research institution positioned to grow in influence and prominence.

Much of this progress is the direct result of the great support that The Second Century Campaign has generated. The campaign has truly proven to be transformative.

- Indeed, the quality of our student body has been enhanced greatly.
- Moreover, there are many more faculty members who have attained national reputations.
- Additionally, SMU has built or renovated a large number of critical facilities.

In sum, the campaign has precipitated the launch of a new era in University history. And, we are just getting started.

As we contemplate the University’s next 100 years, those of us who care deeply about the University have a responsibility to act boldly by putting into place the human talent and resources necessary not only to educate future leaders on our campus today, but also to prepare for the future generations of students who will study disciplines yet to be invented and address societal challenges yet to be faced.

Building on our progress to date, we are positioned to propel SMU to even greater heights. The great support of so many people has made a real difference. I feel confident that SMU will continue to secure its place as a global educational and research institution.

MICHAEL M. BOONE ’63, ’67
Chair, Board of Trustees
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As we prepared for the last official year of celebrating the centennial era – 2011 through 2015 – there was a palpable increase in energy and excitement on the Hilltop. We shared a great sense of anticipation heading for that $1 billion goal and planning special events for September.

During 2014–15, working with student leaders, we scheduled Homecoming 2015 festivities to coincide with the anniversary of SMU’s start of classes September 24, 1915, so that we could consolidate our fall celebrations and make visiting the Hilltop easier for the many hundreds expected for these and special centennial events.

It also was a year of visible impact, as much of the campaign’s funding could be seen in new academic programs, faculty endowments, facilities and campus life programs. In the world of higher education, we are aware that institutions evolve over time – sometimes too slowly, it seems. But at SMU our pace has been quickened to implement improvements in a timely manner. As you will read in this Annual Report, the evidence of impact has permeated the campus.

As the countdown proceeded toward our monetary campaign goal, we celebrated two major participation goals that have set new records of giving for SMU. At the close of the fiscal year, we exceeded our goal to achieve 25 percent of undergraduate alumni giving in a single year, culminating at 26 percent. This puts SMU among the nation’s top institutions in alumni giving, a factor in college rankings. In addition, we exceeded our goal of achieving 50 percent of alumni giving throughout the entire life of the campaign, reaching 56.9 percent. These are important indicators of alumni pride and investment in the University’s progress.

My special thanks to all who have made 2014–15 a year of optimistic anticipation and historic achievement, continuing our theme of honoring the past while moving boldly into our future.
UNBRIDLED IMPACT
SMU is marking the fifth year of The Second Century Celebration in 2015. The five-year commemoration celebrates the 100th anniversaries of SMU’s founding in 1911 and opening in 1915. The SMU community marks the official centennial of SMU’s opening September 24, 2015, as part of Homecoming. The Second Century Celebration runs concurrently with The Second Century Campaign, which continues to propel SMU’s exciting momentum and runs through the end of 2015.

As part of The Second Century Celebration, SMU continued to mark the Year of the Faculty throughout 2014, commemorating the hiring of SMU’s first faculty members by Robert S. Hyer, SMU’s first president. The University also launched the Year of the Student in spring 2015, celebrating the importance of SMU’s student body throughout the life of the University. Read about both of these special commemorations on the following pages.
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SMU continued to celebrate the Year of the Faculty throughout 2014, marking the 100th anniversary of the recruitment of the University’s first faculty members by Robert S. Hyer, SMU’s first president, and celebrating SMU’s esteemed faculty members as researchers, teachers and University citizens. The Year of the Faculty also highlighted the importance of endowments for faculty positions, which enable a university to attract and retain top faculty experts. Such endowments are often regarded as evidence of overall university quality.

Thanks to the generosity of donors, SMU has created many new endowed faculty positions during the campaign. SMU has set a goal of having a total of 110 by the end of 2015, when the campaign comes to a close. SMU’s faculty experts include those whose research achievements have been recognized with election to prestigious national academic societies, such as the National Academy of Sciences, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering. The University’s faculty also includes recipients of national and international honors, such as Fulbright Awards and Guggenheim Fellowships.

As part of the Year of the Faculty, SMU hosted a centennial luncheon during Homecoming Weekend in November 2014 that honored the generous donors of endowed faculty positions throughout the University’s history and the faculty members currently holding those positions.

A special Year of the Faculty website, smu.edu/yearofthefaculty, which operated throughout 2014 and continues to be accessed, showcases individual faculty members and their remarkable achievements across a spectrum of disciplines. The website also featured hundreds of submissions by SMU alumni who shared their recollections of favorite professors.
YEaR of the STUDENT

SMU launched a celebration of the Year of the Student in spring 2015, which marked the 100th anniversary of the year the University enrolled its first class.

A special Year of the Student website, smu.edu/yearofthestudent, was created to highlight the quality of SMU students, and it continued to celebrate student experiences and topics from student travel to athletic accomplishments.

Through the years, SMU students have established and led student organizations, engaged in athletics competition, served the community, studied abroad and excelled in and beyond the classroom. In January alone, six students were accepted to participate in the Clinton Global Initiative, while others made human rights study trips to areas such as Poland and Ecuador over the winter break.

Others shared perspectives through published opinion pieces and blogs on the SMU Adventures site. SMU is one of the few universities in the nation to have a voting student member on its Board of Trustees and other students as trustee committee members. The new Residential Commons system of campus living was designed with input and ongoing leadership from students, working with Faculty in Residence.

The quality of the student body continues to increase, each year bringing the highest average SAT scores in University history.
UNBRIDLED LEARNING
STUDENT QUALITY

Gifted students add immeasurably to the quality of a university. SMU began its yearlong celebration of the Year of the Student in spring 2015, which marks the 100th anniversary of the year the University enrolled its first class. Increased support for academic scholarships attracted talented students to the Hilltop in 2014–15, as it has throughout The Second Century Campaign. SMU students today continue a proud legacy of accomplishment and leadership, providing ample evidence that world changers are indeed shaped here. Whether winning national awards, achieving in the classroom or serving the community, SMU students are enhancing SMU's reputation as a globally recognized center for teaching and learning.

SMU UNDERGRADUATES DIRECT HIGH SCHOOL MENTORING THROUGH BIG IDEAS PROGRAM

Biology major Janice Kim ’15 and economics major Anna Norkett ’16 (both in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences) created and supervised College Bound, a Saturday enrichment program in which SMU students mentored and tutored low-income students at Woodrow Wilson High School in the skills necessary to succeed in college. The SMU students received seed money for their project as winners of the University’s Big iDeas program. (Read more about Big iDeas on page 18.) Anna is a President’s Scholar, holding the highest academic scholarship awarded by the University. Janice will attend Harvard Medical School beginning in fall 2015.
Scholarship support is crucial in helping SMU to attract and retain top undergraduate and graduate students and can be life changing for student recipients. Thanks to continuing donor support, SMU created 51 new endowed scholarships during 2014–15, for a total of 552 established thus far during The Second Century Campaign. The number exceeds the University’s original campaign goal of creating 500 scholarships. The range of academic scholarships offered by SMU has broadened to include general University scholarships as well as those that support specific studies, majors and interests.

Examples from among gifts for scholarships in 2014–15 include:

- A total of $3.5 million for endowed MBA scholarships in the Cox School of Business from SMU trustee and Cox School Executive Board Chair David B. Miller ’72, ’73 and his wife, Carolyn L. Miller. The School has a goal of raising $20 million for graduate program scholarships by the end of 2015. Donations totaled almost $18 million by the end of the 2014–15 fiscal year. More than 60 percent of the funds came from alumni and annual donors.

- A $1.5 million challenge grant from the Morris Foundation to support the Meadows Scholars Program at Meadows School of the Arts. The gift was announced at the School’s annual Meadows at the Meyerson benefit concert in March in the Meyerson Symphony Center. Led by Ken Morris ’72 and his wife, Linda, the Foundation will match gifts designated to the Meadows Scholars endowment by the end of 2015.

AVERAGE SAT SCORE sets RECORD HIGH

The average SAT score of first-year students entering in fall 2014 (Class of 2018) rose over the previous year and again set a new SMU record, reaching 1308. That represents more than a 100-point increase during the last 10 years. As average SAT scores have risen, SMU has continued to attract a student body that features greater ethnic, geographic and socioeconomic diversity.
SMU STUDENTS EARN NATIONAL AWARDS AND HONORS

SMU students received prestigious national fellowships and awards in 2014–15:

• Anthropology graduate student Whitney Goodwin received a Fulbright grant to spend 10 months conducting archaeological and ancestral community research in Honduras.

• Anthropology graduate student Michaela Wallerstedt received a Fulbright grant to study and conduct research in Italy on cultural differences between the northern and southern sections of the country.

• Elizabeth Pittman, a graduate student in the Accelerated School Leadership Program in Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development, received a Fulbright Distinguished Award in Teaching to study how relationship building and conflict resolution practices affect outcomes for at-risk students in New Zealand.

• Kandi Doming ‘14 received a Fulbright grant to study Mediterranean archaeology in Amsterdam. She earned bachelor’s degrees in art history from Meadows School of the Arts and in anthropology from Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences.

• President’s Scholar Garrett Fisher ‘16 was named a Scholar to the Institute for Responsible Citizenship in Washington, D.C. Fisher, a double major in business administration in Cox School of Business and in public policy in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences, was one of 11 students selected. The Institute provides an intensive leadership development program for African-American men.

• President’s Scholar Tracy Nelson ‘16 was named a Presidential Fellow at the Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress in Washington, D.C. Nelson is a triple major in political science, public policy and economics with a minor in international studies in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences.

• President’s Scholar Nicole Hartman ‘15 was selected to spend summer 2015 researching theoretical condensed-matter physics through the National Science Foundation’s Research Experience for Undergraduates program. She is a triple major in physics and mathematics in Dedman College and in electrical engineering in the Lyle School.

• President’s Scholar Collette Marchesseault ‘16 was an honorable mention for the Goldwater Scholarship. A double major in biological sciences and mathematics with a minor in chemistry in Dedman College, she conducts cancer research in SMU’s Center for Drug Discovery, Design and Delivery as a Hamilton Undergraduate Research Scholar.

SCHOLARSHIPS Change LIVES

Each year scholarship recipients are invited to write letters of appreciation to donors whose generosity has helped them to attend SMU. As SMU continues to seek support for scholarships, we are pleased to share excerpts from some of these letters:

“Only at SMU could I experience such wonderful professors and the benefits of such world-class programs. I have had the most wonderful time learning and growing as an individual and could not have done it without your generous support.”

Kelsey M. Alford ’16

“At SMU, not only do I get the technical training required to become a civil engineer, but I benefit from personal guidance and learn leadership skills that make me feel truly prepared to start a promising career after I complete my education.”

Peter Donegan ’15

“During my time at SMU, I have been able to travel the world, work with professors who are experts in their fields and meet friends I will treasure for the rest of my life. The support I have received has meant the world to me.”

Sorsha Huff ’16

“This scholarship allowed me to be the first in my family to graduate from college! I am not only graduating with a degree in accounting, but I am also graduating with a degree in economics with financial applications specialization. Your scholarship changes lives!”

Luis Angel Flores ’15
THREE FOURTHS of GRADUATES HAVE JOBS or GRAD SCHOOL admission

A total of 74 percent of members of the Class of 2015 reported having secured either a job or admission to graduate school by the time of graduation, according to the first-ever survey of an SMU graduating class. The survey was a joint project of SMU’s Office of Assessment and Accreditation and Office of Institutional Research.

STUDENTS FOLLOW IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF CIVIL RIGHTS HISTORY

Fifty students from two SMU groups traveled in March to Selma, Alabama, following the legacy of 50 other SMU undergraduates and Perkins School of Theology students who rode through the night to meet Martin Luther King, Jr. and hundreds of civil rights marchers in Montgomery, Alabama, on March 25, 1965. They took part in a series of activities and events commemorating the 50th anniversary of the “Bloody Sunday” attacks on the Edmund Pettus Bridge and the Selma-to-Montgomery voting rights march. The two groups included those taking part in the University’s 11th annual Civil Rights Pilgrimage across the South as well as those traveling as part of SMU’s Office of Multicultural Affairs on a Student Senate-supported trip.

STUDENTS COME FROM TEXAS AND AROUND THE WORLD

A total of 11,272 students were enrolled at SMU in fall 2014, including 6,391 undergraduate students and 4,881 graduate and professional students. They came from all 50 states and 92 foreign countries. Approximately 50 percent came from Texas, 37 percent from other U.S. states and 13 percent from foreign countries. Minority students constituted about 25 percent of the overall student population.
Christopher Kiatipides, a Ph.D. candidate in anthropology in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences, reconstructs past environments in tropical Central Africa to better understand the links among culture, ecology and climate. His dissertation project focuses on reconstructing changes in vegetation cover and land-use strategies among late Iron Age populations of the Ngotto Forest in the Central African Republic. In summer 2015, he presented his research at the 8th International Workshop on African Archaeo-botany in Italy.

Hope Hagar, a Ph.D. candidate in environmental and civil engineering in Lyle School of Engineering, is investigating the use of the mineral hydroxyapatite – sourced from fish bones and teeth – to remediate groundwater contamination at a U.S. superfund site containing waste sludge polluted with depleted uranium. Almost 100 percent of the uranium can be removed when the sludge is passed through columns packed with the mineral. The process results in a highly stable mineral called chernikovite, vastly reducing the danger of uranium exposure. She received a Dean’s Award for her work during Research Day 2015.

Matthew Clemens, a master of science candidate in paleontology in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences, has done research using a fossil from the most precisely dated beaked whale in the world to pinpoint a date when East Africa’s mysterious temperature elevation and its associated climate change began. The 17-million-year-old fossil was discovered in modern Kenya’s harsh desert region and is the only stranded whale ever found so far inland on the African continent. Matthew co-authored a study with several faculty members, published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences in February.

Charles South, a Ph.D. candidate in statistical science in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences, won a Dean’s Award during Research Day 2015 for his work on advanced statistical methodology for the growing fantasy sports industry. His project used three different statistical models to predict player performance and to construct daily fantasy basketball teams. He examined several different permutations of players based on statistical projections to form a team with the highest projected score.

SMU STUDENTS EXCEL IN LEARNING BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

A record-setting 100 undergraduate students undertook projects ranging from observing physicians in African hospitals to creating a community orchestra for children in South Dallas through SMU’s Engaged Learning program in 2014–15. The program provides enhanced opportunities for learning beyond the classroom. Approved projects are eligible for grants worth as much as $2,000. Since its inception in 2011, 76 percent of the program’s graduating seniors either have been accepted into graduate school or obtained employment in a field directly related to their project. Examples of programs in 2014–15 included:

Camille Biard ’15, a chemistry major in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences, used computational chemistry to study and develop new molecules that can emit luminescence for extended periods and be delivered to the human body to study cancerous cells.

Adam Gannon ’15, a biology major in Dedman College, initiated research into the possibility of alleviating Alzheimer’s disease by reducing the role of peroxiredoxin, a protein present in specific brain neurons. Adam (right), who is continuing his research as a medical student at the University of Houston Medical Science Center, is pictured with Svetlana Radyuk, research associate professor of biological sciences in Dedman College.

Asia Rodgers ’15, a human rights major in Dedman College, created Art Healing, a project that uses art therapy to help female victims of sex trafficking rebuild confidence, and blogged about her experience.
Twenty-three undergraduate teams competed in the Big iDeas program, which included a pitch contest in 2014–15. In round one students “pitched” their ideas for projects that benefit society. In round two students fleshed out their ideas more fully and demonstrated their feasibility. They were judged by a panel of outsiders provided by Executives in Action, a not-for-profit organizational and business consultant. Winners received $5,000 in seed money. Among the winners were:

* Edward Allegra ’16, a major in economics, Miguel Quimbar ’17, a major in accounting (both in Dedman College), and Jack Reynolds ’15, a double major in finance and in markets and culture in Cox School of Business and Dedman College, respectively. They won for BioLum Sciences, a smartphone-based imaging system that can detect the presence of asthma, potentially reducing the current 40 percent misdiagnoses of asthma in the United States. The technology, developed entirely by the team of students, has received significant additional start-up support from other competitions and additional sources throughout the United States.

* Hunter Rice ’16 (far left), a double major in economics and in management in Dedman College and the Cox School, respectively, and J.P. Buxbaum ’16 (near left), a major in advertising in Meadows School of the Arts. They won for Beyond US Clothing, a for-profit clothing company that partners with charities to help underprivileged children in the United States. It offers unique T-shirt designs for each partnership and donates a portion of the sales to charities with a focus on children and education.
More than 500 students participated in SMU Abroad programs in Europe, Asia, Africa, Central America, South America, the Middle East and Australia during 2014–15. SMU offers nearly 150 study abroad programs in 50 countries, as well as unique opportunities for international research, study tours, internships and service. SMU Abroad programs provide unique cultural perspectives that enrich students’ academic experience. SMU’s extraordinary international study programs also help the University continue to attract high-achievers.

Shannon Swisher ’15 studied at City University in London during fall 2014. “Studying abroad forced me out of my comfort zone and helped me to see the world as a whole,” says Shannon, a double major in pre-med and environmental science in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences. “The experience of living in a different country also showed me that I am capable of much more than I had thought.” In 2015 Swisher is serving as an SMU Abroad Student Ambassador to share her experiences with other students.

In addition to SMU Abroad, examples of global education opportunities at SMU include:

- **Richter Fellowships**, awarded to about 25 undergraduates in the University Honors Program each year to conduct independent research projects around the world.

- **Maguire Center for Ethics and Public Responsibility Public Service Fellowships**, which in 2014–15 provided summer stipends for 10 undergraduate and graduate students to conduct ethics research around the world.

- **The Embrey Human Rights Program**, which takes students, faculty and community members several times each year to sites of human rights abuses. In 2014–15 the program organized trips to Hungary, Poland, Cambodia and Vietnam.

- **SMU Alternative Breaks**, a student organization offering community service trips in the United States and abroad during academic breaks.
FACULTY AND ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

The extraordinary quality of SMU’s faculty is a defining feature of the University. In fall 2014 SMU continued its yearlong celebration of the Year of the Faculty, a commemoration marking the centennial of the hiring of the University’s first faculty members. Faculty experts determine the overall quality and reputation of a University. Thanks to the generosity of donors, in 2014–15 SMU made significant strides toward the University goal of 110 endowed faculty positions. SMU also made major investments in facilities and academic programs that will enable the University to serve as a resource for the community and the world for years to come.

SMU RESEARCHERS CREATE KNOWLEDGE TO CHANGE THE FUTURE

Volkan Otugen, professor of mechanical engineering and George Brown Endowed Chair and senior associate dean in Lyle School of Engineering, is working on the development of advanced prosthetics highly sensitive to brain activity. Read more about his work as well as the research initiatives of other SMU faculty members on page 27.
LEADER of SCHOOL’S NATIONALY RECOGNIZED MUSIC DIVISION named MEADOWS DEAN

Samuel S. Holland, an internationally renowned music educator and outstanding arts administrator, was named dean and Algur H. Meadows Chair of Meadows School of the Arts in November. Holland has provided strong leadership to the Meadows School in both teaching and administrative roles for more than 20 years. The Music Division Holland has led was named the number one music program among comprehensive universities in the United States in the 2014 College Factual rankings, as reported in USA Today.

MEADOWS FOUNDATION PROVIDES SMU’s LARGEST GIFT

SMU announced in March that The Meadows Foundation pledged $45 million to Meadows School of the Arts and the Meadows Museum, the largest single gift in University history. With this commitment, The Meadows Foundation has provided more than $100 million to the University since 1995. The gift, also the largest in The Meadows Foundation’s history, consists of two parts:

* Funds to support goals and programs of the Meadows Museum, which houses one of the largest and most comprehensive collections of Spanish art outside Spain. The gift will fund exhibitions, education programs and acquisitions. The gift also will help the Museum expand relationships with international cultural institutions and enhance its reputation as the center for Spanish art in the United States.

* Funds to the Meadows School of the Arts to support its goal of leading the nation in arts education. The funding will be used to attract and retain top faculty and students, create and maintain innovative programs of national importance and provide enhanced studio, gallery and state-of-the-art classroom spaces.

(L-R) Brad E. Cheves, SMU vice president for Development and External Affairs; Mark A. Roglán, Linda P. and William A. Custard Director of the Meadows Museum and Centennial Chair in the Meadows School of the Arts; R. Gerald Turner, SMU president; Linda P. Evans, president and CEO of The Meadows Foundation; Michael M. Boone ’63, ’67, chair of the SMU Board of Trustees; and Samuel S. Holland, dean of the SMU Meadows School of the Arts.
GIFTS for FACULTY ENDOWMENTS enhance ACADEMIC QUALITY

New endowed faculty positions help SMU to attract and retain top experts and contribute to the University’s quality as an educational and research institution. Gifts for faculty endowments also support SMU’s drive to reach 110 in substantially endowed positions. Examples of generous gifts to establish new endowed faculty positions in 2014–15 are listed below:

- Two gifts of $1.25 million each from Stephen L. Arata ’88 (right, receiving congratulatory certificate from President R. Gerald Turner) and Kathryn H. Arata ’87, ’91. One gift established the Bonnie Wheeler Centennial Professorship in Medieval European Literature in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences. The gift honors one of the Aratas’ favorite SMU professors, Bonnie Wheeler, associate professor of English and medieval studies director (far right). The other gift established a centennial professorship in finance in the Cox School of Business.

- A gift of $2.5 million, made through the Texas Methodist Foundation, created the Susanna Wesley Centennial Chair in Practical Theology in Perkins School of Theology.

- A $2 million gift from Linda and Ken Morris ’72 supported the Linda A. and Kenneth R. Morris Endowed Directorship in the Caruth Institute for Entrepreneurship in the Cox School of Business, held by Jerry F. White (photo far left).

- A gift of $2 million from Ellen Karelsen Solender ’71, SMU law alumna and professor emerita (photo left), established the Ellen K. Solender Endowed Chair in Women and the Law.

- A $1.5 million gift from North Texas business leader Jack D. Knox ’60, ’63 established the Jack Knox Chair in the Rights and Protection of Children in Dedman School of Law.

- A gift of $1 million from Janet Duchossois ’66 and Craig Duchossois ’66, ’68 established the Janet and Craig Duchossois Endowed Professorship in Management and Organizations in the Cox School of Business.

GROUND BROKEN for SECOND SIMMONS SCHOOL building

SMU broke ground in September for Harold Clark Simmons Hall, the second building for the Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development. The ceremony followed a gift of $25 million from Annette Caldwell Simmons ‘57 and Harold C. Simmons in 2013 to fund the new building and also support three new endowed academic positions. Harold Clark Simmons Hall will be a three-story, 40,000-square-foot academic building that will be home to the Budd Center for Involving Communities in Education, the Teacher Development Studio and the Department of Teaching and Learning and will include other facilities. (L-R) R. Gerald Turner, SMU president; Annette Caldwell Simmons; David J. Chard, Simmons School dean; and Michael M. Boone ’63, ’67, chair of the SMU Board of Trustees.
INTERDISCIPLINARY LEADER
named DEDMAN COLLEGE DEAN

Thomas DiPiero, whose academic interests range from the psychoanalysis of race and gender to French literature, joined SMU in August 2014 as dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences and professor in the departments of English and World Languages and Literatures. Previously DiPiero served as dean of humanities and interdisciplinary studies and professor of French and of Visual and Cultural Studies at the University of Rochester. He is the author or co-editor of three books, including Dangerous Truths and Criminal Passions: The Evolution of the French Novel 1569-1791, and numerous book chapters and articles.

GIFT ENDOWS AWARDS HONORING TEACHING

A gift of $1 million in December from Charles Mangum ‘86 and his wife, Elaine Sheffer Mangum ‘89, will endow the Barbara and James Mangum Endowed Awards for Teaching Excellence. The gift, in honor of Charles’ parents, was made as SMU celebrated the Year of the Faculty in 2014. Beginning in 2016, the awards will be presented annually to outstanding non-tenured and tenure-track accounting faculty in the Cox School of Business and economics faculty in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences. The Mangums’ son, James ‘14, also is an SMU graduate.

ALTSHULER DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS announced

Three of SMU’s best teachers were named 2015–17 Altshuler Distinguished Teaching Professors as announced by the University’s Center for Teaching Excellence during the May Board of Trustees meeting. The honorees are Jill DeTemple, associate professor in the Department of Religious Studies in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences, Darius Miller, professor of finance and Caruth Chair in Finance in Cox School of Business, and Yildirim Hürmüzlü, director of SMU’s Systems, Measurement and Control Laboratory and a professor in the Department of Mechanical Engineering in Lyle School of Engineering. The Altshuler Distinguished Teaching Professor Awards, endowed by SMU trustee Ruth Collins Sharp Altshuler ’48, have recognized SMU faculty members for their commitment to student learning since 2001.
SMU HOSTS INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

SMU served as the site for two major international science conferences in 2014–15, drawing experts from around the globe to the Hilltop and providing evidence of the University’s increasing prominence as a center for scientific exploration and research.

• The SMU Physics Department hosted in April the international conference of the world’s premier physicists on particle collision experiments, the 2015 International Workshop on Deep-Inelastic Scattering (left).

• The SMU Geothermal Laboratory hosted its seventh international geothermal energy conference and workshop in May. "Power Plays: Geothermal Energy in Oil and Gas Fields" brought together oil and gas industry professionals with geothermal and waste-heat industry professionals for networking and sessions on exploration, reservoir opportunities and project development.

FORD RESEARCH FELLOWS named

Four distinguished SMU professors were honored as 2015 Ford Research Fellows during the May Board of Trustees meeting. Recipients were Ping (Peggy) Gui, associate professor of electrical engineering in Lyle School of Engineering and a member of its Darwin Deason Institute for Cyber Security; Robert Howell, professor of philosophy and Dedman Family Chair in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences; Lisa Siraganian, associate professor of English in Dedman College and associate director of the Dedman College Interdisciplinary Institute; and Nathan Cortez, the inaugural Adelfa Botello Callejo Endowed Professor of Law in Leadership and Latino Studies in Dedman School of Law. Established in 2002 through a $1 million commitment from trustee Gerald J. Ford ’66, ’69, the fellowships provide a cash stipend for research support.

NEW TSAI CENTER TO PERFORM LEGAL RESEARCH IN TECHNOLOGY

An anonymous $3.125 million gift in December 2014 will launch the Tsai Center for Law, Science and Innovation in Dedman School of Law. The combined $2.5 million endowment and $625,000 in operational funding for the first five years provide a way for law, science, engineering and business students, scholars and professionals to collaborate. The Center will focus on the intersection of innovation, intellectual property law and entrepreneurship.
PROVOST AD INTERIM is an EXPERT IN U.S. GOVERNMENT

Associate Provost Harold W. Stanley in March was named Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost ad interim, beginning June 1, 2015. A distinguished political scientist with special expertise in U.S. government, Southern and Latino politics and presidential elections, Stanley came to SMU in 2003 as the Geurin-Pettus Distinguished Chair in American Politics and Political Economy in Dedman College. He has served as associate provost since 2010. Stanley has overseen international study, SMU-in-Taos, President’s Scholars and other programs.

SMU presents INAUGURAL SECOND CENTURY FACULTY CAREER ACHIEVEMENT award

James K. Hopkins, Altshuler Distinguished Teaching Professor of history, was named the inaugural recipient of SMU’s Second Century Faculty Career Achievement Award in April. In his honor, the James K. Hopkins SMU Second Century Faculty Career Achievement Scholarship has been created and will be awarded to a student in SMU’s fall 2015 entering class. The citation honoring Professor Hopkins notes his “outstanding accomplishments in scholarship, teaching and sustained commitment to the University.”

MULTIMILLION-DOLLAR GRANTS SUPPORT SMU RESEARCH

Classified by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching as a university with “high research activity,” SMU continued in 2014-15 to be a recipient of grants supporting research and exploration on a range of topics, receiving commitments for $25.3 million in external research funding. These include two multimillion-dollar grants:

- The W.W. Caruth Jr. Foundation, housed at Communities Foundation of Texas, awarded a $2.5 million grant to the Lyle School of Engineering and the Retina Foundation of the Southwest, which are collaborating to create the Clinical Center of Innovation for Age-Related Macular Degeneration. The center, to be housed at the Retina Foundation in Dallas, will help to develop prototypes of new diagnostic and clinical treatment approaches.

- The U.S. Department of Defense committed a grant of $2.6 million to the STEMPREP Project at Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development. The grant will support increasing the number of minorities in fields involving science, technology, engineering or math (STEM). STEMPREP recruits bright, science-minded seventh- and eighth-grade minority students for the two-summer classroom phase of the STEMPREP project and provides high school students with summer opportunities at research labs. All STEMPREP project students who finish the program attend college, and 83 percent go on to graduate school.
SMU RESEARCHERS create NEW KNOWLEDGE AND gain ATTENTION

SMU faculty members conducted groundbreaking research in 2014–15 that yielded new insights and advanced our understanding of a range of subjects. Some of that work received media attention, while other researchers made incremental advances en route to new breakthroughs. A few examples:

- **Andrea Meltzer**, assistant professor of psychology in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences, was the lead author on three independent studies about the psychology of women’s body image. The research made headlines around the nation and the world in publications such as The New York Daily News, The Huffington Post, The Atlantic, Vogue, Fitness, Seventeen, Women’s Health, Cosmopolitan and many others. Body images of the participating women were influenced by men’s perceptions independent of their actual body size and weight, the studies found. However, interventions that alter women’s perception of men’s opinions may improve body image, the studies suggest.

- Research that opens the possibility for advanced prosthetics highly sensitive to brain activity reached a new level in the Micro-Sensor Laboratory of **Volkan Otugen**, professor of mechanical engineering, George Brown Endowed Chair and senior associate dean in Lyle School of Engineering. The lab’s “whispering gallery mode” technology uses optical fibers and tiny, soft transparent polymer spheres as sensitive detectors of sound waves and electromagnetic fields. One target application is a prosthetic device’s capability to detect neural activity in the nervous system and, ultimately, in the brain – which might someday enable amputees to control prosthetic devices with their thoughts.

- SMU faculty and students in the Department of Physics were at work in preparation for the summer 2015 restart of the upgraded Large Hadron Collider in Geneva, Switzerland. SMU’s team, including **Ryszard Stroynowski**, professor of experimental physics and the team’s senior member, contributes to experiments at the CERN collider, which earlier enabled physicists to isolate the Higgs boson. Work and analyses by SMU’s team continued throughout 2012 and 2013 while the collider was out of operation for an energy upgrade. SMU’s ManeFrame High Performance Computer supplies important processing resources for the collaboration.

- Earthquake monitoring research by an SMU seismology team, led by **Brian Stump**, Claude C. Albritton Professor in Huffington Department of Earth Sciences in Dedman College, continued to play an influential role in supplying data and analyses of the likely cause of unprecedented earthquakes occurring in the Azle area of North Texas. The SMU scientists reported their findings in the April edition of the influential peer-reviewed journal Nature. Stump also was named an American Association for the Advancement of Science Fellow for distinguished contributions to his field, particularly in the area of seismic monitoring over a 20-year period in support of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty.

GIFTS for ICONIC FURNITURE return FONDREN READING ROOM to elegance

The centerpiece of the Fondren Library Center renovation is the restoration of the reading room to its former grandeur. In honor of SMU’s centennial celebration, the University has commissioned handcrafted tables and chairs by iconic American craftsman Thomas Moser to re-establish Fondren Library Centennial Reading Room as one of the campus’ signature spaces. A plaque mounted on each named table or chair will recognize a donor to the renovation project or honor a current or former student, an influential faculty member or an SMU family. **Jane Allman Wetzel ’52**, an early donor to the project, has purchased a chair to honor “all those who work in the library as part of their education.” The Fondren Library Centennial Reading Room project will be completed by SMU Founders’ Day 2016.
NEW MUSTANG HEAD FOOTBALL COACH BRINGS RECORD OF SUCCESS

SMU named Chad Morris as the new Mustang head football coach in December, following Morris’ five seasons as offensive coordinator at Clemson University, as well as 16 seasons as a coach at various Texas high schools. During his tenure at Clemson, the Tigers earned a 41-11 record, won the 2011 ACC Championship and earned four postseason bowl berths, including two BCS Orange Bowl appearances. Clemson also posted three final top-25 rankings. Morris took six of his teams on the Texas prep level to state championship games, winning three times, and earned Coach of the Year honors 11 times.

CAMPUS EXPERIENCE

A major strength of an SMU education is the experience of life on the Hilltop. Participating in a campus organization, attending a lecture by an international political leader and developing a friendship with a student from another state – or another country – all translate into learning that complements what takes place in the classroom. In 2014–15 the campus experience was further enhanced by the Residential Commons system, which, in its first year, transformed the experience of living on campus. Thanks to the generosity of donors, SMU also embarked upon or completed construction of major facilities that support achievement, discovery and well-being.
MUSTANG TENNIS complex DEDICATED

SMU dedicated its new 45,000-square-foot tennis complex in February, opening a competition-level facility for men’s and women’s tennis team practice, training and tournament play. The complex includes the Turpin Stadium, with six outdoor courts, and the Styslinger Grand Viewing Terrace and the Brookshire Family Pavilion, with six indoor courts and a patron balcony. The third-floor Edwin L. Cox Club Suite features both outdoor and indoor court viewing areas. Leadership donors to the complex include the Altec/Styslinger Foundation; the family of Ann Warmack Brookshire ’77 and Bradley W. Brookshire ’76; Edwin L. Cox ’42; and the Jack A. Turpin family.

MUSTANG STUDENT-ATHLETES WIN CHAMPIONSHIPS IN TEAM AND INDIVIDUAL SPORTS

Mustang athletic teams smashed records and rewrote record books in 2014–15, as they galloped to victory in a variety of sports. The men’s basketball team tallied a 27-7 record (15-3 in conference) and won both the American Athletic Conference (AAC) regular season and tournament championships en route to its first NCAA Tournament appearance since 1993. Three Mustang basketball players earned All-AAC honors, and Nic Moore ’16 was named AAC Player of the Year. Men’s golfer Bryson DeChambeau ’16 (right) won the NCAA Men’s Golf Tournament at The Concession Golf Club in Florida, the first Mustang to win the individual championship. In August during the 2015–16 fiscal year, DeChambeau also won the U.S. Amateur Championship, becoming only the fifth player to win the tournament and NCAA individual title in the same summer. The men’s golf team finished 14th in the nation. Women’s outdoor track and field and women’s swimming and diving also won AAC titles in 2014–15. Twelve of SMU’s 17 varsity sports teams finished in the top three in the conference. Eighty SMU student-athletes earned all-conference honors.
SMU STUDENT-ATHLETES MAKE THE GRADE

SMU student-athletes set the pace in the classroom as well as on the field in 2014-15. Three SMU teams – women's golf, women's soccer and women's track and field – earned a 100 percent graduation rate, and all varsity sports programs beat the national average graduation rates for their respective sports. In addition, 199 SMU student-athletes secured places on the American Athletic Conference All-Academic Team by earning at least a 3.0 grade point average. Volleyball player Caroline Young '16 received SMU’s Presidential Award of Excellence for a scholar/athlete.

BUSINESS LEADER and TRUSTEE GIVES DECEMBER COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS

Business leader Gerald J. Ford ’66, ’69, former chair of the SMU Board of Trustees, delivered the keynote address at December Commencement. He encouraged the more than 600 students gathered in Moody Coliseum to “under-promise and overdeliver. There’s just no downside to it.” Ford earned a B.A. in economics from SMU in 1966 and his J.D. from SMU School of Law in 1969. He is a member of the Executive Board of Dedman School of Law, a member of the Campaign Leadership Council and convening co-chair of The Second Century Campaign.

FACILITIES ENHANCE SMU-IN-TAOS

SMU-in-Taos celebrated new facilities and other improvements at the campus in Northern New Mexico in July 2014.

- Ground was broken (below) for the Carolyn and David Miller Campus Center, a facility for activities and gatherings of students, faculty and guests at the Taos campus. Carolyn Miller, SMU trustee David B. Miller ’72, ’73 and the David B. Miller Family Foundation provided $2.5 million as the lead gift for the Center.

- The Chapel at Fort Burgwin, named for the pre-Civil War cantonment on the property, also was dedicated. The chapel was provided by gifts from Patsy Pinson Hutchison ’54 and William L. Hutchison ’54 in memory of their mothers, Flora Hedleston Pinson and Ima Leete Hutchison.

- Additional improvements to the Taos campus include enhancement of the Rio Grande del Rancho creek to preserve its pristine environment and a new bridge over the river on property bequeathed by the late former Texas Governor William P. Clements, Jr. ’39.

The Clements Foundation provided $1 million for the project. (The completed Center was dedicated in July 2015, during the 2015–16 fiscal year.)
MUSTANG BAND HALL DEDICATED

The new Mustang Band Hall was dedicated in September 2014. Five times larger than its previous space, the facility features an expanded rehearsal hall, improved practice rooms and an outdoor performance plaza. The 11,000-square-foot hall accommodates a 150-member band, enabling the current 88-member band to expand. More than 1,250 band alumni, supporters and friends contributed funds for the Band Hall, located at the Dedman Center for Lifetime Sports on the southeast edge of campus.

TATE LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS LEADERS IN POLITICS, HISTORY AND THE ARTS

The 33rd season of the Willis M. Tate Distinguished Lecture Series brought political leaders, authors, journalists, scientists and artists to the SMU campus in 2014–15. The season opened with a roundtable discussion featuring two former U.S. secretaries of state, Colin L. Powell and Madeleine K. Albright. The Series also presented PayPal’s former CEO and co-founder, Peter Theil, New York Times columnist and author David Brooks, internationally known photographer Platon, “Good Morning America” co-anchor Robin Roberts (left), presidential historian Doris Kearns Goodwin, astrophysicist Michio Kaku and statistician-forecaster Nate Silver.

FORMER PRESIDENT ADDRESSES GRADUATES AT 100TH COMMENCEMENT

SMU observed its historic 100th Commencement in May with George W. Bush, the 43rd president of the United States, delivering the principal address. Bush told the graduates, “You will learn that who you are is more important than what you have.” SMU awarded more than 2,000 undergraduate, graduate and professional degrees. SMU conferred honorary degrees upon anthropologist Meave Leakey, U.S.-Japan Council President Irene Hirano Inouye and donor-activist Helen LaKelly Hunt.
MAJOR EXHIBITIONS help CELEBRATE MEADOWS MUSEUM’S 50TH BIRTHDAY

The Meadows Museum, which houses one of the world’s largest and most comprehensive collections of Spanish art outside Spain, celebrated its 50th anniversary in April during Founders’ Day Weekend. As part of the anniversary celebration, the Museum hosted two major exhibitions scheduled throughout 2015.

• The Abelló Collection: A Modern Taste for European Masters, an exhibition spanning 500 years of Spanish art, featured 70 paintings from the 16th to the 21st centuries, including works by such Spanish masters as El Greco, Francisco Goya, Salvador Dali and Pablo Picasso, as well as by other European artists. Running from April through August, the exhibition marked the first time the collection had appeared outside Spain.

• Treasures from the House of Alba: 500 Years of Art and Collecting, the first major exhibition in the United States of works from one of the most significant and comprehensive private collections of European art in the world, to be presented September 2015 to January 2016. Included are paintings and decorative arts drawn from three of the family’s spectacular palaces in Madrid, Seville and Salamanca, including works by Titian, Goya, Rubens, Rembrandt, Ingres, Renoir and many more.

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD WINNERS RECEIVE UNIVERSITY’S HIGHEST HONOR

SMU recognized leaders in culture, medicine and business in October 2014 with the Distinguished Alumni Awards, the highest honor the University can bestow upon graduates. Recipients were (L-R) cardiologist John Frank Harper, M.D. ’68, honored military veteran and banker Frank M. Dunlevy ’71 and Dallas Arboretum president and CEO Mary Brinegar ’69. Innovative retailer Alexandra Dillard Lucie ’05 received the University’s Emerging Leader Award, which recognizes an influential alumnus who graduated in the past 15 years. Past DAA recipients also were honored as history makers as part of SMU’s ongoing centennial commemoration.
GAMING ICONS VISIT GUILDHALL in SALUTE to PROGRAM’S QUALITY

SMU’s Guildhall hosted the first visit to a North American university by the Japanese team that developed the best-selling videogame series *Final Fantasy*. Square Enix art director and gaming icon Yusuke Naora (far right, with Guildhall art creation specialist Nick Heitzman) met with students, critiqued portfolios and gave master classes. Guildhall, located at SMU-in-Plano, has received a No. 3 worldwide rating for its master of Interactive Technology program from *The Princeton Review* three years in a row.

NEW RESIDENTIAL COMMONS SYSTEM BUILDS COMMUNITY AND ENRICHES CAMPUS LIFE

SMU’s new Residential Commons (RC) system proved to be truly transformative in its first year of operation in 2014–15. Eighty percent of students reported that their Commons was a great place to connect with fellow students, and they overwhelmingly liked the presence of faculty in their residence halls. The Residential Commons includes living-and-learning communities with classrooms and group, social and cultural activities. Five new residence halls opened as Residential Commons last year, and six existing halls were renovated as Residential Commons. Residents of each Commons include first- and second-year students from various backgrounds. Each Commons has developed traditions and other activities, such as RC Olympics (left), that create a sense of community among residents.

CONSTRUCTION BEGINS ON NEW HEALTH CENTER

SMU broke ground in December on the new Dr. Bob Smith Health Center, a 33,000-square-foot facility to provide comprehensive outpatient health care to more than 11,000 students. The new two-story building will provide outpatient medical care for students, including laboratory, radiology and pharmacy services. The Center is scheduled for completion in spring 2016. A $5 million gift from the Dr. Bob and Jean Smith Foundation funded the new building, named for Dr. Bob Smith ’44, ’46, a longtime Dallas pediatrician. Attendees at the groundbreaking included (L-R from center) Dr. Bob and Jean Smith Foundation President Sally Smith Mashburn ’77 and Foundation Directors Scott Smith ’79 and Marty Smith Kelley ’81.
SMU emphasizes COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS

The University strengthened its connection to the community through a number of outreach initiatives and public events throughout 2014–15. Examples include:

• In September 2014 more than 700 SMU students, faculty, staff and alumni pounded the pavement of downtown Dallas to raise awareness about heart health and wellness at the American Heart Association’s Dallas Heart Walk – the largest heart walk in the nation (below). The event was co-chaired by Hunter L. Hunt ‘90 and Christopher W. Kleinert ‘88. Gerald J. Ford ‘66, ‘69 and Mustang men’s basketball coach Larry Brown served as honorary co-chairs of SMU’s contingent.

• Approximately 200 alumni, students, faculty, staff and alumni in 15 U.S. cities participated in the 2014 Stampede of Service day in November. SMU volunteers in Dallas worked at eight service sites, including the American Red Cross, Autism Treatment Center and Dallas Zoological Society. Alumni across the country worked in locations such as food banks and children’s shelters.

• SMU students, faculty, staff and alumni joined in the Martin Luther King, Jr. parade and celebration in January. President R. Gerald Turner and Vice President for Student Affairs Lori White were accompanied by SMU football players, Perkins School of Theology students and many others. Marching with the SMU contingent was Charles Cox ‘67, a member of the SMU Student Senate who invited King to speak at the University in 1966.

• SMU hosted Community Day as a part of Founders’ Day Weekend in April, featuring free activities at the Meadows Museum and Ford Stadium.
FINANCIAL REPORT

SMU remains on sound financial footing and presents financial information for the fiscal year June 1, 2014, through May 31, 2015. The University is committed to the prudent management of gifts and other financial resources that support student and faculty achievement, academic programs and campus life.
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The information on pages 38-39 was derived from the audited financial statements of the University for fiscal year June 1, 2014 – May 31, 2015.

JUNE 1, 2014 – MAY 31, 2015
(in 000s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATEMENT OF ACTIVITY</th>
<th>BALANCE SHEET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>REVENUE</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASSETS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition and fees</td>
<td>Cash and cash equivalents $176,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship allowance – tuition and fees $(149,905)</td>
<td>Accounts receivable $25,501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Tuition</td>
<td>Pledges receivable $130,789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifts</td>
<td>Investments $1,277,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment income, net of investment expenses $16,649</td>
<td>Property, plant and equipment $987,238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net realized and unrealized gains on investments $52,901</td>
<td>Other assets $19,763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants and contracts</td>
<td>Total Assets $2,616,642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship allowance – room and board $(3,669)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Revenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXPENSES</strong></td>
<td><strong>LIABILITIES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program expenses:</td>
<td>Accounts payable and accrued expenses $188,809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional</td>
<td>Deposits and deferred income $39,278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic support</td>
<td>Other liabilities $429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Bonds payable $556,287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized activities</td>
<td>Advances for student loans $2,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student services</td>
<td>Total Liabilities $787,793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary activities</td>
<td>NET ASSETS $1,828,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Program Expenses</td>
<td>Total Liabilities and Net Assets $2,616,642</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other changes $(90)
EXPENDITURES TOWARD STRATEGIC GOALS

During the past decade SMU has increased annual expenditures for scholarships, faculty and academic achievement in support of goals identified in the University’s Strategic Plan.

STUDENT SUPPORT
Annual University expenditures for tuition scholarships

FACULTY SUPPORT
Annual University expenditures for academic instruction

ACADEMIC SUPPORT
Annual University expenditures for academic support, including library, advising and technology resources
The SMU endowment ended the fiscal year on May 31, 2015 with a market value of $1.505 billion. This represented an increase of $81.4 million compared to the market value on May 31, 2014. Substantial endowment gifts of $40.2 million were received for the one-year period, while endowment distributions of $60.2 million provided support to University operations and accounted for 16% of the operating revenue budget. Multiple restricted and unrestricted purposes were funded, and included spendable funds for scholarships, faculty support, educational programs and libraries.

Total return was 6.18% for the one-year period ending May 31, 2015. Global Equities and Diversifying Strategies generated strong returns for the portfolio; within the private investment portfolio, Venture Capital was a significant contributor to performance. The current global environment continues to challenge institutional investors, and equity volatility has increased over the last 12 months. A stronger U.S. dollar and falling commodity prices have put pressure on Emerging Markets and foreign earnings of U.S. companies. Slowing growth in China, a sustained period of lower oil prices, the potential for the Federal Reserve to raise interest rates and geopolitical tensions in the Middle East and Asia are additional areas of concern.

SMU’s donors have always been generous, and we thank them for their support of the University and the endowment over the past year. We pledge to concentrate on investment strategies and opportunities that should allow the endowment to grow over time, and to maintain appropriate levels of risk and diversification. Meeting these goals over the long term will enable the endowment to support SMU into perpetuity.
Net Tuition and Required Fees: 71%
Endowment Distribution: 16%
Annual Gifts: 5%
Other Revenue: 8%

2014–15 Endowment Distribution as a Percentage of SMU Revenue Sources

Educational Program Support: 38%
Scholarships and Other Student Aid: 25%
Chairs and Faculty Support: 21%
9% Maintenance
6% Library and Books
1% Other

Endowment Pool Asset Allocation

- Global Equities: 40%
- Fixed Income: 10%
- Diversifying Strategies: 25%
- Private Markets: 10%
- Real Assets: 10%
- Cash/Cash Equivalent: 5%

2014–15 vs. 2013–14
The Second Century Campaign continued to support SMU’s remarkable progress in 2014–15, enabling the University to move forward on enhancing student quality, faculty and academic excellence and the campus experience. By May 31, 2015, the end of the fiscal year, the campaign had generated a total of $987 million in commitments, which included more than $113 million in new commitments in 2014–15.

CAMPAIGN STATISTICS (as of May 31, 2015):

- Endowed funding to support 552 new scholarships
- 45 new endowed faculty positions for a total of 107
- 64 endowed schools, centers, institutes and academic programs
- 163 leadership donors, each of whom has provided gifts totaling $1 million or more
- 26% of undergraduate alumni (13,980) provided gifts to SMU in 2014–15 as part of the Join the Stampede alumni giving initiative, surpassing the campaign goal to achieve a 25% undergraduate alumni giving rate in a single year and setting a University giving record.
- 385 volunteers representing eight academic and three University-wide programs and 10 national and 21 international campaign cities
SECOND CENTURY CAMPAIGN EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Campaign Leadership Council
Ruth Collins Sharp Althuser, ‘48, Co-chair
Michael M. Boone, ‘63, ‘67, Co-chair
Gerald J. Ford, ‘66, ‘69, Convening Co-chair
Ray L. Hunt, ‘65, Co-chair
Caren H. Prothro, Co-chair
Carl Sewell, ‘66, Co-chair
Gary T. Crum, ‘69
Linda Pitts Custard, ‘60, ‘99
Robert H. Dedman, Jr., ‘80, ‘84
Milledge A. Hart, III
Gene C. Jones
Paul B. Loyd, Jr., ‘68
Bobby B. Lyle, ‘67
David B. Miller, ‘72, ‘73
Sarah Fullinwider Perot, ‘83
Jeanne L. Phillips, ‘76
John C. Tolleson, ‘70
Richard Ware, ‘68
R. Gerald Turner, Ex Officio

Campaign Steering Committee for Central University Libraries
Ann Warmack Brookshire, ‘77, Co-chair
Tavenner C. Lupton, III, ‘79, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Cox School of Business
Frank M. Dunlevy, ‘71, Co-chair
David B. Miller, ‘72, ‘73, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Dedman College
Kelly Hoglund Compton, ‘79, Co-chair
Frederick B. Hegi, Jr., ‘66, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Dedman School of Law
Marilyn Hussman Augur, ‘89, Co-chair
George W. Bramblett, Jr., ‘63, ‘66, Co-chair
Alan D. Feld, ‘57, ‘60, Convening Co-chair
Wayne Watts, ‘80, Co-chair
Philip J. Wise, ‘78, ‘81, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Lyle School of Engineering
Bobby B. Lyle, ‘67, Convening Co-chair
Karen Livesay Shuford, ‘70, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Meadows School of the Arts
Linda Harris Gibbons, ‘58, Co-chair
John S. McFarland, ‘59, ‘61, Convening Co-chair
Sarah Fullinwider Perot, ‘83, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Perkins School of Theology
Doodee Frost Crockett, ‘03, Co-chair
Michael McKee, ‘78, Co-chair
Kay Prothro Yeager, ‘61, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development
Richard H. Collins, ‘69, Co-chair
Connie Blass O’Neill, ‘77, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Athletics
Denny R. Holman, ‘67, Co-chair
Paul B. Loyd, Jr., ‘68, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Campus and Student Life
Craig James, ‘83, Co-chair
Richard Ware, ‘68, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Alumni
Leslie Long Melson, ‘77, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Faculty and Staff
Fredrick I. Olness, Co-chair
Julie A. Wiksten, ‘78, ‘92, Co-chair

International Region
Antoine L.V. Dijkstra, Co-chair
(The Hague, Netherlands)
Antonio O. Garza, Jr., ‘83, Co-chair (Mexico)
Helmut Sohmen, ‘66, Co-chair (Hong Kong SAR)

Midwest Region
Tim P. Moen, ‘74, Co-chair
Jim White, Jr., ‘82, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Chicago
Paulette McConachie Moen, ‘75, Co-chair
Tim P. Moen, ‘74, Co-chair
Becky Ballard White, ‘82, Co-chair
Jim White, Jr., ‘82, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for St. Louis
Paul D. Diemer, ‘86, Co-chair
Sheri Forbes Diemer, ‘86, Co-chair

Northeast Region
Dianne Warren Green, ‘70, Co-chair
William L. Green, ‘69, ‘72, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for New York City
Dianne Warren Green, ‘70, Co-chair
William L. Green, ‘69, ‘72, Co-chair
James H. MacNaughton, ‘72, ‘73, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Washington, D.C.
Ann Cook Cole, ‘63, Co-chair

Southeast Region
Martin L. Flanagan, ‘82, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Atlanta
Jennifer D. Flanagan, ‘82, Co-chair
Martin L. Flanagan, ‘82, Co-chair

Texas Region
Michael M. Boone, ‘63, ‘67, Co-chair
Scott J. McLean, ‘78, Co-chair
Richard Ware, ‘68, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Fort Worth
Albon O. Head, Jr., ‘68, ‘71, Co-chair
Stephen L. Tatum, ‘76, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Houston
Scott J. McLean, ‘78, Co-chair
Dennis E. Murphree, ‘69, Co-chair

West Region
Liz Martin Armstrong, ‘82, Co-chair
Royce E. (Ed) Wilson, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Denver
Liz Martin Armstrong, ‘82, Co-chair
William D. Armstrong, ‘82, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for Los Angeles
Marion Palley, Co-chair
Roger B. Palley, Co-chair
Kelly Allen Welsh, ‘78, Co-chair
Kevin D. Welsh, Co-chair
Leslie Zahn Wilson, ‘81, Co-chair
Royce E. (Ed) Wilson, Co-chair

Campaign Steering Committee for San Francisco
C. David Cush, ‘82, ‘83, Co-chair

Ex Officio Members
R. Gerald Turner
President, SMU
Brad E. Cheves
Vice President for Development and External Affairs, SMU
The inspiring support from alumni, parents, faculty, staff, students, friends and organizations for SMU continued in 2014–15. This support, counting toward the success of The Second Century Campaign, is contributing to the University’s exciting progress and enabling SMU to lay a strong foundation for the future.

Highlights of the fiscal year include:

- More than $117 million in cash contributions were received, an amount up more than five percent over last year and the second highest recorded annual revenue total in SMU history.

- SMU Athletics marked the seventh consecutive record-setting fundraising year for annual giving. More than $13.3 million was raised in total operations support, exceeding by 24% the amount raised in the previous fiscal year, which also set a record. This success was due in large part to a 61% increase in Mustang Club annual gifts, resulting in a total of $5.3 million, as compared to a $3.3 million total last year. Capital and endowment giving added nearly $6.4 million in support for the SMU Tennis Complex, Trinity Forest Golf Course and Moody Coliseum renovation, bringing the total amount of revenue received for SMU Athletics in FY15 to more than $19.7 million.

- 51 new scholarship endowments were established, bringing the total created during the campaign to 552 and significantly exceeding the original campaign goal of 500.

- 11 new endowments for faculty positions were established, supporting SMU’s drive to reach a University total of 110 such substantially endowed positions.

- Alumni participation for the year reached 26 percent, exceeding the goal of 25 percent. More than 550 alumni volunteered to contact their classmates as part of the Join the Stampede giving campaign to reach this key campaign goal.

- 3,570 households made contributions totaling $1,000 or more and are recognized as President’s Associates.

- 13,791 households made gifts and pledge payments to SMU in at least two consecutive years and are recognized as members of the Hilltop Society. 2,762 households have contributed consecutively for at least 10 years.

- 56.9 percent of alumni have made at least one gift thus far in the campaign.

- 68 percent of faculty and staff contributed to the campaign during the fiscal year.

### 2014–15 PERCENTAGE OF GIVING

(June 1, 2014 – May 31, 2015)

**BY PURPOSE**

- 47% Faculty and Academic Excellence
- 28% Campus Experience
- 22% Student Quality
- 3% Other

**BY SOURCE**

- 69% Alumni
- 12% Organizations
- 19% Parents and Friends
TIMELINE OF MOMENTUM

The Second Century Campaign and The Second Century Celebration marked progress through a number of significant announcements and events during the year.

2014–15

July 7 | Launch of Join the Stampede campaign to reach 25% giving by alumni
July 17 | The Chapel at Fort Burgwin Consecration
July 18 | Carolyn and David Miller Campus Center Groundbreaking held during SMU-in-Taos Cultural Institute
July 26 | Los Angeles event brings together alumni, parents and friends

September 5 | New endowments for Tower Scholars Program in Dedman College exceed $4 million
September 12 | Harold Clark Simmons Hall Groundbreaking
September 19 | Mustang Band Hall Dedication
September 19 | First lighting of Armstrong and Blanton building cupolas

October 2 | St. Louis alumni, parents and friends honored for more than $800,000 in campaign commitments
October 5 | San Francisco alumni, parents and friends gather for presentation on cyber security
October 9 | Denver alumni, parents and friends honored for more than $7.6 million in campaign commitments
October 27 | Houston alumni, parents and friends gather for presentation on the future of legal education

November 6 | Los Angeles alumni, parents and friends gather for presentation on screenwriting and TV production
November 13-15 | Homecoming Weekend; first lighting of Peruna on Expressway Tower

November 14 | SMU Endowed Faculty Position Luncheon honoring donors; two additional faculty positions announced: Duchossois Professor in Management and Organizations, Wesley Centennial Chair in Practical Theology

December 5 | Dr. Bob Smith Health Center Groundbreaking

January 24 | Fort Worth alumni, parents and friends gather for outing at Fort Worth Rodeo and Stock show

February 3 | Chicago alumni, parents and friends gather for presentation on the impact of free markets

February 20 | SMU Tennis Complex Dedication
March 3 | Washington, D.C., alumni, parents and friends gather for presentation on Dedman College
March 4 | New York City alumni, parents and friends gather for presentation on Dedman College
March 15 | Men’s basketball team wins American Athletic Conference regular season and Tournament Championships and receives bid to NCAA Tournament
March 16 | Morris Director of the Caruth Institute for Entrepreneurship endowed
March 23 | Historic $45 million gift from The Meadows Foundation announced, largest single gift to SMU

April 17 | Meadows Museum 50th Anniversary Celebration

April 17-18 | Founders’ Day Weekend
April 30 | Atlanta alumni, parents and friends gather for presentation on cyber security

May 5 | Solender Chair in Women and the Law faculty position endowed
May 31 | Alumni yearly giving rate reaches 26 percent. Cumulative alumni campaign giving reaches 56.9 percent.
2014–15 HONOR ROLL

SMU is built on the unbridled generosity of our alumni, parents and friends. In the fiscal year June 1, 2014 – May 31, 2015, SMU received financial support from thousands of generous donors who are helping to strengthen the University. SMU is pleased to acknowledge these donors and honor their ongoing commitment.

ENDOWMENT DONORS

DALLAS HALL SOCIETY
Recognizes donors who made a planned gift to the University in 2014–15.

PRESIDENT’S ASSOCIATES
Recognizes donors who contributed $1,000 or more in 2014–15.

CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Recognizes institutions that contributed $1,000 or more in 2014–15.

HILLTOP SOCIETY
Recognizes donors who give to SMU in consecutive years.

In the following pages, the University recognizes the generosity of those whose contributions are critical to the future of SMU, helping to define a second century of achievement.

The University has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of this information. If you note an error or omission, please bring it to our attention so that we may correct our records.

Thank you for your generous support of SMU and its educational mission.
NEW ENDOWMENT DONORS

Since the launch of The Second Century Campaign, new endowments supporting a variety of purposes have been established through outright gifts or planned giving instruments. The following donors created new endowments during the period June 1, 2014 – May 31, 2015.

**DONOR NAME**

Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Lydia B. Addy and William M. Addy
William Gordon Allen ‘49 and Yvonne White Allen ‘49
Kathryn H. Arata ‘87, ’91 and Stephen L. Arata ’88
Kathryn H. Arata ‘87, ’91 and Stephen L. Arata ’88
Kathryn H. Arata ‘87, ’91 and Stephen L. Arata ’88
Jennifer J. Bailey and John E. Zeisler
Estate of Horace Anson Baker, Jr.
Jorge L. Baldor ’93
Edward R. Biehl and Julianne Addis Biehl ’72
Raymond A. Blanchette ’04
Family of Jack and Laura Lee Blanton
Family of Jack and Laura Lee Blanton
Family of Jack and Laura Lee Blanton
Barry L. Boniface ’84 and Lora Childs Boniface ’84
Schwab Charitable Fund made possible by the generosity of Carolyn and Preston Butcher
Ana M. Carty and Donald J. Carty
The Sam B. Cook Family
Berry R. Cox Family Foundation & Communities Foundation of Texas on behalf of the Berry R. Cox Family Fund
The David M. Crowley 1998 Charitable Remainder Unitrust
Gary T. Crum ’69 and Sylvie P. Crum
Dennis O. Dixon ’66, ’68
Craig J. Duchossois ’67, ’68 and Janet Jackson Duchossois ’66
Melissa (Missy) Kintzele Eliot ’83
Leo M. Favrot ’66 and Veronica Favrot
Mike Fenton and Nancy C. Fenton
The H. Grant Goodell Fund
David J. Haemisegger and Nancy A. Nasher
Linda W. Hart ’65 and Milledge A. Hart, III

**FUND NAME**

The SMU Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Leighton K. Farrell Centennial Chair in New Testament Fund
The VanSickle Family Law Clinic Endowment Fund
The Tsai Endowed Center for Law, Science & Innovation Fund
The Donald A. Berg Endowed Athletic Scholarship Fund
The Lydia and Bill Addy Cyber Security Endowment Fund
The Yvonne W. ("Pucci") and William G. Allen Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Willard Spiegelman Endowed Southwest Review Excellence Fund
The Bonnie Wheeler Centennial Professorship in Medieval European Literature Centennial Professor in Finance
The Bailey-Zeisler Endowed Lyle Scholars Fund
Baker Family Memorial Scholarship Fund in Memory of Horace A. Baker, M.D., Janet Lybrand Baker, Horace Anson (Pat) Baker, Jr. and Shirley Ann Baker
The Santos Rodriguez Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Edward R. and Julianne A. Biehl Endowment Fund for Chemistry
The Blanchette Family Endowed MBA Scholarship Fund
The Jack S. Blanton Endowed President’s Scholarship Fund
The Jack S. Blanton Endowed Global Education Program Fund I
The Jack S. Blanton Endowed Global Education Program Fund II
The Boniface Family Centennial Scholarship Fund
The Carolyn Fulgham Butcher and Preston Butler Family Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Carty Family Endowed MBA Scholarship Fund
The Sam B. Cook Family Endowed Research Excellence Fund in Economics
The Endowed Tower Scholars Program Fund
David M. Crowley Fund
The Sylvie P. and Gary T. Crum Endowed MBA Scholarship Fund
The Dixon Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Janet and Craig Duchossois Endowed Professorship in Management and Organizations Fund
The Summit Endowed Dedman College Scholars Fund
The Favrot and Hartwell Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Elliott and LeNoir Fenton Endowed Student Scholarship Fund
Mona Lee Goodell Endowed Scholarship in Music Education
The Nancy A. Nasher and David J. Haemisegger Endowed Fellowship for the National Center for Arts Research Fund
The Linda and Mitch Hart Endowed MBA Scholarship Fund
Frederick B. Hegi, Jr. ’66 and Jan Vestal Hegi ’66, Brian F. Hegi and Elisabeth D. Hegi, Amy Davis Hegi ’95 and Peter B. Hegi

Frederick B. Hegi, Jr. ’66 and Jan Vestal Hegi ’66, Brian F. Hegi and Elisabeth D. Hegi, Amy Davis Hegi ’95 and Peter B. Hegi

Frederick B. Hegi, Jr. ’66 and Jan Vestal Hegi ’66, Brian F. Hegi and Elisabeth D. Hegi, Amy Davis Hegi ’95 and Peter B. Hegi

Highland Dallas Foundation, Inc.
Stanley K. Horwood ’56
Kevin R. Housh ’01, ’02 and Lauren M. Johnson ’00
Jack D. Knox
Steven C. Lindgren ’78
Bobby B. Lyle ’67
Bobby B. Lyle ’67
Cary M. Maguire
Charles A. Mangum ’86
Estate of G. Dale McKissick
Carmen Crews McMillan ’64 and E.G. McMillan, III ’61, ’62
Meadows, Collier, Reed, Cousins, Crouch & Ungerman, L.L.P. along with other family members, friends and business associates
Charles David Moore ’74
Kenneth R. Morris ’72 and Linda A. Morris

Multiple Donors
Multiple Donors
Multiple Donors
Northeast Texas Chapter of the American Concrete Institute
Heidi W. Perry and Timothy E. Perry
Elizabeth O’Brien Pitts ’87 and Robert S. Pitts
Roger W. Roberts ’72
Mary H. McCallum
Shelley E. Montgomery ’06

The Rosine Sammons Fund of Communities Foundation of Texas
Dr. Bob & Jean Smith Foundation
Ellen K. Solender ’71†
Gayle and Paul Stoffel
Jack E. Swindle ’65, ’67 and Libby Rogers Swindle ’73

Texas Methodist Foundation
Daniel A. Turner ’67
Johnny Vaughan
Buddy Woolley
Frank A. and Myralee Wilson

The Hegi Family Endowed Dean’s Research Council in Dedman College Fund
The Hegi Family Endowed Dedman College Scholars Fund
The Hegi Family Endowed Internship Program Fund
The Highland Capital Management Endowed Tower Scholars Program Fund
The Elizabeth Hildebrand Horwood Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Mary Jane Johnson Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Jack Knox Chair in the Rights and Protection of Children
The Jason S. Lindgren Endowed Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Bobby B. Lyle Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Bobby B. Lyle Centennial Chair in Engineering Entrepreneurship Fund
The Cary M. Maguire Endowed MBA Scholarship Fund
The Barbara and James Mangum Endowed Award for Teaching Excellence Fund
The G. Dale McKissick Endowed Professorship in Psychology Fund
The Carmen and E.G. McMillan Endowed Dedman College Scholars Fund
The David N. Reed Endowed Memorial Scholarship Fund
The SMU-in-Taos Endowment Fund
The Linda A. and Kenneth R. Morris Endowed Director of the Caruth Institute for Entrepreneurship Fund
The Lyle School of Engineering Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Caren H. Prothro Endowed Meadows Scholars Fund
The Caren Prothro Endowed Faculty Service Award Fund
The Northeast Texas Chapter of ACI International Endowed Lyle Scholars Fund
The Student Managed Energy Investment Endowment Fund
The Betsy and Rob Pitts Centennial Scholarship Fund
The Shelley Roberts Montgomery Family Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Rosine Smith Sammons Endowed Scholarship in Journalism Fund
The Bob West Endowed Scholarship in Real Estate Fund
The Ellen Solender Endowed Chair in Women and the Law Fund
The Gayle and Paul Stoffel Endowed Meadows Scholar Fund
The Jack and Libby Swindle Endowed Computer Science and Engineering Student Support Fund
The Susanna Wesley Centennial Chair in Practical Theology Fund
The Reverend Daniel A. Turner Endowed Scholarship Fund
The John Nay Thomas Endowed BBA Scholarship Fund
The Myralee and Andy Wilson Family Endowed Civil and Environmental Engineering Department Fund

For more information about endowment and scholarship giving, please visit smu.edu/endowment.
NEW DALLAS HALL SOCIETY MEMBERS

Dallas Hall Society recognizes alumni, parents and friends who have included SMU in their estate plans or made other planned gifts to the University. Chartered in 1996, the Society has 479 active households. Dallas Hall Society members listed below joined during the period June 1, 2014 – May 31, 2015.

Anonymous
Andrew J. Baker ’05
Hamilton S. Beazley ’77
W. Milton Bludworth Jr. ’49
Tye and Courtney ’00 Caldwell
Nancy Crow ’65 and Jack F. Sanders ’64
Kathleen R. Dickey and William J. Dickey, Jr. ’68
Paul D. Diemer ’86 and Sheri Forbes Diemer ’86
Leo M. Favrot ’66 and Veronica Favrot
Doyle D. Glass ’84, ’88 and Kim Glass †
Elizabeth Rogers Healy ’75 and Todd S. Healy
Bernice HeLaL and Samah HeLaL
Mary Elizabeth Hyde ’62, ’95
Margaret L. Irwin ’84
Harriet H. Jeffers ’66
Barbara A. Johnson and Barry F. Johnson
Nancy A. Kaesler ’55, ’79 and Walt Kaesler
James W. Kerr, Jr. ’65
Kathryn E. Killeen ’83
Harold B. Krom ’60
Mary Elizabeth Lengemann and Peter H. Lengemann ’64
Kenneth C. Long ’01
Brent M. Mason ’99 and Leah B. Mason
Robert G. Mebus ’62 and Sandra Mebus
Frances O. Nixon and Victor H. Nixon ’67
Angela Lockhart Raitzin ’00 and Dimitri Raitzin
Andrew E. Remack and Lisa H. Remack ’82
Karen Brandstrader Rozzell ’82 and Scott E. Rozzell ’71
John R. Sewell ’77
Virginia N. Shropshire ’84
Lucy Ann Sweet and M. Allen Sweet ’70
Aaron Z. Tobin ’00 and Jennifer M. Tobin ‘98
Jane Allman Wetzel ’52
Claud Kern Wildenthal and Margaret D. Wildenthal ’78
Sandra Hartman Wilkinson ’63, ’71
Billie Ida Williamson ’74
Margaret V. Wood ’62
Craig E. Zieminski ’05 and Kasi R. Zieminski ’06, ’14

For more information about Dallas Hall Society, please visit smu.edu/dallashallsociety.
† Deceased

David S. Alhadeff and Mary Anne Alhadeff
Jerry C. Alexander ’68, ’72 and Ashley Aleman ’96 and David P. Yerkes
Frank M. Aldridge, III ’65
Mary Pohl Albritton ’86
Amy Lisle Albrecht ’77 and Brad Alberts
Hugh C. Akin and Dorinda R. Cavender
Gloria Dahl Akin ’54 and Ted M. Akin ’53, ’55
Deborah B. Akers and John F. Akers
Robert S. Aisner
David F. Aisner
Richard J. Agnich and Victoria T. Agnich
Elaine B. Agather and V. Neils Agather
Jane Farrar Admire ’71 and Beth M. Adler ’78, ’86
Lydia and Bill Addy
Ruth Adams
Grant F. Adamson ’88 and Nelda Sanchez Adamson ’85, ’88
Don A. Addington ’53, ’65 and Sugene Addington
Lydia and Bill Addy
Adil Adi and Zenobia Adi
Beth M. Adler ’78, ’86
Michael A. Adler and Jeanne Aths-Adler ’12
Jane Farrar Admire ’71 and Melvin D. McDonald
Lila Afendikov and Mikhail Afendikov
Elaine B. Agather and V. Neils Agather
Richard J. Agrich and Victoria A. Agrich
Edward F. Ahnert and Lisa C. Ahnert
David F. Asner
Robert S. Asner
Deborah B. Akers and John F. Akers
Gloria Dahl Akin ’54 and Ted M. Akin ’53, ’55
Hugh C. Akin and Dorinda R. Cavender
Brad Alberts
Amy Ilse Albrecht ’77 and Frederick L. Albrecht ’77, ’78
Dana G. Albright and Jack E. Albright ’58, ’82
Mary Pohl Albritton ’86
Frank M. Aldridge, III ’65
Ashley Alemam ’96 and David P. Yerkes
David E. Alexander and Sandra W. Alexander
Jerry C. Alexander ’68, ’72 and Sherri Turner Alexander ’83
David S. Alhadeff and Mary Anne Alhadeff
Bruce E. Allen ’87 and Robin L. Barber Allen ’88
Clayton Portis Allen ’99, ’01 and Leeland A. Allen ’97, ’03
Heidi Allen and Jeffrey W. Allen
Jennifer B. Allen and Mark S. Allen
Laurie L. Allen and Randolph F. Allen ’84
Lemuel (Lembo) B. Allen, Jr. ’88, ’91
Lexia Allen ’77
Lindsay Allen ’04, ’12 and George H. Billingsley ’12
Nelson R. Allen
Yvonne W. *Pucci* Allen ’49 and William G. Allen ’49
Pierce M. Allen ’54
Meg S. Allnatt
Jennifer Burr Alt abef ’78, ’81 and Peter A. Alt abef
Jon J. Altschuler ’94 and Lori Dietrich Altschuler ’92
Kenneth Z. Altschuler and Ruth Collins Sharp Altschuler ’48
Franklin R. Alvarado
Lindsey Webster Amiralai ’03
Kristine A. Amon and William J. Amon
Stephanie A. Amsel
Janice Andersen
Barbara M. Anderson and Ray R. Anderson ’69
Betty Williams Anderson ’55 and E. Karl Anderson ’53, ’60
Carol A. Anderson and David J. Anderson ’77
Charles Anderson and Karen Anderson
Charles A. Anderson ’83, ’84 and Kimberly Chaplain Anderson ’85
Charlotte J. Anderson and Shay Anderson
Danielle M. Anderson ’08 and Sean J. Anderson ’06
Dottie Demaree Anderson ’64 and R. Wayne Anderson ’64
Elena Anderson and Theodore C. Anderson, III ’86
Harry L. Anderson and Nancy T. Anderson
John B. Anderson ’96 and Nancy Seay Anderson ’97
Lisa C. Anderson and William G. Anderson, Jr. ’73
Michael S. Anderson ’90
Richard E. Anderson ’88 and Tamara Reisenbiger Anderson ’87
Chris R. Andler ’07
Barron G. Andrews and Lana K. Andrews
Donald R. Andrews, Jr. and Vicki P. Andrews
Ken Andrews and Mary Andrews
Robert G. Andrews ’02 and Suzanne McCarron
Steven V. Angarella and Tracie L. Angarella
John D. Angle ’13, ’14
Marcus E. Angle, Jr. and Mary H. Angle
Daniel S. Antonelli and Lynda A. Antonelli
Cecilia (Sissy) Anzaldua ’75
Carole Aponte and Philip J. Aponte ’95
Kathryn L. Arata ’87, ’91 and Stephen L. Arata ’88
Lester (Red) Armour, III and Louise Armour
Bill Armstrong ’82 and Liz Martin Armstrong ’82
Craig A. Armstrong ’99 and Tiffany K. Armstrong ’99
David K. Armstrong and Marcia Armstrong
Greg L. Armstrong and Melinda L. Armstrong
Karen M. Armstrong and Thomas L. Armstrong
Stephanie R. Armstrong and Timothy W. Armstrong ’89, ’95
Susan Downs Armstrong ’59 and Thomas E. Armstrong ’60
Gerald R. Arndt, Jr. and Renee S. Arndt
Anita Ray Arnold and Truman Arnold
Bessie H. Arnold and James W. Arnold ’52
Peter B. Arnold ’83
Gerard J. Arpey and Lisa Arpey
Dee Dee T. Arroyo and F. Thaddeus Arroyo ’89
Patrick L. Arsen ’67, ’84 and Virginia Dunlap Arsen ’68, ’72
Fareed A. Asadi ’96
Karen Ashby and Robert S. Aschby
Thomas J. Ashley ’80
Edna Ashmore and Frank J. Ashmore ’60
Jack Ashwander
Nelson R. Ashwander
Eileen Baird Askew ’94 and Richard F. Askew ’92
Judith H. Askew and Phillip R. Askew ’77
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Astrue
Kathryn B. Atha and Perry D. Atha ’80
William J. Atkins ’85
Frederic Aubert and Melissa Farr Aubert ’79
Cheri D. Auerbach and Martin E. Auerbach
Marilyn Hussman Augur ’89
Daniel T. Austin ’00
Jeff Austin, Ill ’84
Barbara Paschall Averitt ’82 and Don R. Averitt ’83
Beth R. Averitt and Don V. Averitt ’57
Catherine Atwrey
Ingrid P. Axtell and Jeffrey M. Axtell
Janice Ham Aycock ’75 and Robert N. Aycock ’75
Bradley W. Ayres ’01, ’02 and Dana Wilcox Ayres ’04
Camin Ernst Ayres ’95 and William M. Ayres ’91
Brandon S. Bachner ’06
Clark H. Bacon ’04
Perry H. Bacon
Mitchell Baddour, Jr. ’74, ’77 and Sharon Shute Baddour ’74
Carole M. Badgett and Charles S. Badgett ’78
Norman P. Bagwell ’85 and Robin Bradshaw Bagwell ’85
Ali M. Bahrani ’01
David G. Bailey and Katherine Hinkle Bailey ’94
Eric C. Bailey ’14
Jennifer J. Bailey and John E. Zeisler
Roy W. Bailey ’76 and Tina R. Bailey
Thomas A. Bain ’81
Charles G. Bain ’95, ’99
John A. Baker
Margot Sturgeon Baker ’68, ’69 and Tyler A. Baker, III ’69
Patsy Smith Baker ’52
Thomas B. Bakewell ’94, ’99
Jorge L. Baldor ’93
Emily Lou Baldridge and Terry L. Baldridge
James L. Baldwin, Jr. ’86 and Susan Collins Baldwin ’87
Heather Macy Balestri ’93, ’99 and Ray Allen Balestri
C. Fred Ball, Jr. ’66, ’68 and Charlotte Layl Ball ’69
Joseph E. Ball and Rebecca Ball
Lindsay Abbate Ballotta ’00
Bryan L. Ballow ’96, ’08
Sue Hardy Balthrop ’61 and William D. Balthrop ’61
Stephen D. Bancroft ’97
JoAnn Alford Banister ’61 and William M. Banister
L. James Bankston ’74 and Sandy L. Bankston
Baxter W. Banowsky ’92 and Tanya A. Banowsky
William T. Barbee ’75
Daniel F. Barber ’04
Nancy Pierce Barber ’61
Ann S. Barbour-Mueller and J. Gabriel Barbier-Mueller ’92
D. Scott Barbour ’84 and Leslie Barbour

President’s Associates recognizes donors who make gifts and pledge payments of $1,000 or more during a fiscal year. The following members of President’s Associates contributed during the period June 1, 2014 – May 31, 2015.
† Deceased

Jeff Brand
Cheryl Hill Brandenberger '70 and Robert H. Brandenberger, Sr. ’70, ’77
Debbie D. Branson and Frank L. Branson ’69, ’74
Gliona M. Braskamp and John B. Braskamp
Kenneth Braxton
Adrian G. Bray ’70 and Patricia C. Bray
Stephanie Chantis Bray ’85 and Bennie M. Bray
Jan K. Bres and Thomas A. Bres
Caroline B. Brettell and Richard R. Brettell
Nicole Metzger Brewer ’00 and Russell B. Brewer
Elaine Bates Brewer ’73 and John E. Brewer, Jr. ’71, ’73, ’75
Melissa M. Brewer ’80 and Scot A. Brewer
Jane Bridges and Robert H. Dennard ’54, ’56
Misti M. Bridges and Stephen M. Bridges ’95
Gina L. Bridwell and Tucker S. Bridwell ’73, ’74
Nancy Briggs and Robert M. Briggs
April A. Bright and Gilbert T. Bright, Sr.
Becky Ransdell Bright ’64
April A. Bright and Gilbert T. Bright, Sr.
Emily Edwards Buttermore ’03 and Carolyn Fulgham Butcher ’62 and Michael W. Busker ’99, ’04
George W. Bush and Laura Welch Bush ’68
Edward A. Burr ’91 and Jenny Burr
R. Gregory Burns ’81 and Suzy C. Burns
Bradford D. Burns ’87 and Diana D. Burns
Russell E. Burnett and Sharon E. Burnett
Bradford D. Burns ’87 and Diana D. Burns
R. Gregory Burns ’81 and Suzy C. Burns
Edward A. Burr ’91 and Jenny Burr
Helen Thompson Burnett ’90 and Prentiss C. Burnett ’90, ’91
Russell E. Burnett and Sharon E. Burnett
Bradford D. Burns ’87 and Diana D. Burns
R. Gregory Burns ’81 and Suzy C. Burns
Edward A. Burr ’91 and Jenny Burr
Helen Thompson Burnett ’90 and Prentiss C. Burnett ’90
Don Busbee ’61, ’62 and Pamela Harris Busbee ’72
George W. Bush and Laura Welch Bush ’68
Michael W. Busker ’89, ’90
Carolyn Fulgham Butcher ’62 and Preston Butcher
Deborah A. Butler ’71
Howard E. Butt, III and Pamela R. Butt
Emily Edwards Butterme ’03 and James R. Butterman ’04, ’11
Melissa Buttry and Mike Buttry ’75
Susan G. Byerley and William M. Byerley ’75, ’76
D. Harold Byrd, III and Diane Welch Byrd ’88
Lee E. Byrd ’86
Don R. Byrne ’62 and V. Anne Hine Byrne
J. Timothy Byrne and Melanie Byrne
Molly Byrne
William M. Bywaters
Charles (Sandy) L. Cabe ’65
Jane A. Cabras and Robert L. Cabor, Jr. ’91
Charles (Reed) Cagle and Donna Cagle
Dana L. Cagle and David P. Cagle ’86
T. Randall Cain
Elyse Turkus Callaway ’03
R. W. Calloway ’55 (B.B.A.), ’58 (J.D.)
Carmine J. Caramico, II ’12
Geoffrey C. Camp ’98
Bill C. Campbell ’74 and Virginia M. Campbell
Brett C. Campbell ’86 and Suzanne J. Campbell
C. Vance Campbell, Jr. and Susan T. Campbell
Cynthia Campbell and Robert A. Campbell
Jeanne Campbell ’75
Jeanne Campbell and Thomas C. Campbell
Mary Ann Herber Campbell ’65 and Stephen J. Campbell ’65, ’68
David Campisi
Louise C. Camuto
Scott J. Canfield ’83
Samuel M. Cangelosi ’73 and Cynthia L. Cangelosi
Ross Canion ’03 and Sarah Sengflam Canion ’03
Arlene S. Cannon and Gregory S. Cannon ’79
William P. Cannon ’87
Joseph E. Canon
Elizabeth Hukaby Cannon ’70 and Thomas H. Cannon ’70
Anne P. Capps and Jerry W. Capps ’50
George (Ron) Caryl, III ’84 and Pamela Graham Carey ’83
Cindy Carlson and Nancy P. Carlson
Maureen Calloway Carpenter ’86 and Richard A. Carnevale
Karen McCarthy Carpenter ’82 and Mark C. Carney
Bette B. Carpenter ’62 and Fred A. Carpenter
Carol Crudup Carpenter ’70 and Robert H. Carpenter ’75
Johnny B. Carpenter ’65
Ellen M. Carr and Walter G. Nollman
Gregory W. Carr ’79
Margaret A. Carr and Webb Carr ’66
Robert G. Caruthers, III ’03
Debbie Carson
Kit Carson ’04, ’13
D. Joseph Carter, Jr.
Dee A. Carter and J. Dugger Carter ’87
Donald J. Carter
Dorel P. Carter and John L. Carter ’70, ’73
Edgar L. Carter, Jr. ’89 and Jill R. Carter
Gene Carter and Nancy Carter
Kimberly Knollin Carter ’81 and Thomas E. Carter ’80
Nora C. Carter
Thomas Smith Carter, Jr. ’44
William Grant Carter ’97
Ana M. Carty and Donald J. Carty
Betsy D. Carvelli ’02 and Joseph Carvelli
Louise Conley
Dede Weldon Casad ’50
Travis M. Casey ’10
Ashley Boxes Cash ’94 and Clay C. Cash
Dianne T. Cash ’66
Allen J. Cashin ’01 and Catherine Zenger Cashin ’01, ’02
A. Baron Cass, III ’66 and Darlene G. Cass
Joanne Leonard Cassullo ’83
Dorothy R. Castle and John R. Castle, Jr.
Eric M. Castro ’05
Jackie Caswell
Patricia Meecher Carter ’52 and Robert D. Cather
Eliott R. Cattarulli and Karin Cattarulli
Christopher M. Cauble ’02, ’08 and Sarah Melinici Cauble ’02
Valerie F. Cavanaugh and William T. Cavanaugh, Jr. ’81
Nancy A. Cave and William E. Cave, Jr. ’99
Matthew L. Cavey ’95, ’97 and Sara Burton Cavey ’95, ’97
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Cawood
Blake V. Cecil ’93 and Melinda Cecil
Robert V. Cecil ’62 and Sandra Garland Cecil ’64
Amanda McGregor Cejka ’96 and Brian E. Cejka ’96
J. D. Chalk, III and Sarah S. Chalk
Christopher P. Chambers ’06, ’08 and Joy (Nicole) Lazos Chambers ’06
Drew R. Chambers ’05
Katherine B. Chambers and William H. Chambers ’88
Jamie L. Chambliss ’02 and Matthew A. Miller ’03
Hiram H. Champlin ’82 and Janice L. Champlin
Victoria Lea Cheney ’76, ’77 and William B. Cheney ’77
Cheryl Chantis and Samuel J. Chantis ’83
Adel Chaouch and Maureen Donovan Chaouch ’94
Daniel H. Chapman and Nancy R. Chapman
Dolores Johnson Chapman ’69 and Phil Chapman
Robert T. Chapman ’81, ’86 and Vicki L. Chapman
David J. Chard
Deanna J. Charles and Richard A. Charles
Meredith V. Charron ’05
† Deceased

George R. Dean '79 and Shelley Dean
David Dean and Jean Blakney Maier Dean '81
Aart J. De Geus '85 and Esther J. De Geus
Arlene J. Dayton and John W. Dayton
Sara Davis and Stacey W. Davis '91
Sally Ann Kay Davis '56 and Matthew F. Davis '90 and Sarah B. Davis
Louise D. Davis and Malcolm H. Davis '96
Laura Davis
Heather L. Davis and Robert D. Davis '93, '04
Edwin J. Davis, Jr. '68 and Marilyn J. Davis
Daniel M. Davis '54
Christa Davis
Cathy J. Davis '77 and Edwin W. Davis '73, '78
Alan K. Davis
A. Dean Davis '82 and Laura Davis
Richard M. Davidovich '09
Mary Haney Davidov '93 and James R. Davey and Janice Davey
Mark P. Dickenson '79
Timothy J. Detmering
Joseph F. DePumpo '93
Peter J. Denker
Joseph B. DeLaney '73, '80
Robert H. Dedman, Jr. '80, '84
Rachael Redeker Dedman '96 and Randall C. Decker '08
Chandrima Deb '83 and Raj Deb
Diane C. DeBease and Mark F. DeBease
Randall C. Decker '08
Nancy McMillan Dedman '50
Rachael Redeker Dedman '96 and Robert H. Dedman, Jr. '80, '84
Paul L. Dees '76, '79
Everett (Lee) DeGolyer, III '80
Elizabeth DeLaney and Joseph B. DeLaney '73, '80
Darlene White DeLee '53
Tina Deljavan '08
Larry DeZell '72 and Paula Christian Delzell '73
Katherine Q. Denham
Charron Ramsey Denker '56 and Peter J. Denker
Ellen D. Dennis '80, '87
Steven B. Denson and Kathy Valentine
A. L. Dent, III '69, '73 and Phyllis Dent
Michael G. Denton, Jr.
Patrick DePeole and Rebecca J. DePeole '06
Elizabeth DePumpo and Joseph F. DePumpo '93
Benjamin P. Derryberry
Hemang A. Desai and Sejal Desai
Benjamin P. Derryberry
Hemang A. Desai and Sejal Desai
Denise M. DeSantis and Ernest M. DeSantis
Mary A. Detmering and Timothy J. Detmering
Daniel W. Deupree, III and Marilyn McGuffin Deupree '93
Brian DeVoss '00 and Nicole M. Gonzalez
Nolan Dewire
Michael J. Di Loretto
Claudia K. DiAndrea
Julie H. Diaz and Andres Diaz
Cameron Canfield Dickinson '84 and Mark P. Dickinson '79
Kathleen R. Dickey and William J. Dickey, Jr. '68
Maurine Petty Dickey '67 and Roland R. Dickey '69
David W. Dickson
Kenneth M. Dickson '55, '58, '75 and Mary Jane Ramsey Dickson '67
Paul D. Diemer '86 and Sheri Forbes Diemer '86
Bryan L. Diers '78 and Leslie Diers
Adrienne M. Dillard
Alex Dillard and Cannell Dillard
Annamarie C. Dillard
J. Michael Dillard and Lynn K. Dillard
Mandy Dillard and William T. Dillard, II
Heidi Dillon and William R. Dillon
Dan Dinges
Christopher J. Dinsdale and Joy L. Dinsdale
Thomas P. DiPiero
Sammy G. Dishman, Jr.
Abha Singh Divine '89 and James S. Divine '89
Dennis O. Dixon '66, '68
J. Reagan Dixon '68
Jason K. Dixon
David E. Dobbs '84, '88 and Deborah L. Tittle Dobbs
Allen J. Dogger and Barbara Dogger
Betty O. Doke and Marshall J. Doke, Jr. '59
Leslie List Doll '86 and Robert C. Doll
Anthony W. Dona '81 and Lillian Dona
Robert J. Donato '84
C. J. (Don) Donnelly, Jr. '67, '68 and Carol G. Donnelly
Barry B. Donnell '61 and Johnelle M. Donnell
Carolyn J. Trumble Donnell '04 and Dustin B. Donnell '04
Mark R. Donnell '78 and Sheryl Donnell
David S. Donosky '90 and Elizabeth Grayson Donosky '81
Patsy Miller Donosky '57
Joseph M. Dooley, Ill '83 and Paige Jacoby Dooley '84
Robert K. Dooley
M. R. Dorey
Barbara L. Dorff and James (Jim) E. Dorff '72
Douglas E. Dormer, Jr. '96 and Hillary R. Dormer
Russell W. Dorr, Jr.
Katherine Dillard Donn '99
Lemuel L. Doss, Jr. and Mary S. Doss
Julie F. Douglass and Mark S. Douglass
John J. Dowd, III and Tina M. Dowd
John D. Dowdall
Dan M. Dowdley '58 and Dianne Dowdley
Daniel Drabinski
Cheryl D. Drayer and James F. Drayer
Karen C. Drayer and Phillip M. Drayer
Ellen C. Dreyer and Scott E. Dreyer
James E. Dinscoll '62 and Peggy Dinscoll
Jeffrey A. Dritley
Ronald A. Dubner '64, '67, '68 and Terey Bock Dubner '67, '69
Vivian Noble DuBose '77
Craig J. Duchossois '67, '68 and Janet Jackson Duchossois '66
Wiley (Ben) Duckett
Diane McMillan Duckworth '70 and Everett T. Duckworth '69
Fritz Duda and Mary Lee Duda
Michael C. Duda '11
Judith A. Dude and Kenneth M. Dude
Diane Johnson Duff '80 and Thomas B. Duff '80
Jeremy C. Duff '00
Jonathan C. Duffie and Judith Duffie
Jenston B. Dumas '96 and Rebecca Dumas
Krisa Johnson Dumas '81 and Michael R. Dumas
Laurie Duncan and Phillip W. Duncan '84, '97
Thomas G. Dunson '93
Angie Dunk and W. Kirk Dunk '91
Allison Morgan Dunklin '08
Bill Dunlap and Deborah Dunlap
Candise B. Dunleavy and Kevin B. Dunleavy, Sr.
Frank M. Dunley '71 and Susan Dunley
Judith A. Dunn '77
Laurie Mitchell Dunn '88
Rogge Dunn '79
Carolyn F. Dunngan and David R. Dunngan
Douglas Dunsavage
Glenn L. Duphorne '65 and Martha Duphorne
Robert W. Dupuy and Virginia H. Dupuy
Don W. Duran '59, '72
Kenneth W. Dusek '60 and Ruth Ann Elmer Dusek '64
Bren K. Duvall and William C. Duvall, Sr.
Jason R. Dyer '05 and Kristi Rampacek Dyer '95
Joseph C. Dyoob '83, '87 and Louise Dyoob
Suzanne M. Eades '91, '92 and Thomas H. Eades '79
Bruce Earland
Richard W. Earthman '98
Christy Gentry Ecchols '81
Knoxe Chapin Edmonson '69, '75 and Robert S. Edmonson '71
Carole Busacker Edwards '67 and Marshall B. Edwards '67, '68
George D. Edwards '07, '08
James (Randy) Edwards '83
Martha Fuller Edwards '76 and T. Mark Edwards '73, '76
Julie A. Eggers and William (Chip) H. Eggers, Jr.
Robin McMillion Eliland '81 and William C. Eliland
Barbara Traeger Einspruch '61 and Burton C. Einspruch '56, '58
Betsy Eiseman and Richard D. Eiseman, Jr.
Carlyn Lang Elder '57, '67
Clayton L. Elder '95, '06 and Jodie Elder
John P. Elliot and Melissa Kintzle Elliot '83
Jeffrey S. Ellerman '81 and Pamela Ellerman
Robert Elliott
Charlotte S. Embody and Derek S. Embody
William R. Embry '14
Laurence J. Embrey '87, '00
Gayle N. Embry
Lauren M. Embrey '80 '06
Charlotte Emery and Gene H. Emery
R. Cameron Emmott, Jr. '69
George A. Engelland, Ill '68 and Nancy H. Engelland
Dorothy H. Englund and Gordon R. England
Julie S. England and Robert England
Gordon H. Hamilton, III '84 and Ann M. Hamilton
Robert A. Hamilton, III '14
Sondra Augusta Hamilton '64
Debra Hamlett and
Kenneth M. Hamlett, Jr. '69
Gretchen Phillips Hamm '67 and
Ralph C. Hamm, Jr. '66
Alexandra L. Hammack '10
Gloria Slaughter Hammack '52 and
John A. Hammack
Ann H. Hamman
Beverly Kuck Hammond '72 and
Gary A. Hammond '72
Jeff M. Hammond
Terti L. Hammond '73
Jennifer Hampton and John Hampton
Timothy J. Hampton '02
Bien Han
Jill R. Hance and R. Larry Hance '77, '80
Jonathan K. Hance '05 and Lydia C. Hance
Barry E. Hancock '89, '93 and
Margaret Augur Hancock '94
Jason B. Hancock '04
Lani R. Hancock and Wayne Hancock
Steve A. Hancock '78
Kathleen Cruzosa Hanifen '82 and
Matthew A. Hanifen
Lynn Hanks and William R. Hanks '76
Tom O. Hanks '80
Bonne Moore Hanley '80 and
Mark D. Hanley '78
Don R. Hanner and Penelope M. Hanmer
Gary W. Hannenberg and
Ruth C. Hannenberg
Diana E. Hannes and Martin R. Hannes
Ashley W. Hanranah and Marc P. Hanranah
Garrett Hanranah '93, '01 and
Kimberly Twinah Hanranah '92
Allison R. Hansen
Gene D. Hanson '75 and Jody V. Hanson
Elizabeth W. Harbon and Keith S. Harbon
Keith W. Harbon
Lillie M. Hardcastle and
Thomas J. Hardcastle '53
Tisha R. Hardcastle and
William R. Hardcastle, Jr. '89
George W. Hardie '76 and Susan C. Hardie
Susan Smith Hardie '99 and
Thomton Hardie, II
Paul E. Hardin '82 and Susan Hardin
John W. Hardt '42, '46 and
Martha Caron Hardt '42
Heather E. Hargrett '11
Tracy L. Harker '71 and Tamara L. Steffens
Scott L. Harming '98
John F. Harper '68 and
Laune Spencer Harper '71
Howell D. Harraloon '68 and
Nancy Houseman Harlan '68
Daren S. Harrington '93
Ann Reilly Harris '74 and James B. Harris '75
C. Christopher Harris '77 and
Katherine K. Harris
Gavin B. Harris '95 and Lisa Harris
Jeannette M. Harris and Mark E. Harris
John B. Harris '08
Jonathan M. Harris, IV '87 and
Kristin C. Harris
Sarah Adams Harris '01 and Tom Harris
Terry E. Harris
David E. Harrison '61 and
Gary Sanders Harrison '61
Dennis Harrison and Susan E. Harrison
Donald L. Harrison, Jr. and
Patricia Buddendorf Harrison '85
Julie Callan Harrison '70, '72 and
Robert D. Harrison '70, '73
Katrina B. Harrison and Thomas Harrison
Lara Wilkinson Harrison '01, '05 and
Stephen M. Harrison '03, '09
Lyndall F. Harrison '82 and
Christine Schwyn Harrison '82
Michael S. Harrison '87 and
Nicole P. Harrison
Allison H. Hart and Richard L. Hart
Kimberly V. Hart and Robert S. Hart '85, '87
Linda W. Hart '65 and Miledge A. Hart, III
Thomas A. Hartland-Mackie
Anne M. Hartnett and James J. Hartnett, Jr.
Fred C. Hartnett '91, '94 and
Nancy M. Hartnett
Jay D. Hartnett '90
Lisa Hasday and Joshua C. Tate
Irene H. Hasfield and Paul Hasfield '63
C. Robert Hasley, Jr. '77, '78 and
Sharon E. Hasley
David K. Haspel '72
Debra Young Hatch '80 and
Richard J. Hatch, Jr.
John W. Hatcher, Jr. '82 and Leslie Hatcher
Annette Havens and James B. Havens '63
Edwin H. Hawes, II and Julie Butler Hawes '93
Eileen Hawk and Thomas P. Hawk '72
Anne Stewart Hawkins '70 and
Robert L. Hawkins, III '67, '69
C. Michael Hawn and Collyns S. Hawn
Houston E. Hayden '02
John T. Haydock '14
K. Jeffrey Hayes '83 and
Paula White Hayes '84
Tyler S. Hayes '14
Steven Hays
Gayle Hayter and Robert L. Hayter '75
Sally Evans Hayward '70, '74 and
William D. Hayward, '70, '74
James R. Hazard '03
Glenna T. Hazen and Samuel N. Hazen
Albion O. Head, Jr. '68, '71 and
Debra J. Head
John K. Healing '70 and Patricia L. Johnston
Hetta Shell Heath '62 and
Jesse B. Heath, Jr. '63, '66
Barbara Hecker and John Z. Hecker '79
Gerald W. Hedgcock III '01
Carolyn M. Hedgcock and
Joe M. Hedgcock '67
Jane Kent Hedges '60
Michael W. Hedrick '80 and Susan L. Hedrick
Michael J. Heffernan '04
Amy Davis Heg '95 and Peter B. Hegi
Brian F. Hegi and Elizabeth D. Hegi
Frederick B. Hegi, Jr. '66 and
Jan Vestal Hegi '66
John J. Hegi and Sharon Jobe Hegi '64, '67
Beverly C. Heil and Terry W. Heil
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Hein '85
Richard V. Helgason '76, '80
Maria T. Helland '86 and Steven A. Helland
Carol F. Heller and Jeffrey M. Heller
Alyson Ware Hellman '74 and
Peter S. Hellman
Grant Henderson
Janie H. Henderson and
Talur T. Henderson '60, '62
Kristin Wagner Henderson '82 and
Stewart R. Henderson '81
Michele Woodward Henderson '74 and
Robert E. Henderson '74
Richard G. Henderson '84
William S. Henderson '09
James A. Hendricks '07
Daniel K. Hennessy and
Elizabeth W. Hennessy
C. Schlumberger Henry '89 and
Edward J. Henry '88
Elyne Henry and Hunter W. Henry
Jay Hendry and Pilar Henry
Jennifer Yelton Henry '94 and Kyle A. Henry
John A. Henry, III '65
Thomas B. Hensley '76
Bob L. Herb
Edward D. Herlihy
Harde Herman
Carlos M. Hernandez and Debbie Hernandez
Michele Olivari Herod '98
Richard F. Herrscher '58 and
Beverly Herrscher '60
Kelby S. Herzog '11
James L. Hess '75, '77 and Janis S. Hess
Anne S. Hetherington and
David R. Hetherington, '01
Phillip L. Hettich, Sr. '67
Robert A. Heuer
Arthur E. Hewett '57, '65
Billy E. Hibbs, Jr. '81 and Tisa Weiss Hibbs '85
Andrew R. Hickman '92, '94
Beverly Ballard Hickman '86 and
Joe Hickman
Jo A. Hickman
Diane Hicks and Ron Hicks
Jason M. Hicks '05
Chip Hiemenz '06
Carolyn Hierholzer and Malford Hierholzer '60
Denise C. Higgins and Michael J. Higgins
Stephanie Hilburn and Thomas E. Hilburn '03
Al G. Hill, Jr.
Candy Johnson Hill '66 and
William T. Hill, Jr. '64, '67
Donna W. Hill and Ennis B. Hill, Jr. '64
Harlan R. Hill '80 and RexAnn S. Hill
Hattie Hill
Johnathan M. Hill '81 and Patricia Hill '94
Jonathan C. Hill '13
Joseph M. Hill and Ruth Ann Benton Hill '55
Lyda Hill
Marilynn Wood Hill '63, '67 and
John A. Hill '64
Taylor W. Hill '08
Lisa Lurh Hilzendagher '08, '10
Thomas G. Hineman
Dana Sue High Hines '75 and
William H. Hines
Donna B. Hines and William M. Hines '83
Tamara Marinkovic Hines '91, '94
Brett Hinkey
Deborah W. Hirth and Robert B. Hirth, Jr. '76
James A. Hitt '49
Barbara Lomax Hetzelberger-Wooten '48
David W. Hobbs and Mary B. Hobbs
Jean Hobby and Lyle M. Hobby
Ann V. Hobson and H. Lee Hobson
Alice Hodge and H. Wayne Hodge '58
Laurie Hodges and Gregory Hodges
Irene V. Hodor
Laura Hoernig
Marguerite S. Hoffman
Benn Hogan and
Rebecca (Claire) McCormack Hogan '09
G. Blake Hogan '85 and Shawn Hogan
Forrest E. Hoglund and Sally R. Hoglund
Gregg Holbrook and Virgie C. Holbrook '92
Linda A. Holbrook '05
Meredith and Jim Holbrook
William H. Holden '49
Kevin M. Holle '94
Margo Holguin '87
Ann Marlow Holland '82 and
C. Malcolm Holland, III '82
Hank J. Holland '89
Woodrow A. Holland '70 and
Frances M. Jones
Amy J. Hollingsworth and
John T. Hollingsworth
John B. Hollingsworth '56 and
Marcia J. Hollingsworth
Lauren White Hollis '96 and William B. Hollis
Michelle Carl Holloway '94 and
William B. Holloway, Jr. '94
Billie Ruth (B. R.) Holman '67 and
Denny R. Holman '67
Carrie M. Holmes and
Zan W. Holmes, Jr. '59, '68
Houston E. Holmes, Jr. '60, '62 and
Sally Cullum Holmes '60
Linda Holmes and Niles W. Holmes '92
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† Deceased

Mark A. Holmes ‘90
Theodore H. Holt, II ‘07
William T. Holt, IV ‘91
William W. Holtz ‘07
Collin Crawley Holz ‘96 and Jason T. Holz ‘97
Laura Homan and Walter E. Homan
Kathleen M. Hoagland ‘12 and Chase R. Michalek ‘12
John Hoopingarner ‘70 and Judith E. Hoopingarner
Donald Hopkins, Jr. ‘82 and Cheryl Hopkins
Holly J. Hopkins and J. Randy Hopkins ‘66
Monica Netherland Hopkins ‘01 and Newton Hopkins, III ‘01
Christopher S. Horan ‘99 and Jennifer Mably Horan ‘99
Diana Slaughter Horan ‘69 and Timothy Horan, Jr. ‘70
Frankie L. Horn and Gerald L. Horn
M. Douglas Horn ‘71 and Priscilla Nicole Horn ‘73
Mark J. Horoshack and Joyce E. Plyler
Henry G. Hortenstine and Rita H. Hortenstine
Elizabeth A. Ball-Horton and Melvin E. Horton, Jr. ‘58, ‘71
Stanley K. Horton and Whitney D. Horton
Stanley K. Horwood ‘56
Terry D. House ‘89 and Tiffany S. House
Narayan S. Hosmane
James P. Houghton and Nancy L. Houghton
Don M. Housman ‘42 and Kathryn Housman
Jean A. Hovey and William L. Murray
Harry J. Howard, III and Vicki R.
Howard Laura Guerin Howard ‘00 and Kathryn Houseman
Kathryn Houseman
Melvin E. Horton, Jr. ‘68, ‘71
Priscilla Nicol Horn ‘73
Timothy Horan, Jr. ‘70
Newton Hopkins, III ‘01
Chase R. Michalek ‘12
Mary Ann Hyde
Harold T. Hyde, Jr. ‘64 and Suzanne Spangler Hutchison ‘81 and Patsy Pinson Hutchison ‘54 and Kay Bailey Hutchison
Kimberly R. Hutchinson and Clifton T. Hutchinson ‘80 and C. Reed Hutchens ‘80 and Susan A. Hutchens
Clifton T. Hutchinson ‘80 and Elizabeth W. Hutchinson
John D. Hutchinson
Kimberly R. Hutchinson and Mark A. Hutchinson ‘81
Kay Bailey Hutchinson
Patsy Pinson Hutchinson ‘54 and William L. Hutchinson ‘55
Suzanne Spangler Hutchinson ‘81 and William L. Hutchinson, Jr. ‘80
Louise Huycz and Timothy R. Huycz ‘94
Harold T. Hyde, Jr. ‘64 and Laura Hudleston Hyde ‘65
Mary Anne Hyde
Eric F. Hyden ‘84 and Lucy Hyden
John W. Hyland and Kay Fincher Hyland ‘65
Franklin H. Hytken
David J. Igo and Rebecca A. Igo
Blaine W. Iler ‘09 and Lauren K. Iler ‘09
Charles A. Inge ‘97, ‘71 and Dominique Cranmer Inge ‘83
Craig Innes ‘69, ‘75 and Marsha Maxes Innes ‘69, ‘71
Pohn P. Inthanasy ‘89
James L. Irish, III ‘69 and Sue Otsott Irish ‘67
John P. Irish ‘92
James S. Irway ‘81 and Margaret Irway
Carol E. Irwin and Ivan Irwin, Jr. ‘54, ‘57
Gwen S. Irwin and Richard K. Irwin
Alan A. Ives ‘04, ‘05
Lauren Cartwright Jacks ‘05 and Nathan A. Jacks ‘03, ‘06
Betsy B. Jackson and Clyde C. Jackson, Jr. ‘65, ‘71
Betsy Grabel Jackson ‘87 and Gerald L. Jackson
Charles R. Jackson ‘58, ‘73 and Linda Jackson ‘58
Cynthia L. Jackson and David C. Jackson ‘71, ‘75
Donald F. Jackson ‘63 and Frances Merriman Jackson ‘63
Jeffery M. Jackson and Sally A. Warren ‘03
John M. Jackson ‘68, ‘71 and Kathy Winniford Jackson ‘69
Karen Peters Jackson ‘71 and William L. Jackson ‘71
Kirby (Trey) H. Jackson, III ‘05
Lee F. Jackson ‘72 and Margaret O. Jackson
Paige M. Jackson and Michael J. Manley
Virginia R. Jackson and A. Steven Raab
Alison B. Jacob and Matt A. Jacob ‘98
Bonne F. Jacobs and Louis L. Jacobs
Cher Thomas Jacobs ‘73 and David M. Jacobs
Janet L. Jacobs and Mark M. Jacobs ‘84
Joan B. Jacob and Louis M. Jacobs, Sr.
Patsy J. Jacobs and William H. Jacobs ‘67
Jeff A. Jacobson and Marian S. Jacobson
Mary M. Jonahick
Jon S. Jamen ‘95 and Mary Kate Jamen
Elizabeth S. James and V. Edward James ‘86
J. Craig James, Jr. ‘84 and Marilyn Arsip James ‘82
Susan B. Janes and William W. Janes
Gary E. Jansson ‘70, ‘71
Ralph S. Janvey ‘77 and Suzanne S. Janvey
Debra Folsom Jarma ‘75 and Don M. Jarma ‘75
Hind Jarrah and Taysir Jarrah
Alexis Jasper and Thomas W. Jasper ‘70
Delia De Leon Jasso ‘76, ‘93 and Juan Jasso
Glenn M. Javens ‘88 and Marcia Javens
Harriet H. Jeffers ‘66
Nancy P. Jeffett
April Brown Jenkins ‘08 and Grayson M. Jenkins ‘02
Bert R. Jennings, III and Shannon M. Jennings
Nancy M. Jensen ‘78
G. William Jemigan ‘61
Cal Jillson and Jane F. Jillson
Amy Johns and Theodore A. Johns ‘89
Jeffrey B. Johns ‘08
Alfred D. Johnson, Jr. ‘90 and Holly Johnson
Allison Burden Johnson ‘00 and Robert A. Johnson ‘97
Barry D. Johnson ‘86 and Susanna Yarbrough Johnson ‘82, ‘85
Bretton E. Johnson ‘09 and Jessica Whitcomb Johnson ‘07
Carrie Johnson
Catherine White Johnson ‘76 and Paul D. Johnson ‘75
Celeste F. Johnson and Gordon R. Johnson ‘71
Cynthia Keetich Johnson ‘85 and Thomas A. Johnson ‘80
Dane K. Johnson, D.O., F.A.C.O.S. ‘75
Diane B. Johnson
Ethan W. Johnson and Elizabeth Pryor-Johnson
Greg Johnson
James B. Johnson and Melinda Johnson
Janet A. Johnson and LaRue E. Johnson, Jr. ‘97
Jeanne Roach Johnson ‘54
Judith K. Johnson ‘59, ‘75
Kellie M. Johnson ‘06, ‘09
Kellie Prinz Johnson ‘96 and Kevin M. Johnson
Lauren M. Johnson ‘00 and Kevin R. Houash ‘01, ‘02
Mary Jane Johnson
Matt Johnson
Matthew L. Johnson ‘02, ‘09
Peter J. Johnson and Wendy L. Johnson
Sophia A. Johnson and Willis E. Johnson
T. Grant Johnson and Tamara L. Morton
Tiffany Stringfellow Johnson ‘06
James M. Johnson ‘70, ‘71 and Suzanne Scott Johnson ‘71
Mark S. Johnston ‘88 and Martha White Johnston ‘88
Mystique E. Johnston ‘82 and Manuel E. Mejia
Bruce W. Jolesch and Tricia Hickman Jolesch ‘76
Ann M. Jones and John R. Jones ‘75
Beth A. Jones and Jeffrey A. Jones ‘78
David W. Jones ‘88 and Lauren W. Jones
Gene C. Jones and Jerry Jones
George F. Jones, Jr. and Minam Harris Jones ‘85
Harry M. Jones, Jr. ‘64
Jane Denton Jones ‘78 and Rickey L. Jones
Joye McGrede Jones ‘67
Krista M. Jones and B. Craig Stinson ‘74, ‘78
Hinggong (Yolanda) Lei '86, '97, '98
Alan S. Leibel '76 and Kay D. Leibel
Emily McCuey Leisy '48
Eleanor Lemak and John S. Lemak
Nancy K. LeMay and S. Robert LeMay, Jr. '53
Holly L. Lemm and Paul T. Lemmell
Dr. and Mrs. Mark L. Lemmon
Ann Howard Lemon '60, '74
Meg B. Lenihan
Jack E. Leonard '68 and
Karen Ball Leonard '67
Marty V. Leonard '59
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Ben Salomon
Nicol Salomon
Victor E. Salvinio
Judith A. Sambol and Robert J. Sambol
Phyllis Sans and William M. Sans ’60
Catherine M. Sanchez and David L. Sanchez ’90
Mary Lois Sanders and Thomas E. Sanders
Marcellene Wilson Sands ’69 and Stephen H. Sands ’70
Lola Peterson Sanford ’50 and R. F. Sanford ’50
Paula L. Santosci
Ann W. Sapp and William M. Sapp
Stephen A. Sasser ’71, ’74 and Tobie Hayes Sasser ’73, ’74
Clare McCaffrey Savage ’90 and David S. Savage ’87
Lucille Savarese
Samuel H. Sawyer ’09
Anthony Scalise ’61 and Mary Ann Ayres-Scalise
Catherine C. Scalise ’86
Brian H. Scarborough
Wesley A. Scarborough ’55
Valentia M. Schaible
Barton W. Schailler ’90 and Elizabeth Alexander Schaller ’89
Douglas Scharbauer
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Schauffe, III ’77
Janice Schauwecker and Michael Schauwecker
Jessica L. Schaauwecker ’12
Chase W. Schaunders ’02
Shelly Pornoy Schedler ’87
Carolyn Schendle and James M. Schendle
Pat and Pete Schenkel
Becky L. Schergens ’62
For more information about President’s Associates, please visit smu.edu/pa.
SMU gratefully acknowledges the support of corporations, foundations and organizations that made contributions and matching gifts to the University during 2014–15. The following institutions contributed $1,000 or more during the period June 1, 2014 – May 31, 2015.
† Deceased

Evelyn M. Davies Foundation Trust
Joe M and Doris R Dealey Family Foundation
The Dedman Foundation
Dell Giving
Deloitte Foundation
Delta Gamma Foundation
The Denver Foundation
Deussup, King & Olsen
DFW Chapter Risk & Insurance Management Society
DFW HIMSS
Dillard’s, Inc.
Doll Family Foundation
Donnell Foundation
The Edward & Rose Donnell Foundation
Down Syndrome Guild of Dallas
Ralph J. Duffie, Inc.
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
The Duke Energy Foundation
Dunwell Tech, Inc.
Eagle Oil & Gas Co.
Earth Day Texas, Inc.
The Earnhart Foundation
East Texas Communities Foundation
East Texas Mack Sales, LLC
Ebbby Halliday Realtors
Echo Foundation
EDGE Realty Partners
Edmondson Investments LP
Elephant Oil & Gas, LLC
Robert Elliott Custom Homes
Embrey Family Foundation
Emerson Charitable Trust
Encana Cares (USA) Foundation
Encap Investments L.P.
Energy Spectrum Securities Corporation
EDG Resources, Inc.
Ernst & Young Foundation
Ernst & Young LLP
Esping Family Foundation
Exxon Mobil Corporation
ExxonMobil Development Company
ExxonMobil Corporation
The Farley Family Fund
The Feldman Family Foundation
Fidelis Realty Partners DFW
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Figari & Davenport, LLP
Stanford C. and Mary Clare Finney Foundation
First United Methodist Church of Denton
First United Methodist Church of Fort Worth
Fitzsimmons Charitable Trust
Five States Energy Capital, LLC
Fluor Corporation
Fluor Foundation
Folsom Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Folsom Companies, Inc.
Fondren Foundation
The Gerald J. Ford Family Foundation
The Ford Family Living Trust
Fortis Realty Services, LLC
Foster McGaw Educational Foundation
Foundation for the Carolinas
Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold, Inc.
Freeport-McMoRan Foundation
Freeport-McMoRan Oil & Gas
Fritz Duda Company
Fullbright & Jaworski LLP
G & J Partnership Ltd.
Gaedeke Group, LLC
Gap, Inc.
Gardere Wynne Sewell LLP
Gartner, Inc.
GCR Group
GE Foundation
The General Counsel Forum
Genesco Sports Enterprises, Inc.
GeoSouthern Energy Corporation
The Ginkgo Group, Ltd. DBA
Emily Summers Design
Global Gaming LSP, LLC
Globe Foundation
Godwin Lewis PC
Goldman, Sachs & Co. Matching Gift Program
Goldman Sachs Philanthropy Fund
Jean Lykes Grace Foundation
Granite Properties
Greatbatch, Inc.
Greater Houston Community Foundation
Greater Kansas City Community Foundation
Greater New Orleans Foundation
Greater Saint Louis Community Foundation
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Greenway Investment Company
Gruber Hurst Johansen Hall Shank LLP
GSSW-REO Briarwood, LP
H & R Block Foundation
H & R Block, Inc.
J. M. Haggar, Jr. Family Foundation
Craig and Kathryn Hall Foundation
Halliburton Foundation, Inc.
Hallmark Corporate Foundation
James & Gayle Halperin Foundation
The Hammerschmidt Family Foundation
Law Offices of Hart & Associates, Ltd.
Hattie Hill Enterprises, Inc.
Haynes and Boone, LLP
The HCA Foundation
Heartspring Methodist Foundation
Hege Family Foundation
Henry S. Miller Realty Services, LLC
Herbert Minerals Ltd
Bob L. Herd Foundation
Heritage Auctions, Inc.
Hewlett-Packard Company
Heyco Energy Group, Inc.
HIAS, Inc.
Highland Capital Management, L.P.
Highland Dallas Foundation, Inc.
Highland Park United Methodist Church
Highland Park United Methodist Church 2K2 Class
Maryllyn and John Hill Foundation Inc.
Hillcrest Foundation
Hillwood Development Company, LLC
Hmong American Planning and Development Center Inc.
Hoblitzelle Foundation
The Hockaday School
The Hogfund Foundation
Holliday Fenoglio Fowler, L.P.
The Homan Foundation
HPI Real Estate Services and Investments
Hubetz Oil Company
Robert W. Hsueh Scholarship Fund
M.R. and Evelyn Hudson Foundation
Hutt-Zollars, Inc.
Humana, Inc.
Hunt Consolidated, Inc.
Hunt Dominion Corporation
The Nancy Ann and Ray L. Hunt Foundation
Nancy Ann Hunt & Ray L. Hunt Philanthropic Fund
Hunt Sports Group, LLC
Hunter Family Foundation
Hunter’s Glen/Ford, Ltd.
Hardy Huntley Charitable Foundation Inc
Ed E. and Gladys Hurley Foundation
The Mac E. Hytken Trust
IBM Corporation Matching Grants Program
Illinois Basketball Coaches Association
Independent Bank of Texas
Indianapolis Colts, Inc.
The Inge Foundation
Ingersoll-Rand Charitable Foundation
InnerGeo, LLC
International Aviation Womens Association
International Council of Shopping Centers, Inc.
Istiation
Jackson Walker L.P.
Jackspar Enterprises, LLC
Jacobs Living Trust
Raymond James Charitable Endowment Fund
Jameson Manufacturing Company
JBJ Marketing
JC Lewis Foundation, Inc.
J. C. Penney Company, Inc.
JCPenney Company Fund, Inc.
JD Fields & Company, Inc.
Jewish Community Federation & Endowment Fund
Jewish Community Foundation of Greater Kansas City
Jewish Community Foundation of Los Angeles
Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta
JLK, LTD
Johnson & Johnson
Estate of Emma Sue Depwe Johnson
Willard M. and Ruth Mayer Johnson Charitable Foundation
Violet M. Johnson Family Foundation
The Jeanne R. Johnson Foundation
Jones Day
Gene and Jerry Jones Family Foundation
Montfort Jones and Allie Brown Jones Foundation
Jones Lang LaSalle Americas, Inc.
JPMorgan Chase Bank, NA
JPMorgan Chase Foundation
Jubilee Park & Community Center
JustGive
K&L Gates LLP
Kane, Russell, Coleman & Logan, P.C.
Karren Investment Company
Katabird Company
KBR - Matching Gift Program
KDC Platform, LLC
Kelhier Family Foundation
KeyBank Foundation
Key Energy Services
Ann M. Kilpatrick Revocable Living Trust
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Kimberly-Clark Foundation
Trust of T. Irving King Jr. and Margie King
Klemchuk Kubasta, LLP
Kline Family Foundation
Kobes Art
Charles G. Koch Foundation
The Koepfgen Foundation
John C. Kohl, Jr. Living Trust
Harlan and Amy Korenvaes Family Foundation
KPMG Foundation
Samuel H. Kress Foundation
The Anna Belle Kritzer, II Foundation
Lane Powell PC
Lawyer-Pilots Bar Association
LCM Group
Lea Charitable Trust
Learfield Communications, Inc.
LegacyTexas Bank
Legends
Dorothea L. Leonhardt Foundation, Inc.
Craig & Carrie Levering Charitable Foundation
Life and Favor LLC
Lincoln Financial Foundation, Inc.
Lincoln Property Company
Franklin Lindsay Student Aid Fund
Litiigation Analytics, Inc.
Locke Lord LLP
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company
Lockheed Martin - Missiles and Fire Control
Lone Star Land & Energy, LLC
Longwell Family Foundation
Lovers Tradition, LP
The Loyd Charitable Foundation
The Edward A. & Catherine L. Lazick Foundation
Lubbock Area Foundation, Inc.
† Deceased

Law Office of Joe H. Staley, Jr. P.C.
Standing Dog Interactive
State Bar of Texas
State Farm Companies Foundation
State Farm Insurance Companies
Stephens Inc.
Law Offices of Kenneth K. Stephens
Jess L. and Miriam B. Stevens Foundation
The Stich Family Living Trust
Stinson Leonard Street LLP
Strandline Consulting LLC
Jackie A. Strange Living Trust
Stream Realty Partners, L.P.
Structured Annuities, Inc.
The Summerlee Foundation
Hatton W. Summers Foundation, Inc.
Sun Bowl Association
Sun, Moon, and Stars Foundation Inc.
Swalwell-Connor Family Foundation, Inc.
Systemware, Inc.
Tabani Family Foundation
TACA, Inc.
Tahani ASL LLC
Talon Oil & Gas II LLC
Taylor English Duma LLP
TD Industries
TDJ Enterprises
Ted B. Lyon & Associates
Temple Emanu-El
The Richard and Mary Templeton Foundation
Texas Bar Foundation
Texas Bluebonnet Holdings, Inc.
Texas Capital Bank
Texas Capital Community Development Corporation
Texas Instruments Foundation
Texas Instruments Incorporated
Texas Methodist Foundation
Texas Presbyterian Foundation
Texas United Methodist College Association
Textile Supply, Inc.
THOC PA
Thompson & Knight Foundation
Thompson & Knight LLP
William S. & Blair Y. Thompson Family Foundation
Flora L. Thornton Foundation
Grant Thornton LLP
Time Warner Cable Inc.
Tolleson Family Foundation
Tolleson Wealth Management
Toni Properties
Toyota Motor Sales, USA, Inc.
Travelocity.com LP
Traylor Bros., Inc.
Trinity Industries, Inc.
TRT Holdings
The Stanley M Truhlsen Family Foundation Inc.
The Trull Foundation
Turner Construction Company of Texas, Inc.
TurningPoint Foundation
UBS Employee Giving Program
UMC General Board of Higher Education & Ministry
United Capital Funds Inc
United Methodist Foundation of Arkansas
United Student Aid Funds, Inc.
United Way of Delaware
United Way of Delaware Tocqueville Society
United Way of Metropolitan Dallas
Unity Technologies
Universal Melody Services LLC
University of Virginia Fund
Unum Group
U.S. Chantable Gift Trust
U.S. Risk
Vanguard Charitable
Vantage Realty Holdings, Inc.
Vaughn Petroleum LLC
VCS Group LLC
Vent-A-Hood, Ltd.
Veritex Community Bank
Verizon Foundation
Verticom
Vinson & Elkins LLP
Vivid Seats Ltd.
Von Ehr Foundation
Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz
Louise B. Wallace Foundation
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Walt Disney Company Foundation
The Ware Foundation
The Warranty Group
WCS Oil & Gas Corporation
The Weitzman Group
Weldon Brirage Scholarship Trust
Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC
Wells Fargo Bank, NA
Wells Fargo Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Wells Fargo Philanthropy Fund
Werco Manufacturing Inc.
Wesleyan Study Group
Westar International Limited Partnership
Westdale Asset Management, Ltd.
Western Extrusions Incorporated
The Westport Fund
Westwood Trust
White Management Services LLC
Wichita Falls Area Community Foundation
John Wiesner, Inc.
John W. Wiesner Jr Revocable Living Trust
Wilco Properties, Inc.
The Wilhelm Family Philanthropy Fund
Willemette Management Associates, Inc.
Williams and Davis Boilers
B.C. Williams Bakery Service, Inc.
The Williams Family Foundation
Todd A. Williams Family Foundation
Graham Williford Foundation
The Willits Foundation
Wilmes Superstore
Warren S. Wingert Co.
Winstead PC
Watson W. Wise Foundation
WJO Foundation
Wolfe Associates, Inc.
Woods Capital Management, LLC
World Edge, LLC
Wortham Insurance
The Henry Yeager, Jr. Family Trust
YMCA of Metropolitan Dallas
YourCause, LLC
Robert E Zetzmann Family Foundation
HILLTOP SOCIETY

Hilltop Society recognizes donors who make gifts and pledge payments in consecutive fiscal years. Members of Hilltop Society listed below have contributed for at least 10 years, including during the period June 1, 2014 – May 31, 2015. For a list of Hilltop Society members who have contributed for five years or more, including in 2014–15, please visit smu.edu/hilltop.

20+ YEARS
The following individuals have given at least 20 consecutive years to SMU.

Barbara S. Aaron and Dan D. Aaron ’73
Ann Abbas
Becky P. Abbott and C. Thomas Abbott ’63
Lynn Ferguson Abbott ’68 and Robert L. Abbott ’68, ’72
John L. Adams and Suzanne L. Adams
Lisa Lunder-Adams ’00 and Roger E. Adams ’95
Paul S. Adams, Jr. ’52 and Susan Biggers Adams ’55
Beth M. Adler ’78, ’86
Jackie Poe Akin ’87 and Raymond L. Akin, Jr. ’71, ’72
Robert J. Akins ’51 and Virginia Kline Akins ’51
Karen B. Alberthal and Lester M. Alberthal, Jr.
Dana G. Albright and John E. Albright ’58, ’82
James A. Alexander and Patricia Yost Alexander ’53
Joseph L. Allen and Mary D. Allen
Kenneth Z. Altshuler and Joseph L. Allen and Mary D. Allen
James A. Alexander and Patricia Yost Alexander ’53
Joseph L. Allen and Mary D. Allen
Kenneth Z. Altshuler and Patricia Smith Beall ’56
Jean R. Bauer ’66 and Kathleen K. Bauer
Edith E. Beach and Paul R. Beach ’48, ’49
Anne White Beall ’92 and James F. Beall
Patricia M. Carlson and Thomas C. Carlson ’54
Don F. Carter and John L. Carter ’70, ’73
Judy C. Carter and Thomas B. Carter ’79
Mary Johnson Carter ’67 and Michael O. Carter ’67
Bonnie N. Case and Thomas L. Case
A. Baron Cass, III ’66 and Darlene G. Cass
Ellen Castro ’73, ’75
Brooke Gordon Cathy ’70 and George D. Cato
Richard D. Cato ’87 and Rosemary A. Cato
Eugenio Cazorla ’59, ’62 and Hazel Cazorla
Blake V. Cecil ’93 and Melinda Cecil
Robert V. Cecil ’62 and Sandra Garland Cecil ’64
J. D. Chalk, III and Sarah S. Chalk
Martha Chawner ’75
Bruce N. Cheatham ’49 and Janet Cheatham
John B. Cheatham, Jr. ’48, ’53
Agnes Cheng and January M. Smith
Jean Smith Cherry ’66
Carol Waggett Childs ’78 and James E. Childs, Jr. ’76
Josephine D. Choate and Mark P. Choate ’79
Joan Peterson Choate ’90 and Russ Choate
Betty Lu Fletcher Chuprik ’60 and E. J. Chupik
Mary Dupuy Church ’86 and William H. Church, Jr. ’88
Beth Bell Clark ’71 and Darryl R. Clark
Gail Beasley Clark ’58 and Robert H. Clark ’68
Kathy Vernon Clark ’61 and Stanley P. Clark
Carol Stanin Clemons ’75 and David J. Clemons ’75
Brenda Coghan and Kelly J. Coghan ’75, ’78
Ann Cook Cole ’63
Heather L. Collier and John H. Collier ’69
Steve M. Collins and Toni Palmer Collins ’88
Alexandria Comini
† Deceased

F. Matt Delany '54

James L. Deem '73, '77 and Rachael Redeker Dedman '96 and Nancy McMillan Dedman '50

Frann Davis and Jack H. Davis '64, '66

Jim Darnell '80 and Susan Darnell

Linda Pitts Custard '60, '99 and Norma Friou Fouts '66, '70

Robert K. Dooley

Betsy S. Dotts

John R. Dresser '79 and Mary G. Dresser

Nathan T. Duermeyer '96

Andrianna Dugan and Jack R. Dugan '69

Janis R. Dumas and Ted A. Dumas '68

Jack D. Duncan, Jr. '53 and Marilyn Mock Duncan '54

Angie Dunk and W. Kirk Dunk '91

Frank M. Dunley '71 and Susan Dunley

Robert W. Dupuy and Virginia H. Dupuy

Kenneth W. Duske '60 and Ruth Ann Elmer Duske '64

Betsy L. Eaton and R. Vergil Eaton '54

Knoxi Chapin Edmonson '59, '75 and Robert S. Edmonson '71

Kathleen D. Eldridge and Scott A. Eldridge '74

Arthur S. Ellis, Jr. and Esther Schroeder Ellis '52

Ben F. Ellis '54

Craig T. Enoch '72, '75 and Kathryn Barker Enoch '73, '77

Evelyn Rose Erwin and Phillip D. Erwin '57

Kathryn S. Etcheverry and Evelyn Rose Erwin and Phillip D. Erwin '57

Jarrod A. Glazer '71

Katherine Fleming and Richard L. Fleming '70, '80

R. Ralph Fletcher '79

Evelin Flowers '74 and Paul W. Flowers '74

Gayle D. Fogelson '57

Margaret Dalton Folsom '49 and Robert S. Folsom '49

R. Steve Folsom '81 and Sharon Folsom C. Craig Folsom '86, '69

Ann Jacobus Fols '50

Nancy M. Fomby and Thomas B. Fomby

Gerald J. Ford '66, '69 and Kelli Olsen Ford

Richard J. Fordman '73, '74

Herschel V._forester '52

Diane Foust '78 andJames A. Nelson

Louis M. Fouts, III '66 and Norma Friou Fouts '66, '70

Charlene S. Fowler and Dennis C. Fowler '00

Andrew Fowler '63, '64, '76 and Monna C. Fowler

June Moore Francis '58 and Louis D. Francis '57

Margie Francis and Raymond E. Francis '64

Melissa Franklin and

Melvin R. Franklin, Jr. '69, '70

Gary W. Frederic '63 and Judy McGuffin Frederick '65

Charles P. Fredrick '59 and Joy Fredrick

J. Ed Frieze '81 and Maureen Gehan Frieze '84

Linda Schlinkman Fuller '73 and Terry Fuller

James R. Fultan '36, '58 and Loretta M. Fultan

Joe Funk '44

Mary W. Gaertner and

Theodore H. Gaertner '67, '74

Elizabeth Powell Gallian '96 and Michael D. Gallian '96, '01

Dorothy Jackson Garland '46

William C. Garlow '65

Margarita R. Gelats and

Narciso (Lin) J. Gelats

Christina Clarkson Gentilcore '86 and Edward Gentilcore

Elizabeth Brooks Gentry '59

Linda Harris Gibbons '58

Judy and Jim Gibbs

Rex H. Gibson '85, '88

B. D. Gillentine '58 and Marilyn Gillentine

Lionel E. Gilly '39, '49, '53 and Phyllis Gilly

William E. Gipson '45

L. Henry Gissel, Jr. '57

Keith Evans '67, '68 and Marilyn J. Evans

Kenneth W. Duske '60 and

Judy McGuffin Frederick '65

Linda Schlinkman Fuller '73 and Terry Fuller

James R. Fultan '36, '58 and Loretta M. Fultan

Joe Funk '44

Mary W. Gaertner and

Theodore H. Gaertner '67, '74

Elizabeth Powell Gallian '96 and Michael D. Gallian '96, '01

Dorothy Jackson Garland '46

William C. Garlow '65

Margarita R. Gelats and

Narciso (Lin) J. Gelats

Christina Clarkson Gentilcore '86 and Edward Gentilcore

Elizabeth Brooks Gentry '59

Linda Harris Gibbons '58

Judy and Jim Gibbs

Rex H. Gibson '85, '88

B. D. Gillentine '58 and Marilyn Gillentine

Lionel E. Gilly '39, '49, '53 and Phyllis Gilly

William E. Gipson '45

L. Henry Gissel, Jr. '57

Joanne K. Glaros and William P. Glaros '70

James A. Glasscock '60, '75 and

Lois Kershner Glasscock '74, '00

Robert M. Glaze '67

Jarrod A. Glazer '71

David W. Gleeson '65 and

Sharon Knowles Gleeson '65, '69

Bill J. Goforth '67 and Brenda L. Goforth

Sharon Goforth '68, '69

Priscilla Davis Gravelly '63 and

Linda Lapp Gravelle '69, '79

Ruthe Gresham and

Thomas G. Gresham '80

Jerry L. Griffin '67

Kathryn L. Griffin and William M. Griffin, III '82

Baile J. Griffith '53 and Beverly Griffin

Frances P. Grimmert and

Philip E. Grimmert, Jr. '53, '58, '70

Wilton K. Gripp '50

Ann E. Groves and James T. Groves, III '56

William H. Grumbles '71 and

Julia S. Grumbles

Jeri D. Grunnah and Robert J. Grunnah '66

Jo Harwood Guittard '71 and John R. Guittard

Barbara S. Guzak '84 and James S. Peterson

Marianne Snyder Gwinn '58

Peter E. Hachtman and Rosemary Hachtman

Carol Graham Hairston '65 and

J. Tom Hairston, Jr. '55

John M. Haley '64 and

Margie Jackson Haley '67, '68

Robert W. Haley '67 and

Stephanie Keen Haley '68

Steven A. Haley '69 and Susan P. Haley

Charles W. Hall '34, '59 and

Mary Louise W. Hall

David M. Hall '81 and Dawn Renzetti Hall '81

Glora Slaughter Hammack '52 and

John A. Hammack

Lynn Hanks and William R. Hanks '76

Betty Crump Hanson '56

Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Hardin '56

John W. Hardt '42, '46 and

Martha Carson Hardt '42

Dianne Diez Goode '76 and

Mark G. Goode, III

C. Jeff Goodell and Jane K. Goodell

Deanna Stewart Goodman '92 and

Kendall E. Goodman

Carolyn Voight Goodwin '68 and

Michael K. Goodwin '67, '71

James P. Goodwin '79, '85

Coleen M. Gorman and

Joseph T. Gorman, Jr. '78, '81

Robert Gotovac, Jr. '85

James P. Graham '70 and

Pamela Loaring-Clark Graham '72

Joseph (Jody) M. Grant '60 and

Sheila Peterson Grant

David A. Gravele '69, '71 and

Linda H. Gravelle '69, '79

Peter R. Gottlieb

Juanita C. Gomez and

Roberto L. Gomez '89

Floylee Hunter Goldberger '44 and

James W. Goode '44 and

Wanda Viebig Coultas '69

Susan L. Goforth '68

Sharon K. Goforth '68

Barbara B. Gerson and Scott E. Gerson '74

Robert W. Fischer '78

J. C. Fishbeck, Jr. '66

Joyce I. Fiske and Robert W. Fiske '57
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Nancy Howell McRae ’50 and Jane Goff McIntire ’61
Ross P. McGuire ’55 and Shirley M. McGuire
Bernard C. McGuire ’57
Jane O. McGehee and John H. McGehee ’75
Frank S. McGee, III ’75 and Barbara McGee and Carl M. McGee ’81
Jackie M. McElhaney ’62, ’82 and Margaret M. McDermott
Jayne Rose McDearman ’73 and Bryan D. McCrory ’85 and Karen McCormick and Terrie L. McColl and William G. McColl ’79
Donna Kidd McCampbell ’82 and Joseph J. McCain, Jr. ’64, ’67 and Sue Garwood McAlister ’65
Betty Joe Clark Mayer ’60 and Coral Lindsey Maxwell ’48
O.J. Goode Mavon ’66 and Donald M. Mauldin ’71 and Kenneth E. Mattox, Jr. ’90 and John P. Mathieson ’80
Carmen O. Mason and Robert L. Mason ’71
Leslie Miller Moore ’65 and Dawn Enoch Moore ’78, ’81 and Allen J. Moore ’53 and Michael E. Montgomery ’79 and D. Randall Montgomery ’84, ’87 and Carolyn P. Monk and Robert C. Monk ’54
Kyle H. Molberg ’81 and Christopher S. Moen ’72 and Elizabeth Dickey Mills ’59 and Billy D. Mills ’64 and Margaret G. Mills
Mary W. Miller and Barbara Koonce Nichols ’63
Elizabeth Turn Marshall ’58, ’68 and Linda Cumber Marcus ’59, ’90
George A. Marcinko, Sr. and Chris D. Mantzuranis ’73 and Catherine Zick Manning ’75 and Carl W. Manning ’61 and Mary-Ellen Manning
Mary W. Miller and Tom Miller ’57
Elizabeth Robnett Meyers ’59 and Robert L. Meyers, III ’58, ’60
Elizabeth J. Milazzo
Buddy Miller ’64 and Marsha L. Miller
Cary W. Miller ’71
Dale R. Miller and Elizabeth D. Miller
David B. Miller ’72, ’73 and Carolyn L. Miller
Mary Lee Filgo Miller ’72
Mary W. Miller and Tom Miller ’56
Billy D. Mills ’64 and Margaret G. Mills
Elizabeth Dickey Mills ’59 and Robert H. Mills ’57
Roger L. Mills ’45, ’48, ’50
Harvey R. Mitchell, Jr. and Joyce J. Mitchell
Horace A. Mitchell ’56, ’58
Frances L. Mizell and William A. Mizell, Jr. ’49
Christopher S. Moen ’72 and Leanna Nelson Moen ’73
Paulette McCorachie Moen ’75 and Timothy P. Moen ’74, ’75
Kyle H. Molberg ’81 and Paula Deakins Molberg ’81
Jane Smith Monell ’55
Tricia Barnett Monfre ’02
Carolyn P. Monk and Robert C. Monk ’54
Ana Gelats Montes ’86 and Ismael Montes
D. Randall Montgomery ’84, ’87 and Vickie Wood Montgomery ’84
Michael E. Montgomery ’79 and Vinette H. Montgomery
Shannon Doyle Moore ’91
Allen J. Moore ’53 and Mary Mullino Moore ’66, ’67
Edward W. Moore ’94 and JoAnne Bisso Moore ’80
Jennifer Billy Moore ’77 and Thomas J. Moore
Leslie Miller Moore ’65 and Michael W. Moore ’66
Ruth A. Moore and T. Walter Moore ’62
Christine L. Moreland and Joey Moreland, III ’95
Ruth P. Morgan
Donald N. Morris ’76 and Patricia Glasgow Morris ’75
Rita L. McGinnis-Morris ’81 and William O. Morris ’81
Christi Shideed Morton ’94 and Cory L. Morrow ’99
Elizabeth Setzer Morrow ’51
Betsy Lane Morton ’76, ’05 and Stephen E. Morton ’74, ’76
Gwyn H. Morton ’50 and Phyllis Erickson Morton ’65
George F. Moss ’58
R. Charles Muchmore, Jr. ’75
Donald G. Murray ’59
Nancy Price Murray ’49
Allen R. Myers ’64 and Mardi Wochos Myers ’68
Jack C. Myers ’66, ’69 and Judy N. Myers
Jack C. Najork ’67, ’68 and Linda C. Najork
Ernestine M. Naylor ’47
Donna M. Nelson and Harry A. Nelson, III ’69
Happy Nelson ’62, ’65 and Linda M. Nelson
Linda O. Neumann and Lydon Neumann ’68
Marylin H. Newton and William K. Newton ’72
A. G. Nichols, Jr. ’62 and Barbara Koonce Nichols ’63
Douglas J. Nichols ’95, ’97 and Gerry Nichols
Elizabeth M. Nichols and Hall E. Nichols ’73
Kent L. Nichols ’71, ’77
Frances O. Nixon and Victor H. Nixon ’67
Edwin E. Nowlin, Jr. ’66, ’68 and Susan Byerly Nowlin ’67
Alice G. Nye and Erle A. Nye ’65
Alice Hughes Oakley ’87 and John R. Oakley ’93
Morgan Dunn O’Connor ’74
Edith J. O’Donnell and Peter O’Donnell, Jr.
Dwight H. O’Keefe, III ’65 and Mary B. O’Keefe
Debra Ann Engelke Olsson ’84 and Phillip J. Olsson
Kevin P. O’Mara ’86 and Patricia Ann O’Mara
David G. Orr ’57 and Mary Jane Orr
Patra Owen and Robert R. Owen ’61
Mary Anne Park Owens ’63
Yvonne Forester Page ’50
Emily A. Parker ’73
John M. Patison ’49, ’52 and Margaret Y. Patison
J. Redwine Patterson ’48, ’51, ’54
Patricia M. Patterson
Christopher C. Paul ’83 and MaryAlice B. Paul
Charmaine L. Paulin and John W. Paulin ’62
Anne Spivey Paup ’73 and Henry B. Paup ’73
Virginia W. Payne
Helen Payton and Jimmy C. Payton, Sr. ’54
Teresa A. Pennington and William H. Pennington, III ’91
Dorothy Ogleby Perkins ’51 and Lloyd W. Perkins ’50, ’74
Edward H. Perry ’76
Gay L. Perry ’80
Susan Martin Perry ’68
David W. Persky ’72 and Mary E. Persky
A. Theodore Peterson, III ’71 and Joyce A. Peterson
Brent J. Peterson ’75
Jan Gehring Peterson ’70 and L. Marc Peterson ’70
Nan Blackiston Peterson ’49
Belle Drye Petkas ’68 and Peter Petkas
Jo Ann Geurin Pettus ’69, ’70
Barbara A. Phillips ’84 and J. Randy Phillips ’70, ’71
Cathy Cook Phillips ’74
John T. Pickens and Kenney Dixon Pickens ’67
Leon P. Piepenburg ’07 and Mananne Baker Piepenburg ’81
Carol McClaugherty Pointer ’81 and David T. Pointer ’81
Joan F. Peladain ’87
Joan M. Pollock and Robert G. Pollock ’48
Barbara Youkers Pool ’67
Richard L. Pool ’64
Foster M. Poole, Jr. ’54 and Nancy Webb Poole ’55
Douglas C. Potter ’76 and Pamela Potter
Joan Hardy Potter ’56 and Robert L. Potter ’56
Patricia Northcutt Potts ’50
James T. Powell ’61, ’65 and Marie Ellis Powell ’62, ’64
Christopher W. Prater ’82 and Karen Church Prater ’92
Robert I. Previtt ’49, ’51
Caren H. Prothro
Elizabeth (Betty) Kenner Purkey ’66, ’75 and Walter R. Purkey ’67, ’75, ’95
Elizabeth Hitchins Quigley ’91 and Matthew Quigley
Juliette Moore Raftensperger ’83 and Paul S Raftensperger
John D. Rainey ’67, ’72 and Judy Jo D. Rainey
Howard L. Ramsey ’50, ’53 and Merrill Strange Ramsey ’51
Arthur G. Randol, III and Gayle Kleweno Randol ’71
Barbara Lisena Ray ’51 and G. Farrell Ray, Jr. ’50
Nelwyn Harman Reagan ’62 and Ross B. Reagan ’65
Gerald S. Reamey ’76, ’82 and Kay L. Reamey
Diane Himan Reed ’68 and Richard A. Reed
Marshall L. Reid
Christopher H. Rentzel ’72 and Jana S. Rentzel
Brian T. Rhame ’83 and Mary H. Rhamne
Alys Price Richards ’60 and George A. Richards ’59
Frank A. Richards ’66
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Charles T. Richardson and Twila T. Richardson
Corinne Richardson and Thomas E. Richardson ’56
Nancy Richardson and Robert M. Richardson ’62
Jesse L. Rich ’54
Laura F. Riddle and Paul N. Riddle ’79
Paula K. Roberson ’74
Mark A. Robinson ’85
Diane Robinson and William G. Robinson, Jr. ’58
Holly Robinson and Marc C. Robinson ’73
Joe N. Robinson ’79 and Judith Robinson
Randy H. Robinson ’74, ’77 and Rita J. Robinson
Betty Bell Robison ’47
N. Charles Roe
Beverly C. Rogers and Mack L. Rogers ’72
Sarah-Finch Maiden Rollins ’42
Cecile S. Rose and Thomas N. Rose ’82
Deedie P. Rose and Edward W. Rose, III
Frank W. Rose ’53, ’56 and Joan B. Rose
Lynne M. Rossell and Robert M. Rossell ’77
Grady L. Rountree ’65, ’67
Robert G. Rowland ’74
Karen Brandstrader Rozzell ’82 and Scott E. Rozzell ’71
Grace Williams Russell ’46 and Henry E. Russell ’46
D. Pat Ryan ’62 and Sharon E. Ryan
Dennis N. Ryan ’74 and Diana P. Ryan
Sandra L. Ryan and William J. Ryan ’57
Susan E. Salch ’91
Victor E. Salvino
Phyllis Sams and William M. Sams ’60
Debbie Samson and George W. Samson ’55
Lola Peterson Sanford ’50 and R. F. Sanford ’50
Mary Ann Ayres-Scalse and Anthony Scalise ’89
Barton W. Schaller ’90 and Elizabeth Alexander Schaller ’89
Brad W. Scharf ’73 and Mary E. White-Scharf ’72
Becky L. Schergens ’62
Cooper M. Schley and Helen Thornberry Schley ’62
Suzanne Schmidt ’67 and Dan C. Jones
Michael B. Schonberg and Shelley Hayes Schonberg ’78
Jack J. Schubert ’79 and Jane Moran Schubert ’89
Brad W. Schaal ’73 and Mary E. White-Scharf ’72
Betty L. Schergens ’62
Cooper M. Schley and Helen Thornberry Schley ’62
Suzanne Schmidt ’67 and Dan C. Jones
Michael B. Schonberg and Shelley Hayes Schonberg ’78
Jack J. Schubert ’79 and Jane Moran Schubert ’82, ’83
Ann Schulze
Russell L. Scott and Winfield W. Scott ’62, ’65
Carolyn Smith Smirk ’57 and Nanton Smirk ’55, ’58
Charles R. Scurry
Carl Sewell ’66 and Peggy Higgins Sewell ’72
Kim M. Shaddock and William C. Shadduck ’74
Bobby G. Shaw ’65 and Diane Shaw
Carol Sheehy and Daniel R. Sheehy, Jr. ’68
George A. Shelburne ’61 and Jesse Cunningham Shelburne ’68, ’74
Cathy Tosh Shield ’78
Tracy D. Shephard ’93
Ora Cox Reynolds Sheppard ’43
James C. Shields ’53, ’56 and Lucy W. Shields
Betty Cheessborough Shills ’55 and Rob Shills ’55
V. H. Shill ’54, ’56
Jane L. Shook and Wallace T. Shook ’51
Judy Keller Siler ’80 and Michael W. Siler ’86, ’90
Ardon Bowens Shouler ’56, ’57 and Larry D. Snowberger ’57
David W. Shuford ’67, ’70 and Karen Livesey Shuford ’70
Nancy Perkins Shutt
Ellen Siegel ’75
Era Simons and George S. Simons ’83
Bobby L. Simon ’65 and Laura J. Simon
Jeffrey F. Skiba and Kelsey Bowles Skiba ’88
Lon Slaughter ’58 and Nancy Slaughter
Jane Grayson Slocum ’52 and George Slocum, Jr.
Adelaide Hamson Smith ’54 and Shelby L. Smith, Sr. ’54
Alice W. Smith and Ralph L. Smith, Jr. ’64
Freda Smith
Freddie G. Smith ’79 and Jerry Smith
J. Allen Smith ’81 and Jane Combs Smith ’81, ’01
Jay S. Smith ’91
Jean K. Smith
Lacie G. Smith ’67 and Nancy N. Smith
Lowell N. Smith, Jr. ’54 and Shirley Segars Smith ’55
Michael G. Smith ’66, ’71
Sue G. Smith and Troy R. Smith, Jr. ’67
William Boyd Smith ’71
Deborah L. Snell and Donald H. Snell, Jr. ’69, ’73
Jeanne M. Snow and Robert A. Snow ’69
Lorraine Sutfin Snowberger ’87 and Scott Snowberger
John D. Solana ’68, ’72 and Nancy Johanning Solana ’69
George Solares ’75, ’72
Ellen Karesen Solander ’71
Gay F. Solomon and William T. Solomon ’64
Brian E. Somes ’89
Elissa Berwald Sommerfeld ’59 and Frank E. Sommerfeld
Linda Sonia and William Sonia, Jr.
Phil F. Southern ’48
Jack E. Speake ’77 and Sandy M. Speake
Willard Spiegelman
Mary S. Spillman and Pat Y. Spillman
Joe A. Stalcup ’51, ’59, ’78 and Nancy V. Stalcup
Dan W. Stansbury, Jr. ’89 and Tina Moore Stansbury ’91
Daniel W. Stansbury, Sr. ’54, ’59 and Joan Lively Stansbury ’54
Marcella L. Stark
Paul P. Steed, Jr. ’47 and Violet A. Steed
Gigi Steele and Walter W. Steele, Jr. ’57
Karl G. Steinberg and
Lawrence E. Steinberg ’60
Marc I. Steinberg
Phyllis Y. Steinhardt and Ronald G. Steinhardt
Jill Stephenson ’81
Phyllis Stephenson and
Steve A. Stephenson ’71
Shirley L. Sterling and William G. Sterling, Jr. ’52
Vicki S. Sterquell ’78
Annette Stewart ’66
Robert F. Stiles ’88 and Michele Thaxton
Junius B. Stone, Jr. ’61 and Mary C. Stone
David L. Stovall ’95
Bob Brasser and Paula K. Brasser
Cynthia Canfield Stratton ’83 and John Stratton, Jr.
Carolyn D. Strode and Joseph A. Strode ’72
Holly Stroyd ’85
Constance Dolph Strow ’48
Joe Chat Sumner, Jr. ’55
Daniel F. Susie ’72 and Sydney Susie
Greg M. Swallwell ’79 and Terry G. Connor
Donald A. Swanson, Jr. ’60 and Nancy Mock Swanson ’57
Eloise Brown Swanson ’45, ’61 and John R. Swanson ’48
Martha Swaysie and W. Stephen Swaysie ’63
Charles D. Sweeney ’65 and Sherry Sweeney
Lucy Ann Sweet and M. Allen Sweet ’70
Richard C. Sweet ’80
Martin Swidel and Monica Swidel
Carol Savage Singwale ’78, ’87 and Frank A. Singwale, Jr. ’76
Compton C. Sylvester
Mary Coleman Tabor ’70 and Mike M. Tabor ’66, ’69
Kathryn Campbell Tanner ’63 and Lawrence E. Tanner ’63
Beverly K. Tarbet and Robert M. Tarbet, Jr. ’84
Charles A. Tarpley ’61 and Mary Ellen Tarpley
Peter M. Tart ’64 and Shirley Shull Tart ’63
Manan Penniman Tate ’45
Nenetta C. Tatum and Stephen L. Tatum ’76
Rosalie Taubman
Betty Olmsted Taylor ’58 and John R. Taylor, Jr.
James C. Taylor ’71 and Jerry Tindall Taylor ’72
Virginia R. Taylor ’55
Faith M. Temple and James B. Temple ’50
Antoinne Barksdale Terry ’54 and Marshall Terry ’53, ’54
Gail Griffin Thomas ’58 and Robert Hyer Thomas ’53, ’57
Guy R. Thomas ’76 and Lyn Thomas
Milton H. Thomas, Jr. ’52 and Ruth N. Thomas
Evelyn Thompson and Ron Thompson ’79
Linda R. Thompson and
Norman A. Thompson ’69
Mindy Mooney Thompson ’77 and
Michael G. Thompson
Rex W. Thompson and Roslyn D. Thompson
Ted C. Thompson ’75
Elizabeth Gregory Thornburg ’79 and
John D. Thornburg ’81
Donald G. Thrasher ’80
Lane Freeman Threadgill ’73
Peter B. Tinkham and
Sanford Coats Tinkham ’66, ’69
Erid D. Tobey and Howard K. Tobey ’48
John C. Tolleson ’70 and Debra J. Tolleson
David R. Tookey ’76, ’77 and
Donna Tompkins Tookey ’76
Jann Rowley Treadwell ’88 and
John Allen Treadwell
Sandra S. Tucker
Jeanne L. Tunks and Thomas W. Tunks
Linda C. Tunnell and N. Ray Tunnell ’51
Peggy Jo Turnage and
William T. Turnage, Jr. ’73
Daniel A. Turner ’62 and Polly Turner
Gail O. Turner and R. Gerald Turner
Kay Altman Tumey ’66 and William H. Turney
Hellen G. Ulhorn and Tudor G. Ulhorn ’83
Christine Underwood and
David M. Underwood, Jr. ’83
John T. Unger ’73, ’74 and Kathy J. Welch ’74
Grace A. Vanderpool and
Travis E. Vanderpool ’74
Robert G. Van Horn ’72 and
Susan G. Van Horn
Arch W. Van Meter ’53, ’72 and
Patsy T. Van Meter
Katherine J. Venable and
Richard Venable, III ’72
Stephen K. Vernon ’76, ’80
Glyn J. Vickers ’65 and Rona Drummond Vickers ’64
Ning Wu Vik ’85 and Steven B. Vik
Carolyn Armstrong Virden ’74 and
Phillip H. Virden ’73
Sandra C. Virden and Walter Virden, III ’63
Cheryl Westgard Vogel ’76 and Kevin Vogel
Gina K. Waco and R. Marc Waco ’93
Karen Stewart Wade ’72 and
Paul D. Wade ’71
James B. Walburg ’85 and Sandra Walburg
J. Patrick Walker ’76, ’77 and
Manly K. Walker
Jean Dunlap Wallace ’59
Rebecca Bowen Wallace ’50
Carolyn Hopkins Walton ’53 and
Hellen G. Walton ’53
Susan G. Warner and W. Stephen Warner ’63
Gay S. Warren and Robert E. Warren, Jr. ’64
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James F. Warren ’76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwin Wasserman and Judith Wasserman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertha M. Watson and Kimberly S. Watson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles R. Watts ’75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celia A. Weaver and Jerry A. G. Weaver ’66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James D. Webb, III ’52 and Joan Webb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek C. Weber ’83 and Laura D. R. Weber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garry A. Weber ’58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily W. Weems and Lovett H. Weems, Jr. ’70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Wehlmann and Mary Wehlmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion L. Weir and Thomas E. Weir ’66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Weisbruch and Douglas Weisbruch ’59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Smith Welch ’75 and Gordon R. Welch, Jr. ’68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis A. Weltman ’73 and Penny Weltman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry D. Westbrook and Vernetta A. Westbrook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Allman Wettl ’52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Totebusch Whaley ’70, ’76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Whaley ’75 and Wendy Whaley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald J. Wheeler, Jr. ’65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David L. Wisenbant ’71 and Paula Wisenbant Whisenbant ’71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Perrin White ’86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol F. White and Wayne White ’76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Richard White ’69, ’70, ’73, ’77 and Johnelle White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leland B. White ’72 and Monica H. White ’87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Bell White ’46 and William H. White ’87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan E. White, Jr. ’64 and Wanda J. White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley W. White ’61 and Johnnie White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas E. Whitley ’71 and Sherry Castle Whitley ’71, ’75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John W. Wiesner, Jr. ’50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie A. Wikingston ’78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kem Wildenthal and Margaret Dehlinger Wildenthal ’78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian H. Wildes ’72 and Marcella Wildes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim A. Wilhelm ’82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annell Haughton Williams ’76 and Kelly D. Williams ’77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald N. Williams ’76 and Janet Yoder Williams ’83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwight F. Williams ’81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe E. Williams, Ill and Sandra Smith Williams ’66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joretta Williams and W.E. Williams, Jr. ’55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billie Ida Williamson ’74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John D. Williamson, Jr. ’55 and Roberta Van Zandt Williamson ’58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark S. Williams ’71 and Jane H. Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan K. Willis and Walter L. Willis ’73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David R. Wilson ’64 and Victoria Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis M. Wilson, Jr. ’51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas A. Wirth and Wendy Sieren Wirth ’82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Wiseman ’60 and Nancy Wiseman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy F. Wold and Richard T. Wold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blair P. Woodall ’74 and Laura M. Woodall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Grubb Adams ’77 and Charles R. Adams ’77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley L. Adams ’93 and Jennifer C. Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy D. Adams and Bonnie Wheeler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don A. Addington ’53, ’65 and Suegen Addington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Alderete and Jacinto Alderete ’61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Dean Alexander and Rebecca A. Alexander ’62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda D. Ali and Steven M. Ali ’93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Alvarez ’60 and Pauline Alvarez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann F. Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur J. Anderson and Katherine Baxter Anderson ’80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol A. Anderson and David J. Anderson ’77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald R. Andrews, Jr. and Vicki P. Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eileen Baird Askew ’94 and Richard F. Askew ’92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Paschall Averitt ’82 and Don R. Averitt ’83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles S. Baer ’77 and Stephanie H. Baer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christie R. Baker and Timothy A. Baker ’77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeri Cole Baker ’69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter J. Bakewell and Susan B. Bakewell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Cristina Meneses Ball ’77 and William A. Ball ’77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Pierce Barber ’61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kay C. Barnes and Michael H. Barnes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn M. Barrett ’75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry E. Bartel ’67, ’68 and Scottie P. Bartel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolores G. Barzune and Lawrence S. Barzune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danny R. Basso and Kathy Basso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon R. Bauman ’67, ’13 and Lou M. Bauman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Bays ’79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph G. Beard, Sr. ’83 and Sherry H. Beard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean C. Beasley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Beauchamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay L. Beavers ’68, ’75 and Millie H. Beavers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aimee Ellenich Benfield ’66 and Jason O. Benfield ’96, ’98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert H. Bennett ’97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Bentz and Robert P. Bentz ’53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gainer J. Berg ’62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles M. Berlar ’79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark S. Bertrand ’87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed Biehl and Julianne Addis Biehl ’72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James A. Biggerstaff ’62 and Josephine Miller Biggerstaff ’63, ’84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George S. Birchfield and Judy A. Birchfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura S. Bivins and William P. Bivins, Jr. ’74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Blevins ’48 and Kimberly Cruce Blevins ’67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha-Allison Moselye Blevier ’00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen F. Blumenshein ’90 and Scott McCarty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David L. Bond ’52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefanie Woodard Bond ’87 and W. Douglass Bond ’87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annette Hottman Borkowski ’93 and Richard M. Borkowski ’93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Roach Boudreau ’64 and Joe N. Boudreau ’61, ’64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison W. Bovard and Christopher M. Bovard ’84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fran McCall Boyce ’75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Alvis Boyd ’88 and Michael A. Boyd ’88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Barksdale Bradford ’63 and Ronald F. Bradford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca J. Brakke and Ronald S. Brakke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George W. Bramblett, Jr. ’63, ’66 and Pedie Oliver Bramblett ’95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvie Branscomb and Mary Josephine Goodale Branscomb ’49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Genthe Brenner ’97 and Matthew S. Brenner ’96, ’99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misti M. Bridges and Stephen M. Jordan ’95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina L. Bridwell and Tucker S. Bridwell ’73, ’74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles D. Briner and Diana S. Briner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goryln H. Bronstad ’60 and Jane A. Bronstad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Myers Brown ’70, ’77 and Fred A. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camille Newsome Brown ’67 and James E. Brown ’67, ’72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Mitchell Brown ’79 and Reagan M. Brown ’78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan L. Bruster and Timothy K. Bruster ’85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane DelWare Bumpas ’69 and Stuart M. Bumpas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Snell Burnstead ’64 and Frank M. Burnstead ’64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin D. Burch ’99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas R. Busker ’95 and Sarah M. Carlson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connie Butchee and George E. Butchee ’70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Butler and Susan K. Butler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane A. Cabes and Robert L. Cabes, Jr. ’91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett C. Campbell ’86 and Suzanne J. Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry A. Candy ’67 and Suzanne B. Candy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leanne M. Cannon and Terry K. Cannon ’84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne P. Capps and Jerry W. Capps ’60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor D. Caraway and Stone W. Caraway ’57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen Callaway Carnevale ’86 and Richard Carnevale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda H. Carr and James G. Carr, Ill ’74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William P. Carr, Sr. ’40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaDonna J. Carrington ’83, ’84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doyle I. Carson and Sarah Simmons Carson ’60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana M. Carty and Donald J. Carty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John C. Caruth and Linda F. Caruth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert M. Canwell and Sheryl M. Farley ’71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorge J. Castro ’98 and Ximena Castro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliott R. Cattarrula and Karin Cattarrula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie F. Cavanaugh and William T. Cavanaugh, Jr. ’81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Cavey ’95 and Sara Burton Cavey ’95, ’97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl Chantilis and Samuel J. Chantilis ’83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert T. Chapman ’81, ’86 and Vicki L. Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard M. Chappell, Ill ’00 and Shannon Lee Chappell ’00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace E. Chappell ’49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felix Y. Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherman L. Chisom ’97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles A. Chitwood and Christy Dyer Chitwood ’84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Wade Choate ’53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara H. Clark and William J. Clark ’71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Priddy Clark ’77, ’78 and John W. Clark, Jr. ’60, ’63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher I. Clark ’96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitzi Cleaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonnie E. Cobb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Coggin, J. ’58 and Pat Coggin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George W. Coleman ’63 and Jean W. Coleman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin R. Collier ’56 and Lana W. Collier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David N. Collins and Nina O. Rainer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat Compton and Walter K. Compton ’83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karie A. Conklin and Thomas S. Conklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pam Conlin and Steve Conlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas H. Conner, III ’69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda K. Cooper and Gerald B. Cooper, Jr. ’74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Cornelius and U. Sidney Cornelius, Jr. ’74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane P. Couchman ’91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Cowart and Richard W. Cowart, Jr. ’78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles A. Cox, Jr. ’96 and Janice F. Cox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin L. Cox ’42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean E. Crawford and Mark T. Crawford ’76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob L. Crews, Jr. ’77 and Peggy Ann Crews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark E. Citre ‘84 and Martha May Citre ‘85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Brendan E. Finucane, Jr. ’92 and Shannon McCutchin Finucane ’93
Becky Rose Fisher ’86 and Bryant R. Fisher ’85
Colleen Cook Rickinger ’55
Shawn C. Foley ’86 and Stacey M. Foley Lee H. Ford
Carol Tate Forrest ’65 and Robert D. Forrest
Jane Fontenberry ’77
Carol Foster and John H. Foster ’56, ’59
Elizabeth L. Foster and Dennis Luczycki
Dorothy J. Freeman and Roland D. Freeman
Marcia C. French
Roger W. Fullington
Douglas C. Gardner ’85 and Kelly H. Gardner
Jean Gargiulo and Joseph M. Gargiulo
Billie D. Gattis and Robert D. Gattis ’53
Barbara Sorensen Geer ’91 and Jason W. Geer ’91
Nancy Kay George and Zola L. George ’81
Judith B. Gibbons and Thomas Gibbons
Angie Gibbs and Graham Gibbs ’89
David H. Gibson
Kenneth A. Gilbert and Margaret Bubbee Gilbert ’72
James A. Gilligan and Julie Jean Gilligan ’83
Ann McConnell Glynn ’67 and James E. Glynn ’75
Christopher Gondek and Quafleeke VanBenschoten ’96
Glen N. Gonzalez ’74 and Marjorie A. Gonzalez
Michele T. Gooby and Robert S. Gooby
Carroll R. Graves ’61 and Percilla Graves
James E. Graves, Jr. ’03 and Melanie W. Graves ’03
Gerald F. Gray and Margaret Gray
Susan S. Green and Tommy L. Green ’68
Jonathan S. Greene ’96
Carol T. Greston
David M. Griffith ’71
Gary E. Grover ’64, ’65
Charles L. Gunnmer and Cindy M. Gunnmer
George R. Gunn ’82 and Rebecca Rose Gunn
Brad H. Guske ’95 and Donna Guske
Jeremy L. Halbreich and Nancy Strauss Halbreich
David C. Haley ’85 and Lori K. Haley
Fanchon Hallam and Howard P. Hallam ’80
Michael E. Halpern ’89 and Robin A. Halpern
Gretchen Phillips Hamm ’67 and Ralph C. Hamm, Jr. ’66
John W. Hammond, Jr. ’88 and Judy H. Hammond
Bonnie Moore Hanley ’80 and Mark D. Hanley ’78
Gene D. Hanson ’75 and Jody V. Hanson
Eugenia Hargrove
Roy H. Harris ’78 and Victoria R. Harris
Kathy Harrison
Anna Jane M. Hart and John R. Hart ’63
John Rezar Hauge and Margaret Richey Hauge ’80
David R. Hawk ’56 and Jo Ann Miller Hawk ’55
Frances Alexander Hawkins ’46
Sylvia Randall Hays ’59 and Walter W. Hays ’57
Gayle Hayter and Robert L. Hayter ’75
Elizabeth Rogers Healy ’75 and Todd S. Healy
Daniel K. Hennessy and Elizabeth W. Hennessy
John R. Hennessy ’54
Claire Schlumberger Henry ’89 and Edward J. Henry ’88
Dr. and Mrs. Edward K. Hensley ’56, ’74
Margaret S. Herman
Alvino R. Herrera and Irma E. Herrera
William L. Herrera
Richard F. Herrscher ’58 and Beverly Herrscher ’60
Billy E. Hibbs, Jr. ’81 and Tisa Weiss Hibbs ’85
John J. Hickey
Vicki L. Hill
Donna B. Hines and William M. Hines ’83
Douglas Hobbs and Lindsay Elger Hobbs ’73
Margaret Edwards Hogg ’73 and Robert D. Hogg
Angelina G. Holdaway and Michael J. Holdaway
Ann Marlow Holland ’82 and C. Malcolm Holland, III ’82
Bethany C. Holland and Sam Holland
Holly J. Hopkins and J. Randy Hopkins ’66
Bonnie L. Horton ’79 and Greg Horton
A. Glen Houston ’76 and Peggy G. Houston
Carol J. Howe and Mark A. Howe ’77
Dolores Deist Howell ’59 and Robert C. Howell
Margaret P. Hudson ’54, ’71
Mimi Powell Huey ’60, ’85 and Ward L. Huey, Jr. ’60
Richard W. Humphrey ’70
Catherine Schmoker Hunnewell ’87 and Willard P. Hunnewell, Jr.
Caroline R. Hunt
Winnifred Hunter
Gregory J. Hustis
Mr. and Mrs. Lara F. Hunt, III ’57
John W. Hyland and Kay Fincher Hyland ’65
Margaret Ackermann Ice ’78 and Stephen L. Ice
James G. Isleib ’94 and Jennifer Cook Isleib ’94
Charles R. Jackson ’58, ’73 and Linda Jackson ’58
Doug James ’79 and Kathy W. James
Harry M. Jannette, Jr. ’50
Nancy P. Jeffett
Gary L. Jennings ’79, ’82 and Ray D. Jennings
Mary Ellen Mitchell Jericho ’46
Jen L. Jessee ’83
Alecia (Sue) John and Phil G. John
Bruce W. Jolesch and Tricia Hickman Jolesch ’76
David W. Jones ’88 and Lauren W. Jones
Gene C. Jones and Terry Jones
Jerry N. Jordan ’52 and Mary L. Jordan
Lisa Burgen Jordan ’86
Anita Jurevics and Vittau Jurevics ’57, ’64
Albert G. Karam and Mary Ackels Karam ’79
David A. Karp and Renee L. Karp ’93
Bennie K. Keene and Daniel W. Keene ’99
Harriett W. Kennedy and William D. Kennedy ’60
James E. Kj and Jessica DeVinney Kj ’76
Mary Kimbal and Thomas E. Kimball
Barbara Williams Kincaid ’71, ’05 and Samuel T. Kincaid, II ’71, ’80
Carole V. Kinnebrew and Jack M. Kinnebrew ’67, ’73
Jennifer Greene Kinser ’97 and Scot W. Kinser ’98
Ellen S. Kinsey and Glenn V. Kinsey ’77
James E. Kirby, Jr. ’57, ’59 and Patty Bootee Kirby ’56
Jack Klein and Rita Raine Klein ’75
Kevin L. Knox and Tracyn H. Knox ’12
Janet W. Kobyika and Joseph Kobyika
Fred J. Kolody ’64 and Helen M. Kolody
William C. Koonts ’52, ’58
Edward S. Koppman ’67, ’79 and Gail F. Koppman
Cynthia H. Kozmetsky and Gregory A. Kozmetsky
Michael L. Kreeger ’88
Blake D. Kresli ’93 and Lisa T. Kresli
Paul T. Kretzer ’74, ’75
Reinhard Kruse ’66 and Sue D. Kruse
Lori S. Kuchler and Thomas R. Kuchler ’97
Amy O. Kulas and Jason A. Kulas ’93
Roy A. Kull, Jr. ’60 and Susan Hardy Kull ’65
Joyce S. Lacerte and Lawrence G. Lacerte
Hannah H. LaFoy and Joe C. LaFoy, Jr. ’65
Chun H. Lam and Wai-Fung E. Kong-Lam
Steve Lambert
Faulk Landrum ’61
Eric D. Larner ’66 and Jane Lamer
Frank T. Launer and Kathleen Keith Launer ’79, ’83
Michael B. Laurent ’77
Ana-Maria Grundner-Lee and Ingram Lee, II
Chu Mei Lee and Hsiao-Lun Lee ’80
John W. Lenhart ’77 and Malinda E. Lenhart
Jane S. Lerer and Stephen A. Lerer ’72
Carrie A. Levering and Craig R. Levering ’79
Nicole Lidji
Fred F. Ligon, Ill and Judy Harvey Ligon ’61
Barbara L. Lindsay and William B. Lindsay, Ill ’69
Dan L. Longo and Margaret Erdle Longo ’89
Christopher C. Loy ’92 and Susan C. Loy
Boyd D. Lyles, Jr. ’71 and Melanie L. Wright ’71, ’83, ’05
10-14 YEARS

The following individuals have given at least 10-14 consecutive years to SMU.

Anonymous Donors
Judy F. Abbott
Margaret A. Abbott and Robert E. Abbott, Jr. ’70
Annie Jacoway Abney ’77 and William A. Abney ’69, ’72
Christa A. Abraham and John J. Abraham ’94
Emma J. Achucarro and Joaquin Achucarro
Gilbert L. Adams and Lynne Butler Adams ’64
Calvin Adkins ’73
Robert S. Agatston ’75
Daniel Aguirre and Elizabeth Aguirre
Gloria Dahl Akin ’54 and Ted M. Akin ’53, ’55
John H. Albarn, Jr. and Joyce T. Albarn
Amy Lisle Albrecht ’77 and Frederick L. Albrecht, ’77
Charles B. Albright ’85
Barbara Downs Alderete ’78 and Wesley A. Alderete ’78
Frank M. Aldridge, III ’65
Cynthia Pearson Alexander ’77, ’78 and Stephen D. Alexander, ’78
David E. Alexander and Sandra W. Alexander
Eric McCarthy Alexander ’78 and William B. Alexander
Alfred G. Allen, III ’60
Margaret (Peggy) Sea Allison ’61
Pierce M. Allman ’54
Tracy Anne Allred and Mark A. Chancey
John O. Alston ’59 and Mildred C. Alston
Adrian Altar ’50 and Freda S. Alter
Dennis Alvoid and Kathy Stromberger Alvoid ’73
Craig B. Anderson ’90, ’93 and Pamalla Calcote Anderson ’89
Dottie Demanee Anderson ’64 and R. Wayne Anderson ’64
Evelyn Herr Anderson ’72
Jeffy D. Anderson ’85
Marianne M. Anderson and Marion M. Anderson ’62
Michael W. Anderson and Susan Margraves Anderson ’88
Joan Dieboldt Anderson ’69 and William B. Anderson
Edwin F. Ansbro, Jr. and Wendy Pritchatt Ansbro ’83
Kathryn L. Arata ’87, ’91 and Stephen L. Arata ’88
Harold D. Armentrout ’59 and Janice Armentrout
Bill Armstrong ’82 and Liz Martin Armstrong ’82
Craig A. Armstrong ’99
David K. Armstrong and Marcia Armstrong
Stephanie R. Armstrong and Timothy W. Armstrong ’89, ’05
Susan Downs Armstrong ’59 and Thomas E. Armstrong ’60
Bessie H. Arnold and James W. Arnold ’52
Herbert (Peter) Arnold, III ’60 and Joyce Arnold
Peter B. Arnold ’83
Nelson R. Ashwander
Glenn W. Askey, Jr. ’58 and Mary Ellen Askey
Anna Bland (A.B.) Aston and Scott B. Aston
Debra Longley Austin ’80 and Dow Austin
Jeff Austin, III ’84
Susan M. Austin
Beth R. Averitt and Don V. Averitt ’57
A. Calvin Axtell and Elma Axl Axtell ’53
Janis Ham Aycott ’75 and Robert N. Aycott ’75
Bradley W. Ayres ’01, ’02 and Dana Wilcox Ayres ’04
James E. Bailey ’96 and Suzanne C. Bailey
Boyd A. Bain ’83
Kathryn Fagin Baines ’47
Charles G. Bains ’95, ’99
Andrew J. Baker ’05
Patsy Smith Baker ’52
Emy Lou Baldridge and Jerry T. Baldridge
Linda Driscoll Baldridge ’62 and Victor E. Baldridge, Jr.
Patricia Baldwin
Stephen P. Ballantyne ’77
James F. Banes and Judith Wendel Banes ’69, ’78
JoAnn Alford Banister ’61 and William M. Banister
George Y. Banks and George Y. Banks ’65
L. James Bankston ’74 and Sandy L. Bankston
D. Renee Barber
Daniel F. Barber ’04
Dan A. Barclay and Kay L. Barclay
Barry W. Barge ’82 and Carol V. Barge
Kim E. Barger ’02 and Robert E. Lee, IV
James S. Barnett ’59 and Vera V. Barnett
John C. Barney, Jr. ’04
John D. Barrett and Susan Threshie Barnett ’85
Joyce Cook Barron ’53
Mary M. Bartholomew
Jeffrey A. Bartlett ’03 and Karina Garrett Bartlett ’06
Marsela Batts and Robert L. Batts, II ’87
Barbara Baumfeind and Paul Baumfeind ’00
Howard S. Baulch ’76 and Sally Bateman Baulch ’77
Marianne E. Beal and Thomas E. Beal, Jr. ’56
John G. Beall ’65 and Kathryn Klein Beall ’75
Christopher L. Becker and Jennifer Hubbard Becker ’03
Larry G. Becker ’62 and Marcia Becker
Leslie King Beckmann ’82 and Paul D. Beckmann
Lynn M. Behrendt and Robert E. Behrendt
Bruce A. Bengtson ’75
Elizabeth Cockrell Bennet ’92
C. Michael Benston and Anne E. Peterson
Mary Terry Benton ’93 and Terrell W. Benton, III ’92
Lance M. Bergstrom ’93, ’09
John E. Bernard and Susie McLamore Bernard ’77
John C. Berry and Linda R. Berry
Thomas N. Bettes ’77
Sara Daly Bible ’58 and William D. Bible
Amy J. Bicknell and J. Eric Bicknell ’78
Nicole Kugler Bidwill ’85 and William V. Bidwill, Jr.
Oliver R. Biggers and Ruth Ann Lowry Biggers ’70
Henry M. Billingsley and Lucy C. Billingsley
Carol J. Biondo ’89 and William J. Glassetter ’79
Brian M. Bischoff ’04 and Kasey E. Bischoff
Laverne E. Bisen ’57 and Marion L. Biser
Barbara Braymen Black ’75 and Carlos N. Black
Georgia Sue Black
Jan H. Black and Stuart Black
Kirsten Butler Blanchet ’87 and Michael D. Blanchet ’91
Braxton Bruton Blalock ’83 and Richard K. Blalock ’81
David P. Bleakley and Kay B. Bleakley
Duffy Pitts Bloomendal ’97 and Scott Bloomendal ’95
Lackland H. Bloom, III ’95, ’97
Delphine O. Blum
Ann M. Boddie and J. Larry Boddie ’68
Joan Snavely Boddie ’65, ’74 and John W. Boddie ’73, ’74
Beverly Williams Bolin ’49
Martha Cravens Bonilla ’77 and William D. Bonilla, Jr. ’76
Courtney Walker Boschma ‘89 and William L. Boschma
Judy D. Bostdorff and W. Allen Bostdorff ’67
Elizabeth Steele Boswell ’85 and John P. Boswell
G. Michael Boswell ’62, ’67 and Sandy Stewart Boswell ’62
Ben Botnick and Dorothy Pentecost Botnick ’67
Gray Bowen and Renee Bowen
Kristy K. Bowen ’96, ’99 and Taylor P. Bowen ’93
Holly Hawkins Bowler ’73 and Joseph L. Bowler, Jr.
Thomas E. Boyd ’75 and Rebecca Lang-Boyd ’75
Blake Bozman ’93 and Tara Snelbacker Bozman
Anne H. Bradley
Colleen Mohrle Braider ’85 and Richard Braider
Stephanie Chantlis Bray ’85 and Minnorie Bray
Ruthie Boyd Brew ’78 and Steve S. Brew ’77
Elaine Bates Brewster ’73 and John E. Brewster, Jr. ’71, ’73, ’75
Rosemary S. Briant and William S. Briant, Jr. ’77
Jane Bridges and Robert H. Dennard ’54, ’56
Jerry Brown ’69, ’71
Dwala Lauderdale Brown ’78
J. W. Brown ’68, ’71, ’73, ’75
Robert K. Carlin ’71
James S. Cutler
Sarah S. Campbell and Ronald L. Campbell ’75
Gaylia Gray Campbell ’81, ’07 and Paul J. Campbell ’90, ’93
Jane Campbell ’73
Mary Ann Herber Campbell ’65 and Stephen J. Campbell ’65, ’66
Ronald L. Campbell ’75
Sarah S. Campbell and James W. McKelvin, III
Sheila K. Campbell ’85
Willard D. Campbell, Jr.
Samuel M. Cangelosi ’73 and Cynthia L. Cangelosi
Mary Cantrell and Voonhs C. Cantrell ’56
Patricia Landers Caperton ’71 and Tom C. Caperton
Ginger Hardage Carlin ’69 and Robert K. Carlin ’71
Brian G. Carlson ’85, ’91 and Julie A. Carlson
Jack Cantrell and Patricia Root Carmell ’57
Johnny B. Carpenter ’65
Horace L. Carrell ’62 and Patricia E. Carrell
Letha Hickman Carruthers ’82
Bradley K. Carter
Kimberly Knollin Carter ’81 and Thomas E. Carter ’80
Cindy Cartwright and Stephen C. Cartwright ’69
Donna J. Cartwright and Morris G. Cartwright, Jr. ’56
Mary Oliphant Casad ’77 and Victor E. Casad ’72, ’94, ’01
Christopher R. Casner ’76 and Pamela S. Casner
Eileen Bregman Cason ’83 and Mark A. Cason
Connie Casson and Mike Casson ’67
Carlton A. Catalani ’98 and Enn C. Catalani
Patricia Meeker Cather ’52 and Robert D. Cather
Christopher M. Cauble ’02, ’08 and Sarah Michelle Cauble ’02
Sarah Caviness and Trevor W. Caviness ’97
Susan L. Chambers ’78 and Kyle Teal
Benjamin R. Channess ’65 and Joyce F. Channess
Michael W. Busker ’99, ’04
Steven D. Bussey ’82
Allan Butler ’59 and Sally W. Butler
Melissa Buttry and Mike Buttry ’75
Mary Richey Byrd ’50 and Richard E. Byrd ’49
J. Timothy Byrnes and Melanie Byrnes
Don R. Byrnes ’63 and Georgia Smith Byrnes ’61
Kelly Robinson Caccia ’76 and Thomas J. Caccia
Carolyn Caddell and Carroll A. Caddell ’79
Colin P. Cahoon ’91 and Susan Hill Cahoon ’92
Carol Y. Calder and Norman B. Calder
Becky Haman Calvin ’78
Amanda L. Campbell and Gregory D. Campbell ’00
Bratschi Dickson Campbell ’62
Gaylia Gray Campbell ’91, ’07 and Paul J. Campbell ’90, ’93
Jane Campbell ’73
Mary Ann Herber Campbell ’65 and Stephen J. Campbell ’65, ’66
Ronald L. Campbell ’75
Sarah S. Campbell and James W. McKelvin, III
Sheila K. Campbell ’85
Willard D. Campbell, Jr.
Samuel M. Cangelosi ’73 and Cynthia L. Cangelosi
Mary Cantrell and Voonhs C. Cantrell ’56
Patricia Landers Caperton ’71 and Tom C. Caperton
Ginger Hardage Carlin ’69 and Robert K. Carlin ’71
Brian G. Carlson ’85, ’91 and Julie A. Carlson
Jack Cantrell and Patricia Root Carmell ’57
Johnny B. Carpenter ’65
Horace L. Carrell ’62 and Patricia E. Carrell
Letha Hickman Carruthers ’82
Bradley K. Carter
Kimberly Knollin Carter ’81 and Thomas E. Carter ’80
Cindy Cartwright and Stephen C. Cartwright ’69
Donna J. Cartwright and Morris G. Cartwright, Jr. ’56
Mary Oliphant Casad ’77 and Victor E. Casad ’72, ’94, ’01
Christopher R. Casner ’76 and Pamela S. Casner
Eileen Bregman Cason ’83 and Mark A. Cason
Connie Casson and Mike Casson ’67
Carlton A. Catalani ’98 and Enn C. Catalani
Patricia Meeker Cather ’52 and Robert D. Cather
Christopher M. Cauble ’02, ’08 and Sarah Michelle Cauble ’02
Sarah Caviness and Trevor W. Caviness ’97
Susan L. Chambers ’78 and Kyle Teal
Benjamin R. Channess ’65 and Joyce F. Channess
Victoria Lea Chaney ’76, ’77 and William B. Chaney ’77
Deborah A. Chapman ’01 and Paul Chapman
Carolyn C. Chestum and Don E. Chestum ’60
Jennifer Ferguson Cheney ’90 and Michael T. Cheney, Jr. ’91
Angela B. Cheves and Brad E. Cheves
Jonathan R. Childers ’02, ’05
Dewayne E. Chitwood ’59 and Virginia Danby Chitwood ’57
Jason J. Chlopak ’96
Dawn Hart Christensen ’81 and James L. Christensen
Marc P. Christensen and Seema G. Christensen
Anna Christmas
Filamena Christopher and John B. Christopher ’75
Betty Jane Christison ’85
Christopher A. Clabome ’94
Cullum Clark and Nita Prothero Clark
H. Burton Clark ’76 and Laura M. Clark
Albert R. Clausser ’74
Rick L. Clemmens ’76
Michael S. Cleveland ’83
Alice Clifton and Herbert R. Clifton ’30
Robert L. Cline ’02
Cleveland C. Clinton ’78 and Rita Hargrove Clinton ’76, ’77
Betty Shannon Cloyd ’54 and Thomas H. Cloyd ’54
Janis P. Coffee and Roy C. Coffee, Jr.
Cydney J. Coi and W. Randall Coi
Jean Messersmith Cole ’58
Prof. Alan B. Coleman and Janet Saville Coleman ’81
Susan Evans Coleman ’87
Bruce L. Collins, Jr. ’50 and Mary Riddick Collins ’53
Richard H. Collins ’69
Angelina F. Colquitt and John B. Colquitt ’61
David A. Commons ’75
Kelly Hoglund Compton ’79
Misti Heil Compton ’12
Joyce Spencer Connell ’52
Victor V. Contreras ’03
Keith R. Coogan and Roxanne Bucy Coogan ’75
Michele C. Corley and Stephen A. Corley ’90
James S. Cornelius ’79 and Leila A. Cornelius
Dennis R. Costello and Kathryn Lawrence Costello ’73
Ka Cotter and L. L. Cotter, III
Donald C. Cottrill ’89 and Glennell F. Cottrill
Cindy Wilson Couch ’78 and Stephen F. Couch ’79
Mary L. Countiss and W. F. Countiss ’70
Esther W. Courtney and Will A. Courtney ’58
Carla Woltemath Courtwright ’87 and Gregory S. Courtwright ’87, ’90
Jeffrey T. Courtwright ’82
John D. Cousins ’77 and Kristin Bram Cousins ’77
Berry R. Cox and Jeanne Tower Cox ’78
Betty J. Cox and Thomas C. Cox
Rita Agler Cox ’73 and Thomas L. Cox, Jr. ’74
Harvey G. Cragon and Henrietta Herbert Cragon ’66
Dana B. Craig and Robert L. Craig, Jr. ’76
Guy R. Crane and Katharine DiMatteo Crane ’78
M. Janis Calvin Cravens ’70 and William L. Cravens ’70, ’71
Helen A. Crichton and Thomas Crichton
Ann P. Crier and W. T. Crier, Jr.
Dodee Frost Crockett ’03 and William B. Crockett, Jr. ’05
J. Michael Cronin and Jennifer Hazlewood Cronin ’94
Cynthia Hollingshead Crosby ’83 and James Crosby
Taylor Custer Crosby ’06
Joe D. Cross, Jr. ’79
Dolores Clark Crossan ’49 and Paul E. Crossan, Jr.
Linda Key Crossland ’67
Leo M. Crowley
Leslie A. Crowley and Stephen R. Crowley ’91
Anne E. Cubbage ’01
Judy Broadfoot Culbertson ’82
Becky Broadfoot Cullum ’00 and M. C. Cullum ’10
Linda Curtis and Steven R. Curtis ’82
Debra Atkinson Cutler ’73 and James S. Cutler
Mariana Gillespie Daffron ’49
Carol Cook Dalton ’85 and Samuel P. Dalton
Barbara D. Daly and Howell V. Daly, Jr. ’53
Barbara Schrade Daniel ’66
James R. Daniell ’79 and Kelly S. Daniell
Beverly A. Dannan and Charles G. Dannan ’71
Olin K. Dart, Jr. and Ruby Eubanks Dart ’59
Betsy Brown Daste ’72 and Lawrence N. Daste
Anne Knight Davidson ’82 and Christopher J. Davidson
Dow A. Davidson and Jennifer Dudney Davidson ’05
Charles L. Davis, Jr. ’78 and Imelda Davis
Edwin J. Davis, Jr. ’58 and Marilyn J. Davis
Jeane Webb Davis ’80, ’94
Joe C. Davis, Sr. and Johnetta Coker Davis ’65
Larry Davis and Theresa Ladshaw Davis ’79
Ruth Neufeld Davis ’45, ’46
Dawn M. Day ’72
Gloria P. De Cillis
Leslie R. DeCillis ’91
Larry Delzell ’72
Paul Christian Delzell ’73
Shelley S. DeMaria ’04
D. Michael Dement and Rhonda L. Rempola ’83
Edward Q. Eason ’81 and Mary Eason
Bobby D. Dyess ’59 and Sharon S. Dyess
Gordon L. Dyer and Tammy J. Dyer
Bren K. Duvall and William C. Duvall, Sr.
Edward J. Durant, III and
Glen Dupaul and
Carolyn F. Dunnigan and David R. Dunnigan
Erin Sackash Duncan ’07 and
John S. Dryden ’71 and Judith S. Dryden
Jana A. Dransfield and
Susan Berry Dowd ’72
David S. Donosky ’90 and
Faye L. Dodge and Nathan B. Dodge ’63
Jason H. Dodds ’87 and Lynnette J. Dodds
Laurel D. Dobbin ’01
David W. Dixon ’81 and Elise A. Dixon
Jeff L. Dishongh and
Heidi Dillon and William R. Dillon
J. Michael Dillard and Lynn K. Dillard
Alex Dillard and Cannell Dillard
Chenoa A. Diehm ’95
Kenneth M. Dickson ’55, ’58, ’75 and
Maria T. Diaz-Esquivel
Catherine Bates Dewald ’80 and
Martha Parker Dever ’57 and Robert E. Dever
David W. Desmond and
Patrick DePole and Rebecca J. DePole ’06
Mr. and Mrs. Norman E. Depew ’59
Mark J. Denton and
Kristi Rampacek Dyer ’95
Stephanie Termina Dupaul ’04
Vincent W. Duncan ’93
Robert D. Dransfield ’76
Mark C. Doramus ’82
Elizabeth Grayson Donosky ’81
Mary Jane Ramsey Dickson ’67
George C. Dewald
Lisa Aitken Desmond ’82
Sherry O Reilly Denton ’79
Dora Oudin Flesher ’79
Walter L. Fleming, III ’66
Susan G. Fleming ’65, ’67
John S. Flegler ’90 and Marnie Flegler
Jennifer Gelety Flanagan ’82 and
Dan L. Flanagan ’72
Hollye C. Fisk and Susan S. Fisk
Charles S. Fish ’91 and Susan L. Fish
Norma Wood Ferguson ’49
Edward E. Ferguson and Linda J. Ferguson
Norma Wood Ferguson ’49
Pablo Fernandez ’03
James M. Feuille and Nancy J. Murray ’80
George S. Finley ’50, ’52 and Peggy Finley
Becky S. Fischer and Douglas A. Fischer ’83
Joanne Pilgrim Fischer ’75 and
Alicia M. Fisher ’79
Charles S. Fisher ’91 and Susan L. Fish
Maryann (Mimi) W. Fisher and
Stephen D. Fisher ’69, ’78
Peggy B. Fisher ’75
Hollye C. Fisk and Susan S. Fisk
Edward M. Fjordbak ’69, ’68, ’99 and
Sharon Lee Koon Fjordbak ’86, ’89
Dan L. Flanagan ’72
Jennifer Gelety Flanagan ’82 and
Martin L. Flanagan ’82
John S. Flegler ’90 and Marnie Flegler
Martha R. Flesher and Michael J. Flesher
Susan S. Fleming ’65, ’67
Walter L. Fleming, III ’66
Dora Oudin Flesher ’79
Kathryn Kane Floca ’60 and
Theodore F. Floca
Gale Florence and Mike E. Florence, Ill ’86
Lisa L. Floyd ’96 and Tom J. Floyd
Syble Perdue Fluth ’51
Douglas W. Folger and
Patricia Shields Folger ’83
Peter D. Fonberg ’56
Joseph W. Foran ’70 and Nancy N. Foran
Margaret Layman Forte ’75 and
Wesley E. Forte
Jay Foster and Lisa McMurray Foster ’84
Alex Fox and Landice Elliott Fox ’96
Ann Catto Francis ’53
Leroy Francis, Sr. ’70
Philip S. Francis ’03
Lynda Frank and William A. Frank, Jr. ’80
Cookie Kuykendall Frazier ’68 and
Richard D. Frazier ’67
Bart J. Freeman ’94 and Staci Freeman
Margaret Solon Frei ’73 and Max Frei
Imelda Fresquez and John V. Jansonius ’80
Deborah Hall Friele ’82 and Henry Friele
Betty Ann Yarbrough Fults ’72
Christine Furr and William J. Furr
Brian N. Gaebel ’05, ’06 and
Melissa Kunz Gaebe ’06
Robert I. Galatas ’55 and Shirley Galatas
James M. Galloway and
Kelly Barry Galloway ’98
Mark A. Galyard ’88 and Susan D. Galyard
Mary Myers Gano ’50
Michael H. Garcia ’79
Humberto V. Garcia-Salas ’00
Bruce H. Gardiner ’71 and Linda Gardiner
Gregory D. Gardiner ’91
James W. Gardner ’75 and Terry J. Gardner
Mark R. Gardner ’06
Susanne Spann Gardner ’95
Billie J. Garrett and Edgar J. Garrett, Sr. ’49
Karen Garver and Richard L. Garver ’65
John C. Ganey ’63 and Linda F. Ganey
Joshua L. Gary ’01 and
Kristen Cruikshank Gary ’01
Bertha Garza and Cesar A. Garza ’54, ’83
Kenneth E. Gasper and Rosemary W. Gasper
James E. Gathings and
Willa Rusk Gathings ’52
Jerry W. Gauthier ’84 and Polly Gauthier
John R. Gealy ’51
Karen O. George and Larry D. George ’76
Angela Lee Giers ’03 and John J. Giers
Nicholas B. Gilliam and
Robin Young Gilliam ’70
John A. Gindling and Karyl Gindling ’97
Linda Lee Glavine ’73 and
R. Steven Glavine ’73
Livonia Eikenburg Glaves ’70 and
William A. Glaves
Laura K. Glosniak ’04 and
Michael G. Glosniak
Beverly Bell Godby ’80 and
David C. Godby ’78
Lois Goldberg and Robert L. Goldberg ’49
Stephen F. Goldmann
Bruce Golison and
Margo Oetken Golison ’76
Lacey Fluor Goossen ’66
David V. Goss ’72 and Jan Goss
Kyle D. Goss ’05 and Margot Allen Goss ’05
Loriann E. Gossett ’82
Amy R. Gow and Danny L. Gow ’94
Jo A. Glyne ’87, ’90 and Joe R. Glyne
Martha Hallman Grable ’68 and
Robert C. Grable ’68
Frances Read Grafton ’35 and
W. Lloyd Grafton
Darby Sweitzer Grande ’67 and
Johannes Grande
Betty V. Grant and R. Jack Grant ’72
Mona M. Graue and William D. Graue ’89, ’96
Jacquelyn Hilger Graves ’40
Ann Hutchinson Green ’53 and
D. Frank Green, Jr. ’54
Tom B. Greene ’06
Ezra Greenspan
Ken Greer ’64
David G. Grieve ’83 and Teri Grieve
Stephen B. Griffith ’89
James (Larry) Grisham ’67 and
Judy J. Grisham
Elana Gross and Gary N. Gross ’87
Sharon McFarland Groves ’70
Gabriele B. Gruschki ’63
Ping Gui
Brenda B. Guyton
Sandra C. Haack and William R. Haack ’75
Lisa Dechert Haayen ’01, ’11, ’14 and
Richard J. Haayen, III ’01
Nancy Bell Haayen ’74 and
Peter W. Haayen ’75
Charles R. Haggard, Jr. ’75
Tracey L. Haley ’87, ’90
Andrew C. Hall ’98 and
Mary Helen Tinnerman Hall ’98, ’99
Cheryl Marchus Hall ’73 and
John A. Hall ’71, ’73, ’79
Trevor S. Hall ’85
Cole Halliburton ’80
Carolyn Waters Hamilton ’69 and
George M. Hamilton, III ’67, ’70
Debra Hamlett and
Kenneth M. Hamlett, Jr. ’69
Bill R. Hammer ’74 and
Shelley Shubeurne Hammert ’79
Katherine Green-Hammond ’71 and
Lee R. Hammond
Jill R. Hance and R. Larry Hance ’77, ’80
Kathleen Cruzosa Hanifen ’82 and
Matthew A. Hanifen
Lloyd K. Harrick ’94 and
Susan J. Builta Hankins
Gerald W. Hedgcock, III '01
Carolyn M. Hedgecock and Joe M. Hedgecock '67
Jane Kent Hedges '60
David A. Heidtke and Mary Wright Heidtke '54
Betty Lemmon Hein '51
Karen L. Heitznerater '82 and Richard P. Heitznerater
Allegra J. Heffernstein '89 and Dominic Worsowicz
Amy G. Heller and Roy L. Heller
Whitney W. Hallman '04
Mary A. Helsper and Richard J. Helsper '77
Amy Doelling Helton '87 and Timothy D. Helton
Richard W. Hemingway '55 and Vera E. Hemingway
Carol W. Hemphill and John M. Hemphill '68, '69, '71
Kristin Wagner Henderson '82 and Stewart R. Henderson '81
Lea G. Henderson and Paul M. Henderson '94
Diane G. Henry and Terry M. Henry '87
Gray G. Henry and LaRue H. Henry
John A. Henry, III '65
Michele Olivar Herod '98
Barton R. Herr '57 and Stephanie Fitzsimmons Herrsch '61
George M. Hess '58 and Johanna G. Hess
James L. Hess '75, '77 and Janis S. Hess
Peggy B. Hess and Richard W. Hess '77, '78
Arthur E. Hewett '57, '56
Carlynn B. Hicks and Lindsey P. Hicks '79
Howard Hicks and Sara Lynn Hicks '61
Chip Hiemzen '06
James M. Hilker '89
Adam B. Hill '05 and Lyndseey Hummitt '05
Donna W. Hill and Ennis B. Hill, Jr. '64
Johnathan M. Hill '81 and Patricia Hill '79
Lilan W. Hunt and Robert A. Hunt '82
Carroll D. Hurst and Robin R. Hurst
Don Hurst '58 and Gayle Marye Hurst '58, '73
Meredith Hurst '06
Gary D. Huselton '68, '71 and Jean S. Huselton
C. Reed Hutschens '80 and Susan A. Hutschens
Jane B. Hitchens and Robert W. Hitchens '75
Suzanne Spangler Hitchens '81 and William L. Hitchens, Jr. '80
E.R. Hyde '49 and Mary Ann Hyde
Don ice and Royce McKeck ice '53
Chris Iconos '05
Barbara R. Ingram and James E. Ingram '64
Sue Frayle Irons '63
Hollie F. Irvin, Jr. '54 and Patricia Krebs Irvin '54, '72
Donald P. Jackson '78
Hollis Jackson '97
Jere L. Jackson and Sarah Ragland Jackson '64
Bonnie F. Jacobs and Louis L. Jacobs
Mark E. Jacobs
Don Jansen '62
Debra Folsom Jama '75 and Don M. Jama '75
Frank R. Jelinek, III '64, '67 and Juliet Fawcett Jelinek '64
April Brown Jenkins '08 and Grayson M. Jenkins '02
Helen Brown Jenkins '49
Ryan B. Jenkins '04, '05, '07
Hilarie Neely-Job '77 and Steven Job

monica Netherland Hopkins '01 and Newton Hopkins, Ill '01
Carole A. Hoppenstein and Jay M. Hoppenstein
John K. Horany '83, '86
Molly G. Horner and Donald D. Horner '86
Laura Guangs Howard '00 and William J. Howard '00
Douglas W. Howell, Ill '86
Chang W. Huang '95 and Clarissa Schultz Huang '94
Erik T. Huddleston '99
Susan Sharp Hudson '85 and William M. Hudson '75
Irina Huemiller and Thomas L. Huemiller '91
Carrie L. Huff '88
Hertha Heller Hughes '86
Vester T. Hughes, Jr.
Kevin E. Hunt '77 and Susan Tiger Hunt '79
Charles B. Humphrey '79, '93 and Jolie D. Humphrey
Caroline W. Hundley and David M. Hundley '81, '92
William P. Hunsicker and Karen Kern '70
Daniel L. Hunt '00
Hunter L. Hunt '90 and Stephanie E. Hunt
Karen Selbo Hunt '78 and Lanny P. Hunt '79
Lilan W. Hunt and Robert A. Hunt '82
Carroll D. Hurst and Robin R. Hurst
Don Hurst '58 and Gayle Marye Hurst '58, '73
Meredith Hurst '06
Gary D. Huselton '68, '71 and Jean S. Huselton
C. Reed Hutschens '80 and Susan A. Hutschens
Jane B. Hitchens and Robert W. Hitchens '75
Suzanne Spangler Hitchens '81 and William L. Hitchens, Jr. '80
E.R. Hyde '49 and Mary Ann Hyde
Don ice and Royce McKeck ice '53
Chris Iconos '05
Barbara R. Ingram and James E. Ingram '64
Sue Frayle Irons '63
Hollie F. Irvin, Jr. '54 and Patricia Krebs Irvin '54, '72
Donald P. Jackson '78
Hollis Jackson '97
Jere L. Jackson and Sarah Ragland Jackson '64
Bonnie F. Jacobs and Louis L. Jacobs
Mark E. Jacobs
Don Jansen '62
Debra Folsom Jama '75 and Don M. Jama '75
Frank R. Jelinek, III '64, '67 and Juliet Fawcett Jelinek '64
April Brown Jenkins '08 and Grayson M. Jenkins '02
Helen Brown Jenkins '49
Ryan B. Jenkins '04, '05, '07
Hilarie Neely-Job '77 and Steven Job

Ann Herman Johnson '76 and Galen G. Johnson
Barry D. Johnson '86 and Susanna Yarbrough Johnson '82, '85
Catherine White Johnson '76 and Paul D. Johnson '75
Edgar E. Johnson, Jr. and Lynette Charbonneau Johnson '60
Gary A. Johnson '93
Gary D. Johnson '80
Marci Borders Johnson '88 and Randy G. Johnson
Mary Jane Johnson
Rodney G. Johnson '94
Samuel R. Johnson '51 and Shirley Melton Johnson '51
Brian D. Jones and Tracy Bruce Jones '84
Heather Lee Jones '99, '04
Jacquelyn K. Jones '79
Polly Robbins Jones '48
Irene Jones-Goldman '57
Karen O'Connor Judge '88 and W. P. Judge
Hyungjin Jun '61
Janet P. Kansa
Jerry A. Kagay '72 and Judi Kagay
Beth F. Kahn and Gary L. Kahn '79
Dennis D. Kaisand and Janet M. Kaisand
John M. Kalb
Chen L. Kamp and Thomas G. Kamp, Jr. '83
Janene G. Kanevskie and William J. Kanevskie, Ill '79, '82
Jean A. Karm '00
Marsha K. Kaspareit and Walter B. Kaspareit '62
Deborah Katz and Rodney D. Pick '87
Linda Lane Kaufman '72 and Robert L. Kaufman '71
Debbie Keck and John C. Keck '99
Heather Ryan Kelley '75
Marla Overton Kelly '87 and Tim M. Kelly '88
Edward B. Kemble '57, '59
Gregory S. Kendle '93 and Jill H. Kendle
David M. Keneive '75 and Leslie Vanderveer-Keneive
Patsy Martin Kenner '50
Ann Kent and Bartis M. Kent '47
Geraldine Fulton Kepler '70 and Terry L. Kepler
Mike Kerr '84 and Nancy Landen Kerr '84
Marvin E. Key, Ill '83 and Tish S. Key
Habb G. Khouyr '56 and Patricia S. Khouyr
Fred H. Kight '58 and Patricia H. Kight
Christopher H. Kimbell '01
Daisy Kinard and Jack D. Kinard '52
Bill Kincaid and Missy Darwin Kincaid
Elisabeth Rain Kincaid and S. Thomas Kincaid, Ill '05
Frank A. King and Memie Ann King
T. Irving King, Jr. '50, '55
Gordon L. Kinne and Laura E. Kinne
Nancy Lamb Kirby '66, '67
John A. Park ‘75 and Nancy J. Park
Young K. Park ‘00
Jonathan T. Parker ‘05 and Meredith E. Parker
Adana F. Patton and L. H. Paton ‘71
M. Boyd Patterson ‘72, ‘75 and Susan E. Patterson
Angela D. Paulos
D. June Payne ‘59
Julie S. Payne and Leon M. Payne, Jr. ‘80
Richard Payne ‘55
Bradford C. Peabody ‘75
Henry R. Pearson and
Rebecca Northern Pearson ‘76
Johanna Blaschke Peck ‘67 and
Leonard W. Peck
Jeannette M. Pedersen and
Robert D. Pedersen ‘68
Rena M. Pederson
Peggy Peel and Thomas R. Peel ‘62, ‘79
Carol Peiffer and James F. Peiffer ‘93
Janet Honey Perkins ‘70
Dana Sloan Perlman ‘80 and
Jonathan S. Perlman ‘92
Barbara Burdtt Perry ‘76 and
Michael R. Perry
Charles H. Peterson and
Linda Curry Peterson ‘68
John D. Peterson ‘88 and Laura L. Peterson
Arnold E. and Mary Katherine Petsche ‘82
James W. Pettsino, Jr. ‘50 and Sue Pettsino
Diane Peiffer and Philip J. Peiffer, Jr. ‘72
Marian McKay Peiffer ‘83
L. Anthony Pfohl ‘90
M. R. Pharo ‘77 and Joey Porcell
June Jett Phillips ‘65
James W. Phipps ‘61
Heidi Huber Pickens ‘02, ‘06 and
Mike K. Pickens ‘01
Cason S. Pierce ‘05
Julie Piggott ‘02 and Steve T. Piggott
Gary Pina ‘78 and Mary Jane Pina
Marc D. Pinker ‘01
Joe W. Pinson, Jr. ‘59 and Sara Pinson
Jon C. PIot ‘98 and Susan Irwin PIot ‘91
Diane Taylor Podhrasky ‘80, ‘96
Anne Veale Pogson ‘65 and Clyde H. Pogson
Jim Pokorski and Susan Moore Pokorski ‘76
Charlie M. Pollan, Jr. ‘73 and
Susan Carothers Pollan ‘73
Harold N. Pomainville ‘74, ‘80
David H. Pope and Victoria P. Pope
Dawn B. Popovich and
Robert L. Popovich ‘89
Frank H. Pounders and
Margaret Jennings Pounders ‘74
William D. Powell ‘57
Kathleen Hoak Power ‘94, ‘04 and
William V. Power
Robert S. Powers, Jr. ‘55 and
Virginia G. Powers
James D. Prappas and
Kathryn Farmer Prappas ‘83
Louis M. Pratt ‘58 and Rosa Pratt
George W. Preckwinkle ‘78, ‘81 and
Lynda L. Preckwinkle
Diane Stanley Presley ‘99 and
Douglas F. Presley
Robin Pruner and Russell A. Pruner ‘79
Laura Staub Pusateri ‘01 and
Vincent F. Pusateri
Bette W. Queen
Brian M. Queen ‘75 and Karen D. Queen
Audrey Munsey Ramsey ‘44
Barrett Hubener Ramsey ‘89 and
Michael L. Ramsey
Richard C. Rantzow ‘61 and
Susan Turley Rantzow ‘62
Frances A. Rasmussen and
Fred D. Rasmussen ‘69
Denise S. Rassier and John T. Rassier
Eugenia H. Ratchlff and Kenneth E. Ratchlff ‘58
Douglas L. Ray ‘80 and Martha Ray
John H. Ray ‘54
Joseph M. Ray ‘54 and Ruth Ray
Betty Hedge Rymond ‘47
Edward A. Ryzik and
Genevieve Turner Razin ‘06
Glenn A. Read ‘68 and Jesse M. Read
Linda Reed and Robert A. Reed ‘69
Louis J. Reeg, Jr. ‘49 and Paula P. Reeg
Robert E. Reetz, Jr. ‘80 and Wanda D. Reetz
Margot M. Reid and Rust Reid
Donald E. Reilly ‘53 and
Hanspyk Reilly ‘55
Janice Murdoch Reilly ‘73
Jane Hedges Rejebian ‘54
Bruce E. Renfro ‘65 and Lea E. Renfr
Barbara G. Renickr and
Robert N. Renickr ‘76
Karen H. Reuter and Robert D. Reuter ‘70
Georgenne Rexford and
John H. Rexford ‘79, ‘80
Merrill J. Reynolds ‘76 and
Nancy S. Reynolds
Osborne M. Reynolds, Jr. ‘68
Charlotte Davis Rhea ‘56 and
M. Winston Rhea ‘56
James H. Rice ‘95
Tanya J. Rice
DeAnne A den Richards ‘59 and
Fred F. Richards, Jr. ‘59
Stanford H. Richards
Cindy W. Richardson and
Mike W. Richardson ‘69
Scott Riddles ‘84 and
Susan Mullanax Riddles ‘84
Mark Riley and Rebecca Roy Riley ‘79
Billie Leigh Morgan Rippey ‘53
Charles R. Ritchey and Margaret I. Ritchey
Claire McDougle Roberts ‘51
George T. Roberts, Jr. ‘78 and
Leslie G. Roberts
Harry M. Roberts, Jr. ‘60 and
Nancy B. Johnson Roberts
Randolph W. Robinson and Wendy Robinson
The Rev. Linda Smith Roby ‘75, ‘00 and
Frank M. Roby ‘75
Margie McClellin Roe ‘63, ‘66 and
Norman D. Roe ‘64
Lavonne Smith Rogers ‘56 and
Lowell T. Rogers
Virginia M. Rogers ‘50
Barbara Nelson Rohils ‘77 and
Carl W. Rohils ‘72, ‘76
Herbert R. Rohioff, Jr. ‘60 and Pat Rohioff
Kimberly S. Roman and Michael Roman ‘99
Ashley Bonilla Romo ‘06 and
Jared J. Romo ‘06
Teresa C. Rosado ‘11
Cheryl Rose and Gerald N. Rose ‘68
Neal G. Rose
Diane O. Ross and Donald R. Ross ‘70
Edward H. Ross ‘87 and Nancy R. Ross
Louise C. Rossi ‘88
Francene Aimer Rounds ‘58 and
James E. Rounds
John N. Rowe, III ‘59 and Patricia H. Rowe
Jon P. Rowe ‘64 and Marie L. Rowe
Theresa Rowe and William D. Rowe, II ‘11
Ann S. Rubin and Howard C. Rubin ‘74
Lois F. Ruby and Thomas M. Ruby ‘67
Edwin G. Ruland ‘61 and Manlyn M. Ruland
Mark A. Rydel ‘72
Carmen Sabates ‘81
Sumiko Sakai
Alicia M. Salas and Jose F. Salas, Jr. ‘73
Cheryl R. Saldana and Luis E. Saldana ‘00
Barbara Francis Salvaggio ‘75 and
Bruce H. Salvaggio ‘74
Samanta and Subarna K. Samanta ‘85
Allen Sanders and Dorothy Sanders
Don W. Sanders ‘68 and Karen N. Sanders
J. Richard Sanders ‘55, ‘58 and
Rita Dolezal Sanderson ‘81
Marcellene Wilson Sands ‘69 and
Stephen H. Sands ‘70
George A. Satorino ‘81, ‘85 and
Sara McElreath Satorino ‘79
John L. Schaffler, IV ‘00
Candice L. Schattgen-Bellinger ‘82
Floyd A. Scheinman ‘51
Janice Roper Schell ‘73 and
Richard A. Schell ‘72, ‘75
Joan K. Schellenberg
Aldene Heidelberg Scheuereman ‘59 and
Ronald Scheuereman
Joseph A. Schifrin ‘50 and Nancy C. Schifrin
Caroline Schlak and Gerard A. Schlak
Gail Schoelkopp
Wilson W. Schoelkopp ‘95
Janet Schupp and Walker A. Schupp ‘84
James A. Scrimshire ‘50 and
Maxine Scrimshire
Evelyn Reagan Seals ‘51 and Jack R. Seals
Shirley Schuetz Snider ’53 and Vernon R. Snider ’50, ’53
Colin M. Snyder ’69 and Susan V. Snyder
Liong T. So ’03
Cynthia Prasingh Sonstelie ’68 and Richard R. Sonstelie
Beverly A. Soxman and Lee F. Soxman, Jr. ’48
Patti G. Sparkman
Cheryl A. Speck and Jon P. Speck
Phyllis Danhof Speck ’62
Marilyn Schutt Spencer ’89 and Norman M. Spencer, Jr.
George P. Speranza ’48 and Iva P. Speranza
Peter A. Spier ’98, ’99
Donna L. Spitzer and Larry W. Spitzer ’74
Bill D. St. John ’52 and Doris A. St. John
Betty J. Standridge
Carolyn S. Stanley and Harold W. Stanley
Marie Murphy Starling ’59 and William H. Starling
Susan L. Starr ’93 and Timothy R. Starr
Rebecca Evans Stein ’78 and Richard W. Stein
Christopher C. Stephens ’85 and Sharolyn A. Stephens
Glenn Stephenson and Karen McGibbon Stephenson ’67
N. L. Stevens, III ’72, ’76 and Nancy D. Williams ’73
Cathleen C. Stevenson and David A. Stevenson ’73
Barbara S. Stewart ’08, ’11
Betty George Stewart ’49
Jacqueline Miller Stewart ’72 and Peter B. Stewart
Marlee McConnell Stewart ’63
Steven E. Stich ’00
Natalie Greene Stollerwen ’64 and Tom J. Stollerwen ’62, ’65
Arthur M. Stacener, Jr. ’65 and Lillian R. Stacener
Kathryn Stradley and Mark E. Stradley
Brian L. Strange ’01
Marjorie Wright Strange ’44, ’75
Sue Wayne Strauss ’87
John A. Streun, II ’60 and Mary E. Streun
Rose Marie Potash Stromberg ’57
Evelyn Dukkony Strubing ’52 and William J. Strubing
Cristine Nixon Stubbe ’64 and Matthew R. Stubbe ’00
Lavada D. Stuart and Ronald M. Stuart ’68
Drew Bass Stull ’72 and John F. Stull
Alfredo A. Suarez ’02 and Brittany Krutulis Suarez ’05
Walter A. Suberg, Jr. ’85, ’89
Barbara Palmer Sucher ’67 and James A. Sucher
Beverly Canaday Sullivan ’53 and Robert V. Sullenger, Sr.
Kristin N. Sullivan ’90 and J. Mitch Whitten ’91
J. Bryan Sutherlin ’67
Robert V. Sullenger, Sr. ’94, ’04
Catherine B. Taylor
Michael C. Teel ’76
Andrew Teller, Jr. ’86 and Carrie Chapman Teller ’02
Patricia A. Tennyson ’64
Carol A. Terlip and Frank R. Terlip
Ellen Coleman Terry ’61
Kevin P. Terry and Marlin North Terry ’78
Sarah Brazil Thames ’45
Brooks E. Thomas ’06
Carolyn F. Thomas and Donald Thomas
Enelane L. Thomas and Jeffrey P. Thomas ’66
Lindsay McAdams Thomas ’85 and Michael P. Thomas
Samantha W. Thomas
Blair Y. Thompson and William S. Thompson
George R. Thompson, Jr. ’00 and Maggie N. Thompson
Regina S. Thompson and Sydney V. Thompson ’73, ’74
Laura A. Till ’82
Emily Harris Todd ’85
Sari Todora and Tony F. Todora ’69
Linda M. Tokoly and Stephen P. Tokoly ’64, ’67
Evelyn Means Tolbert ’59 and John G. Tolbert
J. David Tracy ’71 and Jerre W. Tracy
John S. Trahan ’83
Kristi L. Kaiser Trail and Terry Trail
Bruce M. Trest ’74 and Susan R. Trest ’84
Marie C. Trevino ’97
David R. Trpackages, II ’66
Brian T. Tulloch ’92 and Sharon S. Tulloch
Troy Turk ’90
Dana Phillips Turner ’75 and Raymond P. Turner ’77
John L. Turner, Sr. ’74 and Nancy T. Turner
Martha S. Ullhorn ’76, ’78
Karen B. Uhr
John B. Underwood ’96 and Stacey Goodfriend Underwood ’06
Gary Upton and Martha J. Upton
Zoe G. Urbanek
David A. Usiak ’78
Melissa Woodard Uley ’87 and Steven R. Uley ’86
Patricia A. Vanche and Raymond E. Vachex ’58
Mimi and William H. Vanderstraaten ’82
Ashley Diehl Vann ’93 and J. S. Vann
James W. Van Scyoc and Marjorie Denton Van Scyoc ’59
Harvey Vaughn, III and Stacy Gregg Vaughn ’91
Lee D. Vendig ’55
Nandagopal Venugopal ’91, ’95
Earle R. Verrill and Kay Kimpile Verrill ’47
Stuart P. Vetterick ’99, ’00
John W. Via, III ’02, ’03, ’07 and Julie P. Via
Walter C. Vick, Jr. ’85
Ima J. Vining ’48
Glenda J. Vowell and J. Lynn Vowell ’85
Charles R. Vrooman ’72 and Diana Vrooman
Alden E. Wagner, Jr. ’75 and Nancie Nieman Wagner ’75
Andrew P. Wagner ’84, ’90 and Ann Wagner
Allister M. Waldrop, Jr. ’72 and Ruth R. Waldrop
Kenneth P. Walker ’78 and Nancy B. Walker
James H. Wallenstein ’67 and Marcia Wallenstein
Ben E. Wallenstein and Sarah Straka Wallenstein ’00
Edward W. Walloff ’51 and Rachelle W. Walloff
Joe Walsh and Lane Sadler Walsh ’82
Ruth Robertson Wardlaw ’66, ’71 and Thomas T. Wardlaw
William J. Ware ’01
Angela L. Warfield and Richard D. Warfield ’82
Cora Woooters Warren ’47 and Joseph F. Warren ’51
Scott Warren and Vicki Lakon Warren ’77
Deborah Waters and Geoffrey D. Waters ’86
Anthony A. Watson ’71 and Betty J. Watson
C. Dan Watson, Jr. ’52 and Shirley M. Watson
Ewart G. Watts ’36, ’80
Anna Nelson Webb ’02
Anna M. Weber and Michael E. Weber ’51
Richard J. Wedgeworth, II and Wanda Butler Wedgeworth ’78
Douglas L. Weedon ’58 and Glenda I. Weedon
Bryce A. Weigand and Patricia K. Weigand
Frederic Weigl and Julia Good Weigl ’74
Larrie A. Weil and Roberta W. Weil
Linda M. Weinfield ’80
Elizabeth A. Wells and Kris A. Wells ’90, ’96
Dianne Smith West ’66 and Robert H. West ’64
Dorothy Kimble West ’63 and Larry West
James W. West, Jr. ’70 and Roberta West
Mark M. Westerman ’00, ’02 and Tiffany Alexander Westerman ’98
Amy Whaley ’94
Charles E. White, III and Laurie-Leigh Nix White ’07, ’08
Claudine White and Orlie H. White ’58, ’74
Frank H. White ’01, ’06 and Stephanie Sansing White ’06
Germaine White ’80
Jennifer L. Whittington ’04
Harvey W. Wiggins, Jr. ’68 and Tracy Wiggins
Diane Pau Wilcox ’69, ’72 and Donald E. Wilcox ’68, ’71
Julie Rankin Wilcoxson ’53
W.D. Wiles ’74
David C. Wilkerson and Kimberly Ehresman Wilkerson ’86
Betsy C. Williams and David B. Williams ’79
Cynthia M. Williams and Joseph R. Williams ’79
Helen M. Williams ’04
J. Bowman Williams, Jr. ’76 and Mary Alan Roberts Williams ’75
Mane Palmer Williams ’75
Jemmy M. Williamson ’57
Jarrad A. Wills ’94, ’01 and Stacy Yenerich Wills ’94
Tiffa Wilshusen and William C. Wilshusen ’79
Claude R. Wilson, Jr. ’54, ’56 and Emlynn Wilson
Leslie Zahn Wilson ’81 and Royce E. (Ed) Wilson
Martha M. Wilson and William R. Wilson
Patsy Dodson Wilson ’59
Donald R. Windley and Virginia Belville Windley ’69
Carole Cotton-Winn ’70 and John M. Winn, Jr. ’54
Linda Winslow and Stephen Winslow ’81
William R. Winters ’81
Wendy B. Witten ’95
Carol K. Wolfe and Newman R. Wolfe ’70
Bonne Brock Wood ’75 and Charles P. Wood
Lynn Williams Wood ’55 and Peter H. Wood
Janet Gage Wrather ’88 and John D. Wrather, Jr. ’89
Angelina Liberus Wright ’92 and Lance D. Wright ’90
Patrick A. Yack ’74 and Suzanne B. Yack
Bill H. Yancey, Jr. ’74 and Donna Stain Yancey ’74
Kelly Dean Yandell ’93 and Lunsford P. Yandell
Gregory A. Yates
Kay Prather Yeager ’61 and Frank J. Yeager
David A. Young ’72 and Lynn Speikerman Young ’73
Glenn A. Youngkin and Suzanne Schulze Youngkin ’89
Carolyn P. Younts and Robert W. Younts ’56
Sophia Mihos Zafirides ’95
Piotr J. Zapendowski ’00
Kurt-Alexander Zeller ’81, ’82
Deborah Bouldin Ziegler ’91 and Gregory N. Ziegler ’91
Steven J. Zimmerman and Tracey Zimmerman
M. Catherine Zollars Ph.D. and Robert L. Zollars ’72

For more information about Hilltop Society, please visit smu.edu/hilltop.
Today the University is moving forward with unbridled optimism to define its second century of achievement, building on the dreams of the visionaries who founded SMU more than 100 years ago. The University is rising in prominence and impact among national universities by dramatically increasing support for student quality, faculty and academic excellence and SMU’s unique campus experience, living up to its promise, “World Changers Shaped Here.”
SMU’s Second Century Celebration is a historic opportunity to highlight the University’s accomplishments and growing international prominence in leadership, innovation, creativity and service as we usher in a second century of achievement.